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you find big trap =_formers, conservat vefy rated com©nents, an electrolytic aluminum d-assis (for
les: operaticr ani low hum) on all Scott equip trient With Scott equipment you makE al i'vestment
in years of trout) a -free listening enjoyment.
Scott extravagances can be found in th_ powerful

Scott USES heavy, oversizec output transformers
on thei- amplifiers and tuner /amplifiers. Most manufacturers settle for lightweights, as little as calf the
iron found in Scott equipment Is this extravagance?
Scott feels the extra dollars out into jun ors output
transformers is an absolute necessity! Just listen
to the solid, clean bass response you ge from all
Scotta -nplifie's and tuner/amplifiers. -o obtain this
kind of bass you need power and lots of t in the
vital low frequency range. And to get this extra power
you must have big, heavy, oversized transformers
like the ones you find on al Scctt
amplifiers even the budget- priced
Model 200B.)
Scott never economizes cn performance or reliability. That s why
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as well as the p -evio usly mentioned 20JE They can
hi -fi dealto bum on a Scott -(its. Visit your fevo
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tie informat on card bound into the -nagizine, and
Scott will mail you x r-p ete information on all their qural ter products.
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It is common practice in loudspeaker system design to utilize specialized loudspeakers, each assigned to cover a specific part of the audio spectrum. In the band the speaker is assigned to
reproduce, it can offer a very high order of performance. At the same time, the speaker may perform poorly (or not at all) in other ranges.
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To eliminate this poor performance, and to protect speakers from electrical energy that may destroy them, as well as make maximum use of
available amplifier power, some means of channeling specific frequency bands to each speaker must
be employed. The most common means of accomplishing this is with a crossover network circuit.
This is basically an integration of inductors, ca-
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Crossover networks must be carefully designed
with respect to crossover frequencies and attenuation rates to obtain maximum performance from
each element in the system with the smoothest
possible output. However, no system will perform
perfectly in every acoustic surrounding. To accommodate variations in room absorption or reflection, most multi-way systems employ a "bal-
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Typically, this control is a simple "L" or "T"
pad or potentiometer that merely adjusts the level
of the tweeter over its entire useful range. Unfortunately, operation of this control over any but
a narrow range introduces a sharp discontinuity
in response at the crossover point. This "step" in
the response reduces the usefulness of the control
and the flexibility of the system.
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To overcome this problem, a new control circuit
is now being introduced into Electro -Voice speaker
systems. In addition to the usual series inductance
and capacitance circuits needed to provide attenuation rates and crossover frequencies, a level
adjusting resistor is inserted in series with the
high frequency speaker. It is calculated to exactly
match the output of the high frequency speaker
with the bass speaker(s).
A switch is provided that shunts various values
of capacitance across this resistor. These values
are selected to provide a 10 db rise at 20,000 cps,
without affecting response at the crossover point.
At 10,000 cps the rise is about 5 db. For one
position of the switch, the rise in level is calculated to complement exactly the response of the
high frequency speaker to provide essentially flat
response throughout the audio range.
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In three -way and four -way systems, a more complex variation on this basic concept is used to
provide up to five different "tone control" slopes
with varying points at which attenuation begins.
The net result is superior control of high frequency response to meet varying acoustic conditions with no discontinuity in output.
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The Auditioneer. John
Whitacre, chief engineer of
station WILS in Lansing,
Michigan, gives plans and
describes a record auditioning setup which permits
copywriters to listen at their
desks so that copy can be integrated with the music program. This device can also
be useful for small theater
companies, or anyone who
needs to integrate music and
text.
An Open - Baffle ParallelSeries Array. R. S. Oakley,
Jr. describes a method for
taking advantage of the excellent midrange of multiple
speaker arrays in an open backed infinite baffle.

Sound Reinforcement
Controlling Sound Reinforcement Systems. David
Klepper presents an approach to control console
design and the importance
of proper positioning of the
operator.

and

equipment Profiles

...

Sherwood 3000V][ FM-

stereo tuner
Korting 3000 stereo tape recorder
Fisher 500C stereo receiver
Shure M222 Studio Dynetic
arm and cartridge

In the December Issue

On the newsstands, at
your favorite audio
dealer's, or in your
own mailbox

2

Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
Include stamped, self- addressed
envelope.

British and American Power Ratings
Q. Once and for all, what is the dip
ence between our method by which amplifier
output power is rated and the method used
by the Americans? James Wilkins, Surrey,

England.
A. Here we enter what may be to some
people in the field, a controversial subject.
As far as I am concerned, the only meaningful method of measuring power output
of an amplifier is to inject a sine wave into
the input of the amplifier and measure the
rms power out at a specified percentage of
distortion. The easiest way to do this is to
use a voltmeter connected across the output
of the amplifier. The amplifier is, of course,
loaded with a suitable resistive load.
Many manufacturers use this method of
obtaining their output power data. There
are some other standards used here, including the so- called "music power" standard. The confusion arises when the method
by which the power output was obtained is
not given in the manufacturer's literature.
I believe that in your country, you also
use the method of obtaining output power
based upon the sinewave input and upon
rms output, but in most instances you use a
lower distortion percentage as the reference. Thus for a given output configuration
the power output rating would be lower in
your country.
Tracking Force and Compliance
Q. I r,," «Ily bought a cartridge that
sounds right to me, but I hat(' two questions about it The manufacturer recommends a tracking force of S grams, although its published specifications show a
compliance of 12 )( 10 -6 cm /dyne. I have
been led to understand that high compliance cartridges should be used in arms that
track at under two grams. The arm I now
use will not track properly at that force.
Does the arm in this case affect the output
of the cartridge? Is the force of the arm
affecting the stylus? Donald M. Goss,
Brooklyn, New York.
A. If the manufacturer recommends a
particular tracking force, by all means
track the cartridge as recommended.
When the compliance is very high, tracking at forces greater than those recommended by their manufacturers will cause
the stylus to bend up. The cartridge may
then ride on the surface of the record.
This is obviously not going to contribute
beneficially to the sound of the recording.
More important, excessive tracking force
will change the relationship of the stylus

assembly to the remainder of the cartridge's
signal- generating circuit. This may reduce
output, decrease separation, reduce high
frequency response, or a combination of
these conditions.
Heat in Power Transformers
Q. I have a home -built power amplifier

using essentially the same circuit as the
power amplifier section of the Scott 99 -D.
The circuit called for a power transformer rated at 700 v.c.t. at 130 ma. Because of the considerations attendent upon
making a stereo version of this unit, I have
just about doubled the current rating, using
700 v.c.t. at 250 ma. All voltages are correct
as checked with a VTVM. None of the resistors overheats or changes value after as
much as 4 hours of continuous operation.
The voltages do not change either. No
unusual distortion becomes noticeable. The
problem is that the power transformer becomes extremely warm. It is not so hot that
it cannot be touched, but it is very, very
warm.
I have tried three different transformers,
thinking of shorted windings. I have
checked and changed the filter capacitors
and made measurements a number of times,
and done everything else I can think of, to
no avail.
Can this be considered a normal occurrence for a transformer to run so hot? The
previous amplifier I built used 6978's and
never got that hot. Joseph Wolpin, Silver

4

Spring, Maryland.

A. You should expect the power transformer to run very warm. You are operating it near its maximum capabilities. A
transformer is not a completely lossless
item. What losses there are will be in the
forni of heat. There are a number of commercial units available on which it is impossible to rest your hand after the unit
has come to operating temperature.
The current taken by your previous amplifier was less than that required by your
present one. Because the transformer in
your former unit did not have to supply as
much power as your present transformer
must, the heat losses in the transformer were less, and hence this transformer ran cool.
A power transformer could be designed
to run cool even when it is to deliver 250
ma. To build it would require the use of a
power transformer capable of supplying
500 to 700 ma. The size, weight, and expense of such a transformer commensurate
with the- benefits derived from its use, do
not jii-tify the time and effort involved.
Excessive Treble Response
Q. My music system seems to have excessive treble response. This is not the fault
of the speakers, because I have used several
different kinds with the same results. It is
present on all program sources. The highs
are not distorted, but are very shrill and
projected. Turning the treble control down
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WHAT'S THE BEST THING ABOUT A GARRARD AUTONg1IC TURNTABLE?

be the tone arm -dynamically balanced ... counterweight adjusted ... tracking even pro fessional cartridges flawlessly
for flawless reproduction. It could be the turntable...over sized, heavy, and balanced. It could be the motor...Laboratory
Series' ...on speed...double- shielded against hum, and free from rumble. It could be the automatic feature...at your service
when you want it...foolproof, incomparably gentle to records. It could be any of these...precision components that you would
previously have expected to select individually and have mounted together. Now, in the Automatic Turntable, Garrard has
combined and integrated them for you. Eut we don't think any of these are the best thing about a Garrard Automatic Turntable. Most people realize after they own a Garrard, that the most important advantage it offers stems from a 50 year fund of
engineering experience and a glorious tradition of craftsmanship ...supported by superior manufacturing and quality- control
techniques, and the industry's most comprehensive spare parts and authorized nationwide service network. These practical
factors result in the enduring satisfaction which Garrard owners enjoy. Every time you play your Garrard, the pleasure and
the pride you will derive from owning this magnificent mechanism will increase. We think
this is the best thing about a Garrard Automatic Turntable!

It could

M

There is .e Garrard for every high fidelity system. Type A $79.50, AT6 $54.50, Autoslim $39.50.
For Comparator Guide, write: Dept. GS-1j, Garrard Sales Corp., Port Washington, New York.

World's Finest

CANADIAN INQUIRIES' TO CHAS. W. POINTON LTD.,66 RACINE ROAD, RIXDALE,ONT. TERRITORIES OTHER THAN U.S.A. AND CANADA TC GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MFG. CO., LTD.. SWINDON, WILTS.. ENG.

www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

real FM
authorities
agree .. .

does not help. The only possible explanation
I can think of is the fact that there are a
number of glass bookcases in the room,
which provide a large reflecting surface.
Can you think of any other possibilities?
How can the condition be remedied? Peter
Spoerri, Brooklyn, New York.
A. First, set your tone controls to their
flat positions and make a frequency response run on your preamplifier and amplifier. If the highs exhibit a rising characteristic, make separate frequency runs on

both the amplifier and the preamplifier, in
order to determine which unit is the culprit. Once this has been ascertained, use
standard troubleshooting procedures to
determine the reason for the treble boost.
If the original frequency run showed
your amplifier and preamplifier to be flat,
or if you took steps to make the equipment
flat, and still the treble response is exaggerated, it is likely that the exaggerated
high frequencies you hear are produced by
room reflections.
To reducethem, use as many drapes as
possible. Thley:*absorb sound, especially in
the high frequencies. If you cannot use
drapes or if their use does not eliminate the
reflections sufficiently, there is an alternative.
If your speakers have tweeter attenuators, use them rather than the treble controls of the preamplifier. You should adjust
the attenuator to suit your taste. If the
speaker system does not possess such attenuators, you should incorporate them into
the unit. If this is impossible, then about
all I can suggest is that you place various
thicknesses of material over the tweeter
opening until you arrive at the amount of
attenuation desired. The only bad part
about this approach is that the attenuation
will not be uniform over the range offered
by the tweeter.
If you use the treble control, you can
reduce the highs to suit your taste. However, the over-all sound will probably lack
life, or "presence" because you have also
attenuated frequencies which were not annoying to you. An over -all frequency response with the tone control set to suit the
listener might show a reasonably flat response up to some frequency. Then a dip
may occur, followed by a rise to approximately the zero reference point.
I£

THIS MONTH'S
COVER

for the best seat in the house .. .
you need a FINCO AWARD WINNING
FM ANTENNA
Guarantee yourself the best seat in the house for
tonight's FM concert . . . install a fidelity -phased
FINCO FM antenna.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
Bedford, Ohio
Dept. A
4

The cover installation shown this month
was installed by Norman Rozak for Mr.
William Stacy, 1005 County Line Rd.,
Highland Park, Illinois. Mr. Rozak informed us that the equipment is ventilated
through an opening in the wall which allows the heat to dissipate into the crawl
space above.
The record changer is mounted behind
the left -hand pair of doors where space is
also provided for record storage. Although
this space is used for records it can easily
be adapted to house a tape recorder.

The equipment used for this installation
consists of a Sherwood S5500II stereo amplifier and S3000IV FM /MX stereo tuner,
Garrard Type A turntable, Shure M7D cartridge, and two Sherwood Ravinia SR3
speaker systems. Installation and cabinetry
by Rozak Bros., Hi Fi and TV, Highland
Park, Illinois. (Photo courtesy of Sherwood Electronic Labs. Inc.)
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Transistors have changed the idea that old fashioned vacuum -tube amplifiers could not
be appreciably improved. First proof of what
transistors could really do came to us five
years ago when we applied solid state circuitry
to specialized amplifiers for the telephone
industry, the military, and other commercial
and professional users. This early experience
taught us that transistors had a revolution in
store for future amplifier development; it was
only a matter of time and a great deal of
experimentation before we could make a more

truly perfect amplifier available for studio

and serious home use.
Three years ago, at a time when most amplifiers were of the vacuum -tube type, we marketed our first all- transistor power amplifier
for QLANBAC:. applications. Today, the 351B
model is credited as the most advanced single channel amplifier of its type in the professional
field. Shortly after the 351, we introduced the
now famous 708A "Astro" -the only all -in -one
stereo center with all- transistor power output
stages. Now, after five years of actual production experience with solid state circuitry, we
take pride in introducing the 360A all- transistor
stereo pre /power amplifier ... for VLANINACI:,
perfection.
WANT TO HEAR THE SOUND
OF VIVRKCIC PERFECTION?
That question contains a strong claim, but one
that we have seen substantiated time and
again during the many listening tests performed on the new solid -state Altec 360A Royale II stereo amplifier /preamplifier. In fact, the
difference in perfection between this unit and
even the finest vacuum tube amplifier is amazingly apparent. The lowest frequencies are
unbelievably solid and life -like; snare drums
sound like snare drums, an organ is an organ
(you almost look for the pipes). Transient distortion, background hiss, and microphonics are
conspicuous by their absence. Hum is so completely inaudible, even at loudest volumes, that
we conclude there just isn't any. The highs are
crisp, clean, transparent; for the first time,
you hear a piccolo in complete purity because
the amplifies does not contain, and does not
need, a built -in bass boost for the lower end.
In short, the 360A is so far more perfect than
the finest tube amplifier, we predict that
others will hastily experiment and a rash of
transistorized amplifiers will follow. But at
Altec, experimentation is over! Five years of
transistor amplifier production have literally
put the 360A five years ahead of the home
music field.
41.11(BACY..
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Automatic reset circuit
breakers for over -current protection of each
channel and AC line. Diffused keyboard illumination plus daylight power indicator. Both
headset and speaker monitoring for tape
recording on front panel. Variable crossover
type bass tone control for bass boost inde-

But no amount of words on paper can relate
the somewhat startling audio revelation we
had when we first listened to the 360A. The
sound of perfection is not easy to describe.
May we suggest a trip to your nearest Altec
Distributor for a personal evaluation of this
thing we call "transistor sound" (or perfection
if you will).

SPECIAL FEATURES

pendent of mid -range.

PERFECT PARTNERS

NEW IN APPEARANCE, TOO!
The 360A is the first "keyboard" amplifier. Named for its unique musical- instrument type front panel keyboard control
arrangement, the 360A offers operating
convenience at one central front panel

location, eliminating the universal objection to a miscellany of switches.

POWER

channel.

70

watts (IHFM); 35 watts per
FAVORITE OF BROADCASTERS
The 314A Emperor Royale FM Multiplex Tuner.

INPUTS
12, stereo or mono: magnetic or
ceramic phono, tape head, stereo microphones,
tape, radio, auxiliary.

For FM stereo that will do justice to the Royale

Il. the 314A Emperor Royale
tuner is the answer. The 314A is

right and
center speaker outputs, left and right channel
recorder outputs, center channel voltage output
for auxiliary amplifier, headphone output jack.
OUTPUTS

7, stereo or mono: left,

Multiplex
fully profes-

FM
a

sional component which is offered in the Altec
VLA--BACK, catalog for network relay and
rebroadcast applications. Among its distinctive
features is a monophonic output for feeding a
351B all-transistor power amplifier for single -

Rumble filter, stereo mono switch, tape monitor, channel reverse, hilow gain, volume contour, scratch filter, phase
KEYBOARD CONTROLS

channel music distribution througout the

selector.

home. Price: $359.00, including cabinet.
Hear Altec's complete line of genuine studio
F1.AYBKCY, components soon at your nearest
Aitec Distributor (see your Yellow Pages).
Also, be sure to ask for your courtesy copy
of the Altec Catalog, " 41.ANI ACK, and Speech
Input Equipment for Recording and Broadcast Studios," which illustrates how the big
name record companies and broadcast net-

PRICE $366.00 including cabinet. Only 51/2" H,
15" W, 1114" D.

copy to Dept. A -11.

reverse, headphone- speaker output switch.
OTHER FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
Input
selector, channel reverse, independent bass
and treble controls (friction coupled), blend
control, balance control, volume control.
REAR PANEL CONTROLS
Magnetic- ceramic
phono input selector, speaker impedence

I

works use Altec equipment to achieve
PLANBKCK, perfection. Or, write

for your free
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LETTERS
Sennheiser Microphone Profile
SIR:

Allow me to make some comments with

regard to your Equipment Profile on the
Sennheiser MKH104 condenser microphone
in the October issue.
Every European manufacturer of condenser microphones has been working
feverishly on perfecting a usuable r.f.
transistor circuit for the past five years,
ever since disclosure of the patented
makeup of such an amplifier more than
four years ago by the Netherlands Broadcasting Co. Schoeps, Neumann, and AKG
all have such units in preparation and all
of them have displayed them at German
industry and radio fairs for over 18

ACOUSTECH SOLID

STATE AMPLIFYING

SYSTEM
"

better than the best **

.

seems to 'grab hold of' and
a speaker to a degree that
has led many listeners to remark
that the speaker itself 'never sounded
the finest square wave
better.
response I have ever observed ** .. .
.

control

*'

"...

These are examples of the acclaim
accorded the Acoustech
Solid State
Stereo Power Amplifier since its introduction at the 1962 New York High
Fidelity Show. Now the first "all -out"
solid state amplifying system is made
possible with the new Acoustech II
Stereo Decade Control Center. These
two units afford the listener a new
standard in music reproduction and
I

reliability possible only with solid
state circuitry throughout.
full information on these remarkable
instruments, send coupon below.
For

*

Acoustech I $395, Acoustech II $348
(slightly higher west of Rockies)
*High Fidelity Magazine, August, 1962
*HiFi /Stereo Review, February, 1963

/I k
*IF

ACOUSTECH, Inc., 139 Main St.

Cambridge, Mass. 02142

Dept. A -11.

Name

Address
City

6

State

months.
One of the principal problems is how to
make a cardioid capsule work with such a
circuit and how to make the circuit stable,
both with regard to temperature changes
and proximity of units to each other, bearing in mind that we are dealing with r.f.
One thing, however, written in your report
that is absolutely misleading is that such
a microphone has no "tube" noise. Of
course it would have only "transistor"
noise and that is no less of a problem
than noise in tubes. To illustrate, the manufacturer's specification of the MKH104
indicate a self noise level of less than 10
µv, whereas that for the Neumann 269
microphone using an AC -701k tube is equal
to or less than 8 µv. Since the Neumann
microphone's output level is 1.55 mV /µbar
and that for the MKH104 is 2 mV /µbar,
we end up with identical signal -to -noise
ratios for both. It might be pointed out
additionally that the weighted noise level
of the Neumann unit (and therefore an
indication of its annoyance factor to the
human ear) is less than or equal to 1.5
µV. This measurement is unfortunately not
given in the Sennheiser data.
STEPHEN F. TEMMER, President,
Gotham Audio Corporation,
2 West 46th St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
And a Reply
SIR :

Discussions about a new product, such as
a Condenser Microphone with integral r.f.
circuitry, are usually welcome. However,
one cannot base such a discussion on erroneous premises as Mr. Tenuner has obviously done.
The figures given by Mr. Temmer, which
indicate a seemingly more favorable
weighted noise level figure for the Neumann M269, as compared with a similarly
measured Sennheiser Model MKH104 Condenser Microphone, can be explained by
two facts:

Measuring procedures used for evaluation of noise levels vary. The Neumann
Company measures according to DIN
(German Industrial Standard) 5045,
while Sennheiser measures according to
DIN 45.405. The latter standard is the
one commonly used by the German broadcasting indunstry. As the Neumann Company itself acknowledges, the use of
DIN 5045 measuring procedure results
in values better by 10 db than those obtained with DIN 45.405.
2. In order to obtain a valid comparison
of the M269 with the spherical (omnidirectional) MKH104 microphone, one
must, of course, measure the sensitivity
of the M269 in operation as a micro1.

i

phone with a spherical characteristic.
This does not result in a reading of 1.55
niv /µbar, but rather one of 0.9 my /µbar.
The comparable sensitivity is therefore
4.5 db less than that asserted by Mr.
Temmer.
If one takes these two factors into account, a 46 -db signal -to -noise ratio for
the M269 results. The MKH104, with its
sensitivity of 2mv /µbar and noise level of
10 microvolts, also has a signal -to -noise
ratio of 46 db. Furthermore, the unweighted signal -to- noise-ratio of the MKH104 is 10 db better than that of the M269.
Despite this fact, the M269, one of the
Neumann Company's best microphones has
a barrel diameter which is twice that of
the MKH104.
In comparison with microphones using
audio frequency circuitry, the MKH104
lias, by virtue of its r.f. circuitry, numerous, considerable advantages:
1. Since the microphone capsule used
with the r.f. circuitry presents a low
impedance, microphones incorporating
them are insensitive to the effects of
humidity to a great extent. Consequent
imperfections in insulation within the
capsule have therefore very small effects,
in comparison to cartridges in audio -frequency circuitry.
2. By utilizing r.f. circuitry, the low
end of the response curve may be extended at will -in special eases, even
down to 0.1. That of the MKH104 is
below 20 cps.
3. Having no output transformer, the
microphone is insensitive to interference
from magnetic. fields. It is also insensitive to other r.f. condenser microphones
and sources of r.f. noise in close proximity, because the input is well shielded
against r.f. pickup.
4. Power is furnished only by a single voltage, low current source.
5. Sensitivity to mechanical shock is
lower than that of tube circuitry.
6. Transistorization results in great ruggedness and long life expectancy.
7. The price is relatively low, especially
in view of the total cost of a complete
microphone system.
THOMAS A. SCHILLINGER
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CROP.
25 W. 43rd Street,

New York

(N. Y.)

36,N.Y.

Advertising Words
SIR

:

I admire good advertising but here are
seine of the words which bother nie:
1. Professional. In this category I would
place radio stations, sound recordings studios and the like. Most of them use
equipment which generally has a line
and /or bridging input and a line output
at 600 ohms. They are conservatively rated
and made for rack mounting. Most of the
so called "professional" equipment in the
advertisements would not fall into this
classification.
2. Special. For example: Stereo records
must be played with a "special" stereo
pickup, or a special stereo multiplex tuner
is required for receiving FM multiplex. To
me this implies that a regular stereo pickup
or a regular FM -MX tuner would not work.
3. Ultimate. This implies that no improvement can be made. Just what does
this manufacturer say next year when his
product is supposed to be better than last

years "Ultimates"
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The lyric majesty orf Sony sound

A magnificent new stereophonic high fidelity tape system; precise,
versatile, complete in itself, the Sony Sterecorder 500, with the
revolutionary Did-integrating speakers, may be purchased for less
than $399.50 complete with two F -87 cardioid dynamic microphones.
Outstanding operational features distinguish the amazing new Sony
Sterecorder 500: Acoustical cone suspension speakers Speakers combine
to form carrying case lid 4 -track stereo and monophonic recording and
M crophone and lire mixing
playback Vertical or horizontal operation
Hysteresis-Synchronous drise
Sound on sound Two V.U. meters
Pause control Contour
motor Dynamically balanced capstan flywheel
switch Automatic shut -off Automatic tape lifters FM stereo
inputs Multiplex Ready!

SUPEIPSCOPE

The

Taxiway to Stereo

R,

Sony tape recorders, the most complete line of quality recording
equipment in the world, start at less than $79.50.
For literature or name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc., Dept. 7
Sun Valley, Calif. In New York, visit the Sony Salon, 585 Fifth Avenue.
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LIGHT LISTENING
Chester Santon

A Festival of Marches
Columbia Tape MQ 572
Boston Pops: Concert in the Park
RCA Victor LSC 2677
This column is being written while
impressions of the 1963 New York High
Fidelity show are only about a day old.
There have been years when the New
York show had relatively few new topics
of interest to a record and tape reviewer.
Certainly the emphasis on FM- Stereo in
recent shows covered ground that had
little to do with significant innovations
in the playback process itself. Its a
pleasure to report that anyone attending
the 1963 affair with expectation of improvement in the playback chain did not
emerge from the show disappointed. To
mention just one area of improvement,
the solid state amplifiers enjoying their
first major public display did quite a bit
to dispel the notion that audio shows
have been similar in sound during the
past few years. Previous shows had demonstrated the qualities of solid state preamps but 1963 was our first opportunity
to check the performance of a variety of
solid state amplifiers. After quite a few
hours of listening to solid state amplifying devices at this year's show, I came
away with at least one distinct impression. The changes in sound brought about
by transistor design show up more
readily in amplifiers than they do in
solid state preamps. It would appear
that the elimination of the amplifier
transformer has more effect on the final
sound than you get when the tubes are
taken out of a preamp in favor of transistors. During the past year, most of
us have had occasion to sample transistor sound on the basis of a solid state
preamp going to a good tube -design amplifier. The latest show, on the other
hand, included one display where a top grade tube preamp was used as a control center to feed a solid -state stereo
amplifier offering fifty watts in each far from -cheap channel. This combination
(after several listening sessions that included a sampling of more than one
record label) gave me just as much
"transistor" sound as any New York
show display that was solid state in
both amp and preamp. I have a hunch
that any general swing to solid state,
if and when it comes, will find many
listeners hanging on to good preamps of
tube design while they postpone that
trip to Europe in order to be the first
on their block with a top -notch solid
state amplifier. Then, when their children are through college, they'll get the
preamp.
The two recordings I'm gradually getting around to reviewing in this space
can hardly be put in the same class
with the best recorded material I heard
reproduced at the show. For that matter,
a great many current record and tape
releases simply aren't in the same audio
league with the best of the new components displayed at the '63 show. The
same comment, of course, could have
been made about some shows of the past,
with the conspicuous exception of the
two shows that followed the introduction of stereo pickups. With so much of
the record industry's output geared to

8

the mass machet these ,lays, knowledgeable exhibitors had to exert considerable
care this year in choosing releases that
could do justice to their equipment. In
most cases, the reliance was still on the
stereo disc instead of four -track tape
wherever maximum frequency response
was being sought for the equipment in
use.

Perhaps the easiest way to classify
the Columbia four -track tape and the
RCA Dynagroove stereo disc compared
in this review is to state that neither
item is capable of demonstrating all the
features of either the forty- or fifty -watt
solid state amplifiers unveiled at the
show this year. For that matter, neither
of these releases (Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra in the Festival
of Marches and the Boston Pops in the
other) would have done justice to the
top amplifiers of tube design on display this year. In trying to evaluate the
relative merits of stereo disc and fourtrack, reel-to -reel tape, I realize that
the preferred procedure is to compare
a given performance on the same label
as issued in both the tape and disc version. Most record companies seem to
hold the opinion that shipment of light
music in both tape and disc form to a
single reviewer would immediately bring
on some horrible form of bankruptcy (or
worse yet, the possibility of an objective comparison). Actually, these two
items are close enough in relative merit
to make a contest. To begin with, this
reel is a little better than most and
the stereo dise, though improved in relation to early Dynagroove, is still a
notch or two haloes the best RCA has
turned out in the past. So there are the
makings of a contest here and it goes
something like this. Both releases contain Charles Gounod's familiar bit of
whimsey called "The Funeral March of
a Marionette." The structure of the piece
has several loud crashes that tower
above the general level of dynamics and
most of the sections of the orchestra
have individual opportunities to display
their tonal colors to good advantage. In
the first runthrough at normal listening level, the disc had the edge. The tape
delivered about four-fifths of the frequency spectrum exhibited by the disc,
the missing part being the very top end.
At this sanie volume, the other inherent
advantages of tape did not register
enough to counter the distinct disadvantage of the loss of top treble. The
stereo disc had more sheen in instrumental color and more room sound although both recordings seemed quite
similar in their miking distance. It was
only when I turned up the volume beyond the usual listening level that the
tape carne into its own. Then the middle
and low frequencies that tape can deliver so well without the disc maker's
concern with overcutting in the bass
region swung the balance in favor of
tape. That's where we stand today although we know that Loth media -tape
and disc-have delivered better sound in
the past : the tape in the now discontinued two -track stereo reels duplicated
at speeds slower than those in use today
for four -track, the disc at 45 rpm with
no more than 15 to 20 minutes of
music on one side of a 12-inch disc.

Fast, Fast, Fast Relief from TV Commercials
Audio Fidelity AFSD 6112
Don't let the heading of this review throw
you. Audio Fidelity is not marketing a new
squelch circuit designed to knock out both
sound and picture when your nonfavorite
televison commercial hits the screen. This
stereo release contains a total of 33 takeoffs
on some of America's best known and important (to the sponsor, that is) commercials
seen in recent years in the video medium.
Over the years, radio has had its share of
inane advertising but it took television's
added impact to bring the dramatized commercial to its present state of highly devel,med imperfection. Mercifully, many of the
.goofs on this record are of shorter duration
than the actual commercials being torn apart.
some of the commercials are disposed of with
,nly a line or two of script and a cogent
sound effect by Bob Prescott, the wizard who
Marred in Audio Fidelity's earlier humor through -sound records (Cartoons, AF 7008
and Russian Roulette, AF 6103). In roasting
he output of Madison Ave., AF president
Sid Frey turned to top professionals who are
horoughly familiar with every twist and
urn of ad agency operation. The album was
written and produced by John C. Farris, a
opywriter at one of the bigger agencies who
first began to go "straight" when he started
to submit material for radio comedians Bob
and Ray. His voice appears in five skits as he
assists actress Bryna Raeburn and actor Bob
McFadden in tearing down some of the marketing industry's most sacred shrines. Between them, the Raeburn- McFadden team recreates with startling accuracy the familiar
dices of such pillars of commercial TV as the
south American coffee grower, the lady hopelessly in love with her hair and the low -sudsng washer repairman. Most of the skits aim
their comedy at wacky endings for the stock
situations with Bob Prescott supplying the
improbable and wildly out of control sound
effects. The most effective use of stereo is
found in the moving footsteps of the green leafed giant and the sounds of a robbery
echoing through a reverberant building as
the friendly announcer at one side of the
"screen" tells us how easy it is to get money
at his bank. Not all the episodes hit the
bullseye but enough of them do to make this
release most interesting to everyone except
the poor guys who have to put together this
stuff with a straight face. The sound on the
disc, naturally, is clean clean
clean
I
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The Boys From Syracuse (New York Cast)
Capitol STAO 1933
Tovarich (Original Broadway Cast)
Capitol STAG 1940

Capitol seems to have cornered the late season activity in Broadway musicals. Both
of these shows opened last spring but they've
been rather slow in getting to records. "Tovarich," starring Vivien Leigh and Jean Pierre
Aumont, had the misfortune to open well before the end of last winter's New York newspaper strike. The off -Broadway revival of
Richard Rodgers' "Boys From Syracuse,"
carrying a far smaller budget, had smoother
sailing in the seldom predictable seas of the
New York theatre. Of the two shows, the Rodgers and Hart hit of 1938 offers the home
listeners the greater value. What production
of the present can boast melodies as winning
as Falling in Love with Love, The Shortest
Day of the Year, or You Have Cast your
Shadow on the Sea? Which of recent seasons
even approach the lilt and bounce of Sing For
Your Supper and This Can't Be Love? The
leading players of the New York revival,
Ellen Hanley, Julianne Marie, Stuart Damon,
and Clifford David, give the Rodgers tunes
every break-they sing them without affectation.
The tardiness of "Tovarich" in making its
appearance on record counters reflects a sense
of caution that is rather recent on the part of
record companies dealing in original cast albums. Only a few seasons ago, the major labels thought nothing of issuing a show on
discs a day or so after its Broadway opening.
The last two seasons, however, have seen an
embarrassing number of instances where a
show was recorded prior to opening, only to
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There are only three finer control amplifiers
than this $169.50 Fisher X- 100 -B.
(The three below.)

There are only two finer control amplifiers
than this $199.50* Fisher X- 101 -C.
(The two below.)

There is only one finer control amplifier
than this $249.50* Fisher X- 202 -B.
(

The one below.)

There is no finer control amplifier
than this $339.50* Fisher X -1000.
Single- chassis, integrated stereo control amplifiers are one of the great Fisher specialties. Their special design problem -that
of combining the stereo power- amplifier
section with the stereo preamplifier and
audio control system in a single space- saving
but no- compromise unit has been solved
by Fisher engineers to an unprecedented
degree of technical sophistication.
As a result, even the moderately priced
50-watt X -100 -B offers a performance standard that is uniquely Fisher and, at the
other end of the scale, the 110 -watt X -1000
is by far the most powerful and advanced
control -amplifier in existence. Between the

-

-

two, the 60 -watt X-101 -C and the 80 -watt
X -202 -B are the world's finest stereo control- amplifiers for their size and cost.
CABINET. Ala .RICiS

AUDIO
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Each of these remarkable stereo ampli-

fiers has virtually non -measurable distortion
right up to the limit of its power rating. The

superb listening quality of each is instantly
apparent but will be even more appreciated
after long hours of completely fatigue -free
listening.
All models incorporate the exclusive
DIRECT- TAPE - MONITOR''", a unique Fisher
development that permits both recording
and tape playback with full use of all applicable controls and switches, without any
change in cable connections. Third -speaker
output facilities (stereo center channel or
mono extension) as well as front -panel ear phone jacks are also standard on all models.
No one who is at all serious about stereo
should miss the opportunity to hear these
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control- amplifiers demonstrated by an authorized Fisher dealer. Even a brief listening
session will prove conclusively that no high
fidelity component can surpass a Fisher
except another (and more elaborate) Fisher.
For your copy of the 44 -page Fisher Hand hook, see coupon on Page 11.

-

The Warranty That Means More
And Does More For You.
In striking contrast to the industrywide standard of 90 days, the Fisher
Warranty is extended to all tubes,
diodes and parts for a period of one
year from date of purchase.
TR! TEL

AS.OriATES. LTLI.. vIILLOWOALE, ONT.

PATENT PENDING
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have the disc firm find itself stuck with the
album when the musical folded a week or two
after opening. In "Tovarich," Miss Leigh appears in her first musical, singing songs by a
composer known only off- Broadway. Lee Pock riss had written only on local score prior to
"Tovarich" -the 1960 production "Ernest in
Love" (Columbia stereo album OS 2027) based
on Oscar Wilde's "Importance of Being
Ernest." Both the composer and star manage
nicely in this familiar story of exiled Russian
nobility working as household servants for
an American family in the Paris of the 1920's.

Moon Gas
M -G-M 4119
Composers of popular melodies have yet to

exhaust all the possibilities of electronic
music making, especially when instrumental
effects can be aided by the human voice.
Vocalist Mary Mayo is joined by a group of
musicians under the direction of pianist-organist Dick Hyman in this exploration of
electronic music. Unlike the effects achieved
by manipulation of tape on the part of the
avant -garde composers working in "Musique
Concrète," this glimpse of the future is provided by live (and kicking only mildly about
their assignment) musicians playing a variety
of electronic musical instruments. Two modified Lowrey organs, the Theremin -like Mar tinot, a super-electric guitar, an ondioline and
a pure -tone oscillator with a dial operated
by a telegraph key are the main ingredients
in the accompaniment given Miss Mayo. A
swinging rhythm section completes a distinctly offbeat release on which someone
lavished a great deal of work.

15 high fidelity

stereo albums
for the price of one
Now, 8 hours of full- range, true, high fidelity stereophonic music, or 16 monaural hours, can be yours
on one 7" reel, with the revolutionary new Roberts Cross Field "770" Tape Recorder. The average tape
cost per album: only 33e. The "770" has an exclusive patented third head, the Cross Field Head,
which separates recording and biasing functions. The result: the "770" records 40 to 22,000 cps,
producing true fidelity at 1%8 ips and preserving the high frequency harmonics that breathe life into
music playback. The Cross Field playback head has a gap width of only 40 micro -inches, the smallest,
most responsive head ever engineered. For this head, Roberts employs NC -88, a new alloy, that is
practically wear proof. Other features: 2- speed, electrically- switched, heavy -duty hysteresis synchronous motor, miniscule wow and flutter at slow speeds; special ventilation system keeps the "770"
cool even after 8 hours; two 5" x 7" self-contained elliptical, extended -range, heavy -duty Alnico
V- magnet speakers; new automatic total shut -off switch.
-

Today, see the Roberts Cross Field

"770"

Tape Recorder at better music and camera centers. $499.95.

Specifications: 71/2, 33/4, 17/8 ips. Power Amplifier Output: 12 watts Frequency response: at 71/2 ips,
40 to 22,000 cps ±2 db; at 33/4 ips, 40 to 18,000 cps
2 db; at P/8 ips, 40 to 13,000 cps i :3 db
signal to noise ratio: -55 below 0 recorded level
Wow and flutter: at 71/2 ips, less than 0.12%
rms; at 33/4 ips, less than 0.20 %; at IN ips, less than 0.30%
Blower vent system
2 large
stereo 5" x 7" elliptical, extended range, heavy duty Alnico V magnet speakers Hysteresis synchronous instantaneous electrically controlled 2 speed motor
Automatic total shutoff
Operates
Horizontally or Vertically.
New Model 330: Another
achievement of Roberts' electronic engineering. Sound -onsound multiple recording, 3
heads for separate record,

New Professional Model 455:
Has three electrically switched,

full -range speakers. Special
biasing for FM Multiplex Recording Systems. Speeds: 7'/z,
334 ips. 27 lbs. $349.95.

two full range 5" x 7" speakers. 71/2, 33/a ips. $599.95:
Remote control, $49.95.

dual -speed motors, separate
bass controls, 4 simultaneous
mixing inputs, playback loudness controls, track selector,

playback, erase: two 7"

See the

entire line of Roberts professional and home tape recorders
from $269.95 at better music and photo centers.

Inc.°
Al

Roberts Electronics,
5978 Bowcroft, Dept.

®
FREE BOOKLET! "40 AND MORE WAYS TO USE
A ROBERTS TAPE RECORDER"

6.

ali

Cl
Please send free booklet
Please send me complete information
Recorder,
about Roberts Tape
1

Name

Address
City

IN CANADA: J. M. Nelson Electronics Ltd., 7725 Adera St., Vancouver 14, B.C. (Prices

10

° °-

1, Los Angeles

State

slightly higher

in Canada)

Jack Hylton and his Orchestra
Capitol TAO 10323
When Capitol Records gained access some
years ago to the huge vaults containing the
78 -rpm master recordings of His Master's
Voice in England, few of us suspected that
we would some day be treated to unexpected
treasures such as this. Here on one mono LP
are the choicest selections in the repertory
of the famous Jack Hylton Orchestra, the
master recordings given a much better break
with today's disc cutting equipment. The public acceptance that greeted the appearance of
the re- issues of the Ray Noble Orchestra some
months ago proved to Capitol that many
record buyers do have memories that go back
several decades. Few readers of this periodical
are unaware of the fact that the Hylton and
Noble recordings issued here in the Thirties
on the RCA Victor black label were landmarks in sound whose importance transcended
the undeniable appeal they had as musical
entertainment. Anyone with access to the
better grades of playback equipment of that
time was quick to appreciate the fact that
these two maestros enjoyed a frequency response and room ambience in their recordings
that were unique in their day. It is my recollection, based on what I heard on the typical
monitoring equipment used in the broadcast
industry at that time, that Jack Hylton's
large dance orchestra had a more life -like
sound than did most of our symphonic ensembles on domestic classical recordings.
Hylton's crew was tops in showmanship
during an era that nurtured, in addition to
Ray Noble, such famous British bands as
Bert Ambrose, Geraldo, Carroll Gibbons, Joe
Loss, and Reginald Foresythe. His flashy
"concert" arrangements of popular ballads
became a fixture on the B.B.C. as early as
1926 and the band's broadcasts to America,
in addition to its best -selling records, paved
the way for a visit to this country in 1935.
Hylton formed an American orchestra in
Chicago (David Rose and George Wettling
were members) for a lengthy engagement at
the Drake Hotel. Represented in this recording are the great arrangements that the band
made famous on two continents : She Shall
Have Music, Body and Soul, Just a Gigolo
and Franz Lehar's Yours is my Heart Alone
with the German concert star Marcel Wit trisch milted in the vocal at a distance then
used only in operatic recordings. This disc
should be a revelation to your next door
neighbor who has never suspected what the
European record industry was able to do in

the Thirties.
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Dollar for dollar, no one makes a tuner with
greater sensitivity than the Fisher FM- 100 -B.
Except Fisher.
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The Fisher R -200, $299.50*
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The Fisher FM -1000, $429.50*
manufactures nine
FM- Stereo-Multiplex tuners. And each
is unquestionably the world's finest at its
price. One comes in kit form (the KM60). Another incorporates AM (the
R -200). Two others have for some time
been the world's only tuners with integral
wire or wireless remote control (the MF300 and MF-320 respectively).
The FM- 900 -B, though popularly
priced, yields to no other in its ability to
receive even the weakest broadcast signals with optimum noise suppression and
interference rejection. Its sensitivity is
1.8 microvolts (IHF). Capture ratio:
2.2 db (IHF).
Only Fisher could improve on Fisher.
For example: the FM -200 -B has a sensitivity of 1.6 microvolts and a capture
ratio of 1.5 db. And so on right up the
FISHER CURRENTLY
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The Fisher MF -300, $359.50*

hc Fisher FM-200-B, $299.50*
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The Fisher MF -320, $513.95*

line. The most expensive (the FM -1000)
is unquestionably the world's finest.
Needless to say, exceptional sensitivity
is an outstanding characteristic of all
Fisher tuners, regardless of price. There
are, of course, other singular advantages.
Each Fisher tuner shown employs the
superior Time - Division Multiplex circuitry. Each Fisher tuner shown incor-

porates STEREO BEACONt, the
exclusive Fisher development which signals the presence of FM Stereo programs,
and automatically switches the tuner between the stereo and mono modes of
operation.
The all -new remote control tuners feature absolute center -of- channel tuning,
at the push of a button, with an order of
accuracy that exceeds the most careful
manual tuning of even a Fisher.

If there are still any doubts in your
mind as to which tuner is best for you
(which Fisher, that is), see your dealer.
All Fisher tubes, diodes, and parts are
guaranteed for one year from date of
purchase. (The industry -wide standard
is 90 days.)
$1.00 VALUE! ONLY 25, !
Please send me the new 1963

fisher Handbook

edition of The Fisher Handbook, a 44 -page reference
guide, idea book and cornponent catalogue for custom
stereo. I enclose 25e, double wrapped, to cover cost of
handling and mailing.

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
21 -29 44th Drive, Long Island Ci y 1, N. Y.
Name
Address

City
State

Zone
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Edward Tatnall Canby

summer as LR 1278, is as I write on the
point of standardization, as 3M's 202. Those
who have tried it speak of its extremely fine
grain, reduced hiss level ( "more than 4 db
and it sounds even better ") and measurably
lower distortion. Also improved head wear
qualities, and of course, a gain in the highs
at slow speed, allowing the significantly
improved performance. All these points are
debatable in detail (and the possible gain
in the high end is less important if you
plan to record at higher speeds- natch)
but the fact remains that at this year's
hi fi show the tape was all over the place
easily recognized by its peculiar silvery
gray color. And, moreover, there were new
heads to match, already trickling in.
The new head- making technique, if I get
it straight, is ingenious beyond words
really made me jump to hear about it. A
"deposited" head gap, solid, not an air
gap, put down directly upon the head metal
in a non-magnetic deposited material which
may be any thickness you want down to a
theoretical one -molecule -deep layer! And
the whole rigidly bound into one solid piece.
Phew -what next'?
I don't know myself just how recent this
technique is in the field of tape -head manufacture ; I heard about it too recently. But
the implications jump at you. Head gaps
have been an incredible problem, successively solved in actual physical gaps of
tinier and tinier width. Now, assuming the
new process really works, we can have heads
with reliable solid -state "gaps" to match
new fine -grain tapes, down as far as you
want to go. It's already started.
Relevance to the hi fi shows'? Simply this:
that, if my guess is any good, by next year
the new tapes (other companies are on the
point of releasing their own equivalents)
and the new heads to match will have
started another move towards slower tape
speeds, in all but the top professional levels
where other factors than tape speed count
most. And the "homier" the tape equipment,
the more significant will the change be.
From the little miniature transistor portable recorders right up to the fanciest
hone machines-even the big ones that
take 101/2-inch reels-the new state of the
art will begin to be felt by next year's
shows. Maybe not extensively, for it will
take more than a year to realize the furthest implications of basically improved
tape- and -head configuration. But even by
next year many a modest but significant
minor change in electronics, notably in
tape equalization, will have quietly been
made to take advantage of the new developments. And in equally simple fashion,
new -type heads may well slip into the old
housings to revolutionize performance in
existing models. This is the optimistic
Canby guess, anyhow. And, I should add,
even existing tape recorders should greatly
benefit from the new tapes -some of them
won't need any head change to do their
best, and in any case the lowered distortion,
the smoother, finer grain and easier high
frequency response, the lowered head wear,
the reduced tape noise, will benefit all machines of any age.
3. Tape Copying
Tape copying? One enterprising and, I
think, slightly humorous manufacturer put
out a four -reel home tape recorder this year
which actually had me laughing, at the
show, it looked so funny, with all those
reels churning around at once and multiple
tapes zipping in and out of heads. It is a
standard -type home recorder but with an
optional extension pair of reels; via the
one capstan and head assembly a reel of
tape is played and simultaneously recorded
onto a second reel (each with feed and
take -up reels, making a total of four).

-

SHOW TIME
What was new at this year's hi fi shows'?
This month is when we can give an afterview, in contrast to the previews of the
spring and summer. Right now, the new
equipment is already "old stuff," this being
November; but even so, the significant
aspects of this year's new production
haven't yet had time to reach out into the
home and become familiar. So it's a good
moment for some brief and lovely generalizations.
As happens increasingly these years, I
didn't find much "new" at the show. No
disrespect to the manufacturers -far from
it. The nature of the component hi fi world
makes this inevitable. We are long past the

heady days, the period of discovery, when
a whole new area of home entertainment
was being laid down in its various essential aspects. Just as Edison, the old -time
basic inventor, has few successors in this
much more technical age, so the whopping
new innovations of the first years of component hi fi are pretty much over and done
with. Now, we move forward by moving
sidewise- expanding, multiplying-and by
refinements, minor and major.
Indeed, the public relations people are
hard put to it to drum up their "totally
new" stories. (Just as always, we feel we
must keep up the fiction that each year's
models are a smashing breakthrough into
new worlds of
. well, uh,
of something
anyhow.) Very little is totally new in audio
these days, and rightly so.
Thus after many an hour of systematic
show -study last fall
managed to "cover,"
however briefly, every exhibit at the New
York Show
came away impressed by almost everything; but I could only preserve
in my mind three things that seemed to me
of outstanding significance and of those,
two are merely continuing important trends.
That leaves one, if I can trust my slightly
confused show- memory. One really important innovation- something basically new
this year that promises major fruits in the

-I

-I

future.

My three points are these: 1. More and
more "solid state" (I couldn't help wishing
someone with a humorous quirk would have
thought to advertise his "liquid state" amplifier !) ; 2. new magnetic tape heads and
new tapes to match
revolutionary combination; and 3. a point more symbolic of
a major and ill -defined area of home activity: home tape machines designed to make
their own tape copies -one machine, not
two.

-a

1. Solid -State

"Solid state" posters were in evidence all
over this year's show. The solid -state bandwagon is rolling hard. Even that old (and
reasonable) combination "transistorized" is
now out of style. The irresistible push, it
seems, is to get rid of all non -solid elements (gaseous, liquid, and maybe plasma)
and go the whole hog. I am not competent
to judge this development on a technical
12

basis except via the ear and via outward
usefulness. So far, I've been waiting for
the preliminary furor to pass and it's been
four or five years since I worked with the
first solid -state home amplifiers, the soon to-be- defunct Vico line. In general terms,
then, I'll merely make these points.
First, it's becoming clear that all of us
home folks in a few more years are going
to be transistorized down to our last tube,
unless we hang onto our old equipment with
exceptional obstinacy. Like my numerous
friends who still play only 78 -rpm records,
and my hundreds of acquaintances who
don't yet have stereo and don't like it.
(Note the order of these last two statements.) In terms of designing, realization
and manufacture, solid -state hi fi obviously
has made big headway this year, and that
is that.
But whether there is a "transistor sound"
or not, I do not know, nor am I much concerned. This is one of those hollow arguments that ends up mainly in expressions of
personal preference. Ideally, there ain't no
such thing, just as there is only one ideal
loudspeaker sound -flat and undistorted as
per the generating signal. If there is, indeed, a transistor sound, then it is a vague
form of single or compound distortion and,
very likely it is temporary, reflecting the
relatively young state of the art of taming
these marvelous little monsters.
If I were buying hi fi, I wouldn't look for
transistor sound. I'd look for hi fi.
2. Tapes and Heads
The new tape aril new heads coming in
this year begin to emerge together as a
major technological revolution within the
whole tape recording area. So it appears to
me at this point. As yet, I scarcely know
more than the outlines of what has happened and so cannot comment on the details -but you'll be interested in first impressions and first informations as they've
so far reached me.
The basic innovator was the 3M tape
cartridge as already discussed here and previously in these pages. But what most of
us didn't at once see was that the research
into a whole new plane of tape reproduction, miniaturized, would inevitably extend
beyond the somewhat narrow area covered
by the emerging cartridge changer -deck.
For here was a new tape - and -head combination that afforded basically new levels
of performance. Tape that was scarcely
bigger nor heavier than the cellophane
ribbon you pull off your cigarettes and
chewing gum packs, and, with new
heads, able to put out at 17/s ips a quality
of sound that before had belonged to twice
or four times the speed. Applied to standard-size tape and to standard -gauge equipment of all sorts, the same performance is
available in proportion. And so a new round
in the series of advances in tape since its
innovation has now set in, with all the consequences that may be imagined.
Thus 3M's new full -size tape, already sold
in initial experimental form during the
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Star Performers

(in three great Eico lines)

the brilliant new Classic Series
2536 FM MX STEREO RECEIVER On a single chassis: Sensitive, stable
FM stereo tuner provides full stereo separation even on weak, fringe
area signals. Distortion-free 36 -watt stereo amplifier with remarkable
overload and transient characteristics plus complete control facilities.
Tuner: IHF usable sensitivity 3µv (30 db quieting). Amplifier: frequency
response ± 1 db, 15 cps to 40 kc. Kit $154.95; wired $209.95. (incl. FET)
2200 FM STEREO TUNER 2536 tuner section k. $92.50;w. $119.95 (incl.FET)

2036 36 -WATT* STEREO AMPLIFIER -Same as amplifier section of 2536
plus speaker system switch, headphone jack. Kit $79.95. Wired $109.95.
3- motors, electro2400 STEREO /MONO 4 -TRACK TAPE RECORDER
dynamic braking, record and playback equalization at 71/2 & 33/a ips.
Mixing mic and line level controls. Eye -tube recording level indicators.
No pressure pads and precision tape guidance. Includes walnut base.
Semi-kit (transport assembled and tested) $199.95; wired $269.95.

-

the widely acct aimed ST Series
ST -70 80-WATT* STEREO AMPLIFIER Accommodates all program sources.

Separate pairs of inputs for turntable and record changer, tuner/
auxiliary, preamplified tape and tape head with correct equalization for
fast and slow tape speeds. Direct center channel speaker output. Response: + 1/2 db, 10 cps to 50 kc. Kit $99.95; wired $149.95.
ST -97 FM MX STEREO TUNER 4 IF stages plus stable, sensitive front end.
Filterless zero -phase shift stereo detector (Pat. pend.). Sensitivity: 3 uv
(30 db quieting) Kit $99.95; wired $149.95 (incl. metal cover, F.E.T.).

RP -100 TRANSISTOR STEREO /MONO 4 -TRACK TAPE RECORDER 3- motors
incl. hysteresis synchronous capstan motor and electro- dynamic (d -c)

braking; record and playback equalization at 71/2 & 33/4 ips. 3 precision lapped shielded heads adjustable in all planes; electrical push- button
operation; automatic tape lifters; monitoring direct from tape; panel
selected sound -on -sound recording; mixing mic and line level controls;
dual recording level meters. Transistors eliminate hum and microphonics. Semi -kit (transport assembled and tested) $299.95; wired $450.

-

factory
You get the best values with EICO
wired, or if you build it yourself. Visit your
*IHF Music Power.
EICO dealer.
EICO ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
131 -01

39th Ave., Flushing, N. Y. 11352

A -11

Send free Catalog & name of

neighborhood distributor.
Send 36 -page STEREO HI -FI
GUIDE: 25c enclosed for postage and handling.

the tried and performance proved Standard Series
HFT -90A FM TUNER Best -buy FM tuner. Pre -wired, pre -aligned temperature -compensated
front -end is drift -free. Exclusive precision eye -tronic traveling tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 2.5 la (30 db quieting). Kit $44.95; wired $69.95.(F.E.T. incl.).
HF -12A MONO 18-WATT" INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER Provides complete front-end facilities.
Preferred variable crossover, feedback type tone control circuit. Highly stable Williamson
type power amplifier circuit. Kit $39.95; wired $59.95 (incl. cover).

MX -99 FM MULTIPLEX AUTODAPTER Designed for HFT -90, HFT -92, and ST -96 and
quality, wideband FM tuners with a MX output. Kit $39.95; wired $64.95 (F.E.T.

other
incl.).

Cloth bellows suspension 8" dia. woofer with powerful
magnet system. 1/2" throw gives bass of conventional 12" woofer. Ducted port reflex
enclosure for minimum distortion. Matching 2" tweeter for excellent "spread" of high
frequencies. High efficiency. Oil finished walnut enclosure. Wired $44.95.

Name
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City

Add 5% in the West
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ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM
Ack Radio Supply Co.
3101 4th Avenue, So.

ARIZONA
PHOENIX

Audio Specialists
333 E. Camelback
Bruces World of Sound
2711 E. Indian Sch. Rd.
Electronic Center Inc.
3400 E. Thomas Rd.
High Fidelity Sound
Systems
1809 E. McDowell
TUCSON
The Sound Shop
4659 E. Broadway

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK
Moses
505 Main

CALIFORNIA
ANAHEIM
Allied World of Music
912.916 S. Euclid
Henry Radio
931 N. Euclid Avenue
Stereo Mart
979 S. Los Angeles St.
AZUSA
Rancho Sound Co.
18532 E. Alosta
BAKERSFIELD
Milligan's Audio Visual
217 S. Chester
BERKELEY
Thos Tenney Hi Fi Shop
2984 College Avenue
BURBANK
Audio Mart
921 W. Magnolia Blvd.
BURLINGAME
Foremans
1409 Burlingame Ave.
CASTRO VALLEY

Calbar Custom
Electronics
3223 Castro Valley Blvd.
CULVER CITY

Electronic Trading Post
4364 Sepulveda Blvd.
Hi Fi Matic Company
5554 Sepulveda Blvd.
FRESNO

Stephenson Bradford
Music Co.
624 W. Olive
FULLERTON
Pacific Recorders
1532 W. Commonwealth
GARDENA
Stereo Hi Fi Center
13996 S. Crenshaw
GARDEN GROVE

State Electronics
13225 Harbor Blvd.
GLENDALE
Medico Electric Labs

1111 E. Chevy Chase Dr.

Radio Lab
806 S. Central
GOLETA

Electronic Components
of Oxnard
(Formerly Dow Elec-

tronics)

1505 S. Oxnard Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
Franklin Electronics
of California

5945 Gregory Avenue
INGLEWOOD

Newark Electronics Co.
4747 W. Century Blvd.
Olson Electronics
of Inglewood
4642 W. Century Blvd.

IA CANADA

Audio Corner
655 Foothill Blvd.
LANCASTER
Loewen and Sons
755 Lancaster Blvd.
LIVERMORE

Calbar Custom
Electronics
2184 First Street
LONG BEACH

Scott Audio Company
266 Alamitos
LOS ALTOS

Audio Center
293 State Street
LOS ANGELES

Beverly Electronics Co.
8413 Beverly Blvd.
Crenshaw Hi Fi Center
107 Santa Barbara Pl.

Electronic Components
of Westwood
2008 -18 W estwood Blvd.
Henry Radio
11240 W. Olympic Blvd.
Hi Fi Corner
7901 Melrose Avenue
Hi Fi Corner
669 N. Fairfax

Magnetic Recorders Co.
7140 Melrose Avenue
Ralke Company
849 N. Highland Ave.
MENLO PARK

McDaniel's Hi Fi
935 El Camino Real

NORTH HOLLYWOOD

Chesney Stereo Center
11335 Camarillo
Olson Electronics of
N. Hollywood
5356 Lankershim Blvd.
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OAKLAND
True Recordings Co.
3883 Piedmont Avenue
ORANGE
Fidelity Sound
238 South Glassell
PALM SPRINGS
Pat Barbara Music

121 S. Palm Canyon Rd.
PALO ALTO
Ma rd io
2103 El Camino Real

PASADENA

Electronic Components
of Pasadena
(Formerly Dow Radio)
1759 E. Colorado Blvd.
High Fidelity House
563 S. Fair Oaks
Stereo Mart
3205 E. Foothill Blvd.
REDONDO BEACH

Griffey Electronics

235 N. Pac. Cst. HiWay

RIVERSIDE
Audio Designers
4010 Merrill Street
SACRAMENTO
Industrial Sound &
Telephone
2001 El Camino Ave.
McCurry Camera Stores
8th and Eye Street
McCurry Camera Stores
Country Club Center
McCurry Camera Stores
Southgate Center
SAN BERNARDINO
George Barns & Son
3358 N. "E" Street
SAN DIEGO

Electronic Equipment
Distributors

3686 El Cajon Blvd.
High Fidelity House
1635 University Ave.
Recording Center
3941.5th Avenue
Tetrad Electronics
3453 University Ave.
Wrights House of Hi Fi
5140 El Cajon Blvd.
SAN FRANCISCO

Lakeshore Hi Fi
222 W. Portal Avenue
Skinner Hirsch & Kaye
229 Kearny Street
Zack Electronics
1424 Market Street
SAN MATEO

Foreman's
111 East Fourth Ave.
Foreman's
202 Hillsdale Mall
SAN PEDRO

Bowers Music
810 South Gaffey
SAN RAFAEL

Catania Sound
1541 Fourth Street
SANTA ANA

Campbells Photo-Audio
Center
2122 N. Main Street
Hi Fidelity Associates
1812 N. Main Street
SANTA BARBARA
Audio Center
3321 State Street
Electronic Components
of Santa Barbara
(Formerly Dow Elec-

tronics)

5857 Hollister Avenue
Westen's, Inc.
800 State Street
SANTA MARIA

Electronic Components
of Santa Maria
(Formerly Dow Elec-

tronics)

222 W. Main
TUJUNGA
Woodall Cameras
7165 Foothill Blvd.
VISTA
T.V. Craftsmen
516 -518 E. Vista Way
WALNUT CREEK
Stevenson Electronics
1531 Locust Street

WHITTIER
Oxbow Electronics
15914 E. Whittier Blvd.
WEST LOS ANGELES
Bel Air Camera
933 Westwood Blvd.

COLORADO
BOULDER
House of Music
1779 29th Cross Roads,

North

COLORADO SPRINGS
Dick Jurgen's High
Fidelity and Sound
530 South Tejon
DENVER

Burstein Applebee Co.
1237 16th Street
Davis Audio -Visual, Inc.
2149 South Grape St.

Electric Accessories Co.
1620 Blake Street
Electric Accessories Co.
262 Fillmore Street
Empire Stereo & Hi Fi
Center
1100 Broadway
Gramophone Shop
3rd Avenue
Howard Sound Corp.
843 Broadway
2904

E.

Lloyd's Hi Fi Shop
410 S. Colorado Blvd.
Sound in the Pound
562 S. Broadway

MASSACHUSETTS

CONNECTICUT

Avenue
CAMBRIDGE
Minute Man Radio
28 Boylston Street
HOLYOKE
Del Padre Audio
270 High Street
NORTHAMPTON
Del Padre Audio
28 Main Street
SPRINGFIELD
Del Padre Audio
999 Worthington St.
Soundco Electronics

HARTFORD

Stereo Shop Inc.
229 Asylum Street
NEW HAVEN

David Dean Smith
262 Elm Street

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON
Radio Electric Service
Co. of Delaware
3rd and Tatnall Street

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

BOSTON

NEW BRUNSWICK
Hi Fi Haven
28 Easton Avenue

1095 Commonwealth

PARAMUS

De Mambro Radio
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
Custom Hi Fi

1811 Columbia Rd. N.W.

Electronic Wholesalers
2345 Sherman Ave.N. W.
Kitt Music Company
1330 G Street, N.W.
Shrader Sound
2803 M Street, N.W.

FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE

High Fidelity Associates
1620 N. Federal Hwy.
MIAMI

Electronic Wholesalers

9390 N.W. 27th Ave.
Flagler Radio Co.
1068 West Flagler St.
High Fidelity Associates
3180 Biscayne Blvd.

High Fidelity Associates
3396 Coral Way
Sound Box
11503 S. Dixie Hwy.

PENSACOLA
Grice Electronics
300 E. Wright Street
TAMPA
Viviano Stereo Center
1538 S. Dale Mabry

Dwight Street

WELLESLEY
Music Box
58 Central Avenue

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR
The Music Center
304 S. Thayer Street
DEARBORN
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave.
DETROIT
Almas Hi Fi Stereo
7104 W. 7 Mile Road

High Fidelity Workshop
16400 W. 7 Mile Road
Lobby Hobby
17300 Woodward Ave.
Newark Ferguson
Electronics
20700 Hubbell Avenue
Pecar Electronics
11201 Morang
EAST LANSING
Tape Recording Ind.
1101 E. Grand River
GRAND RAPIDS
Audio Distributors
2342 S. Division Ave.
Electronic Sound
2249 S. Division

MINNESOTA

IDAHO

MINNEAPOLIS
Audio King

IDAHO FALLS
Hart's Inc.

633 Safstrom Drive

913 West Lake Street

ILLINOIS

MISSOURI

AURORA
Cook's Hi Fi

KANSAS CITY
Burstein -Applebee Co.
1012 McGee Street

CHAMPAIGN
Radio Doctor's Hi

Burstein Applebee Co.
301 East 55th Street
Improved Method's
Corporation
8325 Wornall Road

47 Fox Street
811 W. Springfield

Fi

CHICAGO
Allied Radio Corp.
100 N. Western Ave.
Allied Radio Corp.
2025 West 95th St.
Allied Radio Corp.
921 North Rush St.

Educational Specialists
915 W. Wilson Ave.
Freid's
3801 W. 26th
Musicraft
48 E. Oak Street
N ewa rkEl ect ro n i

csCorp

223 West Madison
Ralph's Hi Fi
5310 W. North Ave.
Schwartz Bros.
8533 S. Cottage Grove
EVANSTON
Allied Radio Corp.
602 Davis Street
OAK PARK
Allied Radio Corp.
7055 W. North Ave.

INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS
Pearson Platters
Devington Center
IOWA
WATERLOO

Farnsworth Electronics
201.205 E. Mullan Ave.

KANSAS
DODGE CITY
Dodge Music
203 First Avenue

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE
Gatchel's
431 W. Walnut St.

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
Ogden Park Record
Shop
618 N. 3rd
LAFAYETTE

"Prof" Erny's Music
1508 S. College
SHREVEPORT

Koelemay Sales Co.
2530 Linwood Avenue

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Hi Fi Shop
320 W. Baltimore St.
High Fidelity House
5123 Roland Avenue
BETHESDA

Audio Center
4962 Fairmount Ave.
SILVER SPRINGS

Federated Purchasers
1310 Apple Avenue
TOWSON
Hi Fi Shop
Towson Plaza

McGee Radio Co.
1901 McGee Street
ST. LOUIS
Aeolian Co. of Missouri
1004 Olive Street

Aeolian Co. of Missouri
39 Crestwood Plaza
Aeolian Co. of Missouri
7754 Forsyth Blvd.
Van Sickle Radio.
Electronics, Inc.
1113 Pine Street

NEBRASKA
OMAHA
J B

Electronics

Hi -Fi- Stereo
1618 Cass Street

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS

Garehime Music
115 N. 3rd Street
RENO

Art Rempel Sound
Supply Co.

460 S. Wells Avenue

NEW JERSEY
ALLENTOWN
Federated Purchasers

1113 Hamilton Street
CAMDEN
Radio Electric Service
Co. of Penn.
30 Market Street
CLARK

Scholl Electronics
1113 Raritan Road

Bambergeis

Garden State Plaza
Gem Electronics
385 Route 17

PLAINFIELD
Lafayette Radio
Electronics
139 W. 2nd Street
SHREWSBURY
Federated Purchasers
483 Broad Street
SPRINGFIELD
Federated Purchasers
U.S. Route 22
Gem Electronics

Route 322

TOTOWA BOROUGH
Sim -o -rama Sound

Service
572 Union Blvd.
TRENTON
House of Hi Fi
961 Princeton Avenue
W ESTFI ELD

Stuart's Audio
17 Elm Street
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
Sound By Hi Fi House
3011 Monte Vista
Blvd., N.E.
LAS CRUCES
Mannie's TV
802 S. Solano

NEW YORK
BRONX
Gem Electronics
565 East Fordham Road
Lafayette Radio

Electronics
542 East Fordham Road
BROOKLYN
The Audio Exchange
1065 Flatbush Avenue
Gem Electronics
59

Willoughby Street

BUFFALO
FM Sound Equipment
1241 Main Street
Purchase Radio &
Hi -Fi Corp.
(Lafayette Radio
Associate Store)
747 Main Street
FARMINGDALE, L.I.
Gem Electronics

34 Hempstead Turnpike
FOREST HILLS
Gem Electronics

101.10 Queens Blvd.
HUNTINGTON STA., L.I.
Rite Electronics
1946 New York Avenue
JAMAICA, L.I.
The Audio Exchange
153.21 Hillside Avenue
Lafayette Radio

Electronics

165.08 Liberty Avenue
MANHASSET
The Audio Exchange
451 Plundome Road
NEW YORK

Audio Unlimited
715 2nd Avenue

Carston Studios
125 East 88th Street
Consolidated
Radio Sales
768 Amsterdam Avenue
G. Schirmer
4 East 49th

Street

Gem Electronics
202 East 44th Street
Harvey Radio Co.

103 West 43rd Street
Harvey Radio Co.

1123 6th Avenue

Hi- Fidelity Center
1797 First Ave.
(at 93rd St.)
Leonard Radio Inc.

69 Cortlandt Street

Leonard Radio
1163 Avenue of
the Americas
Lyric High Fidelity
Center
1221 Lexington Avenue

Macy
Herald Square
Packard Electronics

Electronics
Jericho Turnpike
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TUCKAHOE
Boynton Studio's
295 Main Street
WHITE PLAINS
The Audio Exchange
203 Mamaroneck Ave.
YONKERS
Gem Electronics
1937 Central Avenue

OHIO
AKRON
Olson Electronics, Inc.
69 West State Street
CINCINNATI

Customcrafters Audio
2259 Gilbert Avenue
Steinberg's
633 Walnut Street

CLEVELAND
Audio Craft Company
2915 Prospect Avenue
Olson Electronics

of Cleveland

JERSEY CITY
Massa Sales & Service
434 Central Avenue

LYNDHURST
A Custom Stereo Center
530 Riverside Avenue
MENLO PARK
Bamberger's
Parsonage Rd.
MONMOUTH
Bamberger's
EatontownShoppingCtr.
MONTCLAIR
Perdue Radio Company
10 South Park Street
MORRISTOWN
Paramount-Morristown
TV & Radio Sales
33 South Street
NEWARK
Bamberger's
131 Market St.
Lafayette Radio
Electronics
24 Central Avenue
Sound Reproduction
34 New Street

Radio Electric Service
Co. of Penn.
701 Arch Street
SWARTHMORE
Hi Fi Studio

Park Avenue
WILLOW GROVE
Radio Electric Service
Co. of Penn.
29 York Road
8

RHODE ISLAND
CRANSTON
Sound -o -rama

758 Reservoir Avenue

TENNESSEE
KNOXVILLE
McClung Appliances
310 Georgia Street, N.E.
MEMPHIS
W & W

Distributing

Co.

644.46 Madison Avenue

TEXAS
AUSTIN
High Fidelity
1610 Lavaca
BEAUMONT
Brock Audio
2293 Calder
DALLAS
Ernstroms
4356 Lovers Lane
Hillcrest High Fidelity
6309 Hillcrest
Home MusicAssociates
4518 N. Central
Expressway
EL PASO

The Howell Company
2873 Pershing Drive
FT. WORTH

Audio Associates

2020 Euclid Avenue
Olson Electronics

4802 Camp Bowie
HOUSTON

-Southland

Audio Center

6813 Pearl Road
COLUMBUS

1424 Wertheimer

Busacker Electronic
Systems

Electronic Supply
814 West 3rd Avenue
Jimmy Rea's
479 West Rich Street
Palmer Electronics
1589 W. Fifth Avenue

1216 West Clay
Hi Fi Kit Shop
2326 Bissonnet
Sound Equipment Co.
2506 Crawford Street
Sound Equipment Co.
3727 Westheimer
LAREDO

DAYTON

Custom Electronics
1918 South Brown St.
Klopf's Music Shop
323 Salem Avenue
FAIRBORN
Custom Electronics

419 West Dayton Drive
KENT
Dayho Electronics
411 Longmere

SPRINGFIELD
Gene Tavenner
32 E. Harding
YOUNGSTOWN
Hi Fi Center

2802 Market Street

Cowl's Music Center
1212 Hidalgo
MIDLAND
May- Duncan Music
219 N. Main
Midland Camera Co.
317 N. Colorado
SAN ANGELO
Accurate Sound
15 N. Tyler
SAN ANTONIO
Bill Case Sound
3522 Broadway

Sterling Electronics

3903 San Pedro
Vandergrift Audio Co_
6740 San Pedro

OKLAHOMA
NORMAN

Thomson Sound
315 W. Boyd
OKLAHOMA CITY
Audio Specialties
2608 N. Pennsylvania
Larsen Music Co.

UTAH
OGDEN
Hi Fi Shop
2323 Washington Blvd_
SALT LAKE CITY

314 Park Avenue
TULSA
Sound Unlimited
3745 S. Peoria

Clark Music
28 East 1st South
George F. Webb Sales
937 E. 33rd South St.
House of Music
156 South Main

OREGON
EUGENE
Oregon Typewriter
& Recorder

1111 Willamette Street

PORTLAND
High Fidelity Unlimited
2816 S.W. Sam
Jackson Park Road
Oregon Typewriter

& Recorder
500 S.W. 5th Avenue
Oregon Typewriter
& Recorder
1061 Lloyds Center

r

PHILADELPHIA

ROCHESTER
Craig Audio Labs
139 North Union Street
SYOSSET, L.I.
Lafayette Radio

WASHINGTON
BURIEN
Hess Recorder Co.
Stereo Center
650 S.W. 152nd Street
LYNNWOOD
Cascade Electronic
Suppl
P.O. Builyding

RICHLAND
20th Century Sales
260 Williams Blvd.
SEATTLE

CRANFORD

Stuart's Audio
8 Alden Street

PENNSYLVANIA

Corporation
33 Union Square West
Rabsons -57 Street Inc.
119 West 57th Street
Sonocraft
115 W. 45th Street
Terminal Hudson
Electronic's Inc.
48 West 48th Street
Terminal Hudson
Electronic's Inc.
212 Fulton Street

Here's where to
see and hear the new
Ampex Fine Line F -44.

Electricraft

1408 6th Ave.
SPOKANE
20th Century Sales
W. 1021 First Avenue,
TACOMA

Paulson's
1101 South
Paulson's

K

Street

6111 100th S.W.

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
Allied Radio Corporation,
3555 S. 27th Street
Allied Radio Corporation
5314 N. Pt.

Washington Road
Flanner and Hafsoos

2500 N. 108th Street
Hi Fi Center
4236 W. Capitol Drive

AMPEX
AUDIO

Photoart Visual Service.
840 N. Plankinton Ave_
Wack Sales Co.
3131 W. North Avenue
RACINE
Edward's Sound
856 Washington
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What new recorder is virtually custom -built?

-
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F -44

response curve, he s ^gnat -to -noise ratio, the flutter and
wow, and the crosstalk rejection measurement. And it is
signed by the Ampex engineers who tuned and adjusted
your recorder. The new Ampex Fine Line F-44 also features
a new special design hysteresis motor for smooth, quiet,
accurate operation; an easy -to -read point -to -point record

The F -44 is a brand new 4 -track stereo recorder from
Ampex. It's Ampex through and through. And there's this,

too: at every stage of manufacture Ampex tunes, adjusts
and aligns each F -44 to obtain ,ts maximum performance
far beyond minimum specifications. Thus, no two F -44s
are quite alike. Each is v rtually a custom -built recorder.
Each performs to the utmost of its capabilities. And each
gives you the best possi le sounds today -and for many
years to come. As an F-44 owner, you'll receive from
Ampex a record of the irdividual performance specifications of your own F -44. This record shows the frequency

AMPEX

AMPEX

level meter for each channel; multiple sound -on -sound
capab lity; new simplified controls; and the Ampex one year
warranty. See and hear the new F -44 at your local Ampex
dealer (listed opposite). Brochure? Write: Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Calif. Worldwide sales and service.
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Looks absolutely zany -but I'm not after
describing it in detail since I've merely
looked at it and had thoughts. Thoughts as
to the far -reaching implications.
The point is, simply- should we copy any
tapes in the home other than those of homemade or amateur material?
Should we, as thousands do, copy taped
records, taped broadcasts, (surreptitiously
or even wide -open), tapes of live professional performances? Should we copy conimerically released tape recordings? And
as is done thousands of times- should we
copy copies of these, or copies of copies of
copies, circulating in many hand -to -hand
tape pipe -line?
Well, I rather suspect that nobody can
say with precision. The copyright laws, as
we know, are outdated and thus difficult to
interpret to the point of utter confusion in
the whole area of "mass reproduction," not
only in sound but in numerous other modern forms unknown in the days of the 1909
copyright law.
The plain fact is that, right or wrong,
legal or illegal, the practice of copying
anything and everything on home tape
recorders has grown fantastically these
last years. It is obviously quite impossible
to stop it cold at this point, nor to do very
much to curb it in the sanctity of a million
private homes! At the moment, all anybody
can do as far as I can see in the way of
braking this genial and profitable (for the
tape and tape machine makers) enthusiasm
is 1. get after anybody who tries to sell
tape copies for purposes of worldly gain
if unauthorized, this is clearly illegal
and 2. chase those hardy advertisers who
dare imply that their tape machines can
take down your favorite music from all
sorts of easily available and oh- so- familiar
sources.
They can, indeed, these machines. It's no
lie, and not even an exaggerated advertising claim! But the tape people are going
to have to be wary about saying such
things out loud. At least until somebody
brings an all -inclusive suit and gets the
whole thing settled
but this probably
won't happen until the copyright laws themselves are involved in their upcoming
alterations, and so the whole thing is likely
to be put off anyhow, or will get itself
tossed back where it started.
I wrote a piece for another magazine
last summer about taking down stereo off
the air on your tape recorder. It was the
other magazine's idea and, bless me, until
this very moment I never even thought
about the "legal" implications of my
weighty words. Don't think I did, anyhow. Should I even suggest in print that
one can, indeed, take down broadcasts of
any old sort on ones own tape, with impunity? Well, one can, that's for sure,
whether rightly or wrongly.
When I saw that four -reeled, double headed monster at the New York show,
blithely demonstrating how easily it could
copy any old tape right in the home, all
by itself, without a second machine, I did
more than smile. I began to wonder. So
should you.
My own thoughts: You can't stop it and
there's no use setting up Prohibition. It'll
never work.
Better by far to let'er rip, let 'em record,
within liberal but strict bounds. Laws?
The laws will have to be made to fit, somehow, sooner or later. Don't ask me how.

-

Are you losing advertisers because
you don't have the loudest signal
in your area? Are they going to
other stations because you don't
have the "BIG VOICE ?" Only
DYNAMIC DIMENSION Control
Equipment by FAIRCHILD, individually or integrated, can provide you with an easy-to- listen-to
"BIG VOICE " - the loudest and
cleanest signal in your area!

FAIRCHILD DYNALIZER
Model 673
The newest

approach for
the creation of "apparent
loudness" -the Dynalizer
is an automatic dynamic

audio spectrum equalizer which redistributes frequency response of
the channel to compensate for listening response
curves as developed by Fletcher- Munson. Adds
fullness and body to program material. Completely
automatic with flexible controls. Easily integrated

into existing equipment.

FAIRCHILD CONAX
Model 602
'-

1111

The world- acknowl-

edged device that
eliminates distortion
problems caused by
pre- emphasis curves. Allows
higher average program levels through
inaudible control of high frequencies. Invaluable
in FM broadcast and disc recording. Eliminates
stereo splatter problems in multiplex channels.

FAIRCHILD LIMITER
Model 670
Fast attack stereo
limiter (50 microseconds) with low

distortion and absence of thumps.
Sum and difference

limiting position
eliminates floating
stereo image, despite amount of limiting used

in

one of the two channels. Also includes regular
channel A and B limiting. Dual controls and dual
meters provided. Now used throughout the world
in recording studios. (Mono model available).
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Write to Fairchild the pacemaker in professional audio products -for complete details.

FAIRCHILD
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10 -40
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COLLECTOR'S ITEMS?
In the course of monthly record reviewing over the years, I've been put on many
a mailing list -including the files of a
number of industrious individuals who
carry on record auctions, by mail. One has

just come in -the 176th auction held by

one George Pluck of Waterloo Village,
Grass Lake, Michigan, which closes on a
date that will be past when you read this.
(I expect he'll be in the midst of the 177th
by now.) These record auctions are in a
way significant
the dealer in collector's items is, so to speak, on the other side
of the coin from the producer of new

-for

records.
It is significant to me, at least, that with
few exceptions the gentlemen who mail me
their auction notices deal entirely in 78's.
It is perhaps even more significant that
though large numbers of them are still
from the acoustic era, almost entirely opera
or sentimental songs à la McCormack (he
also sang opera, of course, and beautifully), an increasing number are electrically recorded. However, in most catalogues
they are still electrical singles, not albums.
And the electrical singles, like the acoustics, are listed by the artist, not the composer. That is as of fifty years ago.
Mr. George Plüék, for instance, lists not
one 78 -rpm album that I can find in his
176th auction. Nor is there a single LP
record. But he offers two record catalogues
as collector's items in themselves
Columbia catalogue for December, 1913, and a
Victor catalogue for May, 1914. In other
words, to find a catalogue old enough to be
a "find," you must go back an even half
century. (I've got the 1936 Gramophone
Shop Encyclopedia and all subsequent
editions, but I don't suppose they prove
much -yet.) And to find an LP that is
auctionable in the fashion now being so
actively carried on by Mr. Pluck and many
others, you'll just have to wait for another

-a

twenty years. Funny thing.
Five or six years ago I sorted out my
fair-sized collection of familiar 78 albums
into those that obviously were junk, or had
been replaced by clearly preferable performances on LP, and those which for
musical or sentimental reasons I wanted to
keep. Space didn't allow for nearly enough
of these latter. 78 albums are outrageously
uneconomical of space and weight when
your home is overflowing with LP's and
tapes. So, I tentatively sounded out someone as to what I might get in cash for a
group of the really superior 78's I had on
hand, recordings that were outstanding in
their time and, surely, would never be replaced musically. As I remember, the figure
came to around ten cents a disc. I was
shocked. I could not even give the things
away, as a matter of fact. I tried that, as
a more dignified solution to the problem.
I flatly could not bring myself to dispose

of these records in such a demeaning manner ; it would be an act of rudeness towards their distinguished producers, both
musical and engineering, which was beyond my performing, space or no space. So
I still have them. I own a good number of
78 -rpm albums (many, as private collections go) and I intend to keep them forever.
I solved the storage problem quite neatly, if unalphabetieally. For years I have
used the 78 albums to fill up open spaces
in my LP file, reserved for future LP releases. Beeps the LP's tight and flat and
preserves the 78's too. As the LP spaces
fill up I move the 78's out -until the next
new record case is built. Then back they go.
I have at least a vertical yard of 12 -inch
78 singles, too, mostly dating back before
I did record reviewing and mostly bought
with my own small cash reserves as a college student. Some of them
hope -are
priceless. I wouldn't know. It is more than
I can do to find out whether they are
merely priceless to me, or are worth money
to others. None of them is standard oper(Continued on page 77)
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This tape
is not for

amateur sopranos,
party capers,
dictation
or
music -to- play -bridge -by

subject:

BACHS/X BRANDENBURG CONCERTI
It's Soundcraft Golden Tone
for your serious recordings

Created for discerning ears and critical
equipment. Golden Tone reflects the highest
degree of technical perfection in tape manufacture today. It has exceptionally low modulation noise
superior signal -to -noise ratio
of 77 db -at least 7 db better than other
tapes. Its high frequency output is 25%
greater than its nearest competitor. And, its
dynamic range is the widest found in any
tape for home recording. Astonishing specifications indeed...possible because Golden

-a

GOLDEN
TONE

SOUNDCRAFT

Tone is also a physically perfect tape. There
are no edge burrs. No skew, cupping or curling. Always perfect tape -to -head contact. No
drop -outs either, and no low speed or editing
squeal. The cost? Only slightly more than
ordinary tapes, but worth it if you take your
recording seriously. Available on 1t/2 mil
Acetate, 1200 ft. -1 mil Tensilized DuPont
Mylar, 1800 ft. -1/2 mil Tensilized DuPont
Mylar, 2400 ft. Write for Golden Tone brochure; ask for Golden Tone at your dealer.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT
DIVISION OF REEVES INDUSTRIES INC
Main Office: Danbcry, Conn.
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Los Angeles

Foreign Div.: 25 Warren St., N.Y.C.

Canadian Reps: Vancouver

Toronto

U. K. Reps:

Soundcaft Magnetic Ltd.
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EDITOR'S REVIEW
FM BAND DEGRADED!
ON MAY 24, 1963 the Federal Communications Commission issued a report and order, Docket No.
14376, which amended the rules for telemetering
devices and wireless microphones so that these devices
can now operate at frequencies in the FM band.
Frankly we were unable to understand why this
change was necessary after reading the report, all
that we could find was a brief reference to the availability of many excellent receivers in this band and
possibly a more reasonable antenna. Hardly enough
reason to degrade the existing FM band.
Why do we say that the FM band will be degraded?
Simple ; any signal that competes with the regular
signal will affect the signal -to -noise ratio adversely. In
mono this is no problem for most of the component quality tuners available ; for stereo transmission the
problem may be more serious.
Let us look at what the new rules allow. First of all
the rules permit wireless microphones a field strength
of 50 microvolts per meter at a distance of 50 feet with
the normal antenna of the wireless microphone. The
last provision is significant in that it makes the practical radiation levels from these devices the maximum
permissible. Actually, the amount of degradation may
be small in most cases, but any degradation of FMstereo reception is serious because of the present difficulty in achieving good signal -to -noise ratios. Somehow
it doesn't make sense, on the one hand the FCC inaugurates stereophonic FM transmission with full awareness of the problems involved, and on the other hand,
a short time later, permits transmission which could
limit the usefulness of the newly -inaugurated medium.
Fortunately, at present there are not too many
transmitters in use, or available, in this new band.
Unfortunately, the ability to receive on a standard
FM tuner will undoubtedly attract many users who
would not purchase the limited -purpose receiver required in the previous band. We may certainly expect
a greatly increased demand for these transmitters
with a resultant increase in interference.
How did it happen that the FCC took this step without strong protests from FM listeners and broadcasters? We don't know. In fact we were not really aware
that the step was being seriously considered until it
was too late. Can anything be done about it ? Frankly
we doubt it. On the other hand it won't hurt to try.
We suggest that all of you who are concerned about
encroachments on the FM band write to
Chairman,
Federal Communications Commission,

-

:

Washington 25, D.

C.

THE SHOW IS OVER
Every year, at the conclusion of the New York High
Fidelity Show, we inventory the impressions we had
about the show, and about trends in the high fidelity
industry. Guess it's habit, but here we go again.
First and foremost we must report that transistors
are here to stay-the component industry seems firmly
committed to them. This year, as we predicted last
year, there were many more transistor products shown.
Not many power amplifiers, but some integrated amplifiers and several receivers. In spite of the increased
number of transistor products, in our opinion the
18

.

trend is not as yet a stampede. Most manufacturers
showed both tube and transistor lines, with many
transistor units "not yet in production." Still a certain amount of wait- and -see.
Another trend we observed was the broadening of
tape machine lines, and the increasing number of
manufacturers with tape machines. It seemed to us
that tape machines are getting ever closer to the point
of being truly competitive with phonographs. They
still haven't arrived as yet, but the way is being
marked out clearly what with slower speeds, cartridges, and higher quality heads. It won't be too long
now.

The other trend, the one towards more ``packaging,"
we commented upon last month. That trend is very

strong.
We should like to take note of the exceptionally fine
audience that attended the show this year. There did
seem to be a seriousness and interest which warms the
cockles of those of us who have been following these
shows for some time. Indeed, checking with several
dealers after the show we were informed that their
cockles were warmed also -there was a delightful spurt
of sales in audio equipment. Perhaps one of the reasons
for this turn of events was that the rooms didn't seem
as crowded as in previous years, thus permitting the
audience a good opportunity to talk with the manufacturer. Whatever the reason, it did seem to be a more
receptive audience.

THE BINGO CARD
In the magazine business, the card used for requesting manufacturers' literature is called the bingo card.
You can hazard your own guess as to the origin of that
naine. Our purpose in bringing up the subject is to,
apologize for an error on our part.
It seems that some of the manufacturers who advertize in AUDIO send literature only to "professionals,"
engineers, technicians, and other qualified people who
gain their livelihood in the technical field related to
audio. That is the reason that we have a line on the
card asking for your affiliation. Unfortunately, for a
period of time our staff had neglected to transmit
this information to the manufacturer and thus some
of them did not send out literature to those of you
who should really get it. We goofed and you are the
only one who can remedy it. If you requested literature about a product some time ago, and you haven't
as yet received it, and you are a " professional,"
please write the name of the product at the bottom
of the bingo card in this issue and we will do our
darndest to see that amends are made. Please don't
forget to fill in your affiliation.

COMING EVENTS
Philadelphians were disappointed recently when the
Greater Delaware Valley High Fidelity and Camera
Show scheduled to take place there was called off because of a local strike. However all is not lost -we
understand that the show has been rescheduled and
is now supposed to take place November 8, 9, 10 at
the Benjamin Franklin Hotel. We hope it takes place
as scheduled this time.
Another scheduled show is the Toronto High Fidelity Show at the Park Plaza Hotel from October
30 through November 2.
AUDIO
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what makes
an automatic sound
like a turntable?

The U38!

expressly designed
for automatic

turntables

The new generation of automatic turntables tracking and tripping at lower
and lower forces demands this new kind of cartridge. Demands a "floating
stylus" that protects your diamond and record as it plays...demands complementary electrical characteristics which maximize the use of forward -looking
circuitry whether vacuum tube or solid state. The U -38 meets these demands
and makes your automatic souid like a turntable. With Pickering's famous
plug -in replaceable stylus assembly you get a carI
tridge with a life -time of trouble free performance.
Pickering and Company, Inc., Plainview, New York.
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VF

cartridge with
Ar Stylus...2 -5 grams tracking force
Arc...1 -3 grams
U38

o

.
,

l
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Plug -rn head assembly for
Garrard Type A and Model AT6
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should Sherwood increase its prices by 20%

thesJpalative new S- 80001fí =M stereo receiver.priced at $319.50

Years ago, Sherwood high -fidelity tuners and amplifiers were evaluated by highly- respected,
totality- impartial research companies as either the finest designed or the best valued on the
market. Although we were pleased by such endorsements of pure quality in design and per formance, the really significant fact was that other leading components carried higher price tags.
Subsequent Sherwood components have received ratings indicating features and performance equal
or superior to brands carrying price tags at least 20% higher.
A current example of Sherwood
design superiority is our new S- 8000111 receiver. Sensitivity is rated at 1.8 microvolts. Capture
effect is an outstanding 2.4dú. No other FM receiver can claim the 80 -watt music -power rating of
the S- 8000111, and only one other (priced $50 higher) offers the professional D'Arsonval zero center tuning meter that's standard with Sherwood.
We still believe that our old- fashioned
policy of superior engineering and realistic prices is best for both you and Sherwood.

I

SOME OF THE S -80001 FEATURES THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Zero -center tuning
80 -watt music power
Complete stereo control center
1.8 pv. (IHF) sensitivity
Wide -band 3 -mc. gated beam

limiter
1 -mc. band pass balanced ratio
detector
2.4db. capture effect
1/3% distortion at 100%
modulation
Interchannel hush
Long -life Novar output tubes
8-inch professional -type tuning

For your free copy of our complete
catalog, write
Dept. A- 1
1

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES,

INC.

4300 North California Ave. Chicago 18, Illinois

scale
12. Silk- smooth flywheel tuning
13. Positive stereo broadcast

HIGH FIDELITY

identification

STEREO RECEIVERS
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TUNERS

AMPLIFIERS

STEREO INDICATOR LIGHTS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

CONTEMPORARY CABINETRY
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15 -deg, Vertical Angle -A Key

to Better Stereo Sound
B.

B.

BAUER

The 15 -deg. vertical angle was selected as a standard before the effect of lacquer springback was fully known. It turns out that this angle is best nevertheless, and the audiofan may be able to do something about correcting his pickup.
SINCE THE ANNOUNCI:.\I ENT in the February, I963, issue of AUDIO1 of the

discovery of springback in stereophonic disc recording, due to lacquer and
cutter elasticity, and of the means for
controlling the effective vertical recorded
anglet by appropriate cutting stylus design and cutter tilt, many people have
asked What determined the choice of
the 15 -deg. vertical angle standard?
What is its effect on recording technology and on the quality of reproduction? What can I, as a user, do about
this? Here, an attempt is made to answer these questions.
:

Stereophonic Modulation
,

that stereophonic
that the
stylus tip move up-and -down as well as
laterally. With respect to the lateral motion, its character is identical with that
of monophonic records so that the shaping of the arm and the lateral orientation of the cartridge are identical to
those used with monophonic pickups.
Pickup designers long ago learned to
shape the arras so as to diminish lateral
tracking error to negligible proporE mryone
v

knows

45 -45-deg. modulation requires

tions.3

With respect to the up -and -down motion, intuitively, one might think that it
should be perpendicular to the record.
With this idea in mind the European engineers designed their cutters with a
perpendicular (0 -deg.) cutter -tip motion.
The 0 -deg. orientation, however, turns
out not to be the best one to use. We
show later that a greater modulation
capacity in the vertical mode exists with
CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn..
B. B. Bauer, "Vertical Tracking Angle
Improvements," AUDIO, February 1963.
2 Effective
Vertical Recorded Angle is
the name recently chosen by the EIA re*

cording committee for the vertical inclination of modulation that I had called "Vertical Modulation Slant" in my February
article.
3 B. B. Bauer "Tracking Angle in Phonograph Pickups," Electronics, March
1945, p. 110.
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Fig. 1. CBS Laboratories MLS -915 stylus
for recording 15 -deg. angle with a Wes -

trex 3C cutter.

a forwardly -inclined modulation plane.
Also, with simple pivoted transducers,
perpendicular motion is not possible,
and simplicity is the key to quality in
the design of cutters as well as pickups.
It was this latter thought, no doubt, that

had guided the design of the Westrex
3C cutter which has a vertical angle of
23 deg.

After considering the geometry of contemporary cutters and pickups, the Engineering Committee of the Record Industry Association of America recommended an inclination of 15 deg. for the
Stereophonic Vertical Modulation which
was adopted as an RIAA Standard in
1961. At the time, the Committee was
unaware of the fact that the vertical
recorded angle is different from the vertical recorder angle, because of the
springback phenomenon which was to be
discovered later.1 It will be shown next
that this discovery does not weaken, but
actually strengthens the recommendation
of the Committee.
The Recording Problem

The discovery and correction of longitudinal springback in stereophonic recording resulted from an attempt to pro-

NOVEMBER, 1963

duce a test rt .ord for use in measuring
I.M. distortion and transient response
of pickups in the vertical mode. As described in the February paper,1 a conventional Westrex 3C cutter system with
a 23 -deg. vertical recorder angle actually produces a 0 -3 -deg. vertical recorded angle (although this varies somewhat with frequency) and an additional
cutter tilt of 14 deg. together with a
special stylus are needed to produce a
15 -deg. modulation slant. The Square
Wave and Intermodulation Test Record
No. STR -111 was recorded in this manner, and described at the International
Convention of Audio Engineering Society in the Fall of 19621. At the saine
meeting of the Society, in a paper which
attempted to defend the 0 -deg. vertical
cutter angle, C. R. Bastiaans' showed
that the maximum vertical modulation
capacity would be diminished with conventional cutter styli il' the cutter were
tilted. Bastiaans suggested that this
might be overcome by using a special
stylus with slanted cutting facet, but
concluded that this would not be an at-

tractive proposition.
Of course, Bastiaans had no way of
knowing that the STH -111 was cut with
just such a special stylus, shown in Fig.
1, previously developed at CBS Laboratories and named the MLS -915 Stylus.
In the interim a myth has arisen that
vertical modulation capability of a record is diminished by the inclination of
the Stereophonic Modulation Plane. I
will now demonstrate that with the
MLS -915 stylus the inclination of this
plane actually increases the capability
of disc recording in the vertical inode.
First, disregarding lacquer or stylus
springback, assume that the stylus moves
vertically at a 0 -deg. angle. Then the
A. Schwartz and A. J.
4 B. B. Bauer,
Gust, "Transient Response and Intermodulation Studies in Phonograph," Journal
AES Vol.
No. 2, p. 110 -114, April 1963.
s "Further Thoughts on the Geometric
Conditions in the Cutting and Placing of
Stereo Dises," Journal of AES, January

II
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maximum possible vertical modulation
velocity r0 is equal to the groove velocity
I', as shown in Fig. 2. If a square wave
is recorded on a velocity basis (such a
wave is triangular on a displacement
basis,) the vertical modulation displacement is equal to the distance traveled
longitudinally in the same interval of
time, and the downward angle of modulation is 4:i deg., just clearing the heel
of the cutter.
Next. we slant the vertical recording
angle by 15 deg., taking care to leave
the cutting facet of the stylus vertically
oriented with respect to the record. A
small amount of calculation shows that
"vertical" velocity r15 along the inclined stereophonic modulation plane

maximum theoretical
modulation.
The reader might query the effect
of the 37 -deg. vertical recorder angle
obtained by tilting the Westrex 3C cutter
14 deg. and the resulting 15 -deg. effective vertical recording angle which it
produces. This is where the lacquer and
the stylus springhack come in.
In the paper "The Vertical Tracking
Angle Problem in Stereophonic Record
Reproduction, "a I had estimated that
from 20 to 40 per cent of the modulation springback angle was caused by the
stylus elasticity, the balance being accounted for by the springback of the
lacquer. Recent tests appear to indicate
that this latter figure is a more likely
will reduce the

Fig. 2. The proper

cutter inclination

provides a greater

safety factor for
vertical modulation.

now may be increased by a factor of
1.41, or 3 db, before the downward angle
of the modulation eut becomes 45 deg.
The upward angle of modulation is still
positive, which means that this is a practical cut. As a third possibility we slant
the vertical recording angle to 26.5 deg.,
which is arc tan 0.5, again leaving the
cutting facet orientation with respect to
the record unchanged. This time we can
increase the "vertical" velocity rze.s
along the stereophonic modulation plane
by a factor of 2.24 or 7 db. The upward
angle of modulation is then vertical. It
is not intended to imply that such heavy
modulation would be practical or even
desirable, but merely to point out that a
26.5 -deg. angle provides a greater safety
factor against groove overload in the
vertical mode than does a 0 -deg. cut.

Any further increase of recording angle

one. Therefore, approximately 9 deg. of
the springback appears to be caused by
the stylus and the remaining 13 deg. by
the lacquer. Thus, with a manifest recorder angle of 37 deg., the Westrex 3C
cutter has an effective recorder angle of
some 28 deg. and an effective recorded
angle of 15 deg. Hence, the recommended 14 deg. cutter tilt in cooperation
with a MLD 915 stylus provides a near-

maximum vertical modulation capacity
in stereophonic recording. Any attempts
to increase the effective vertical recorded
angle above 15 deg. is likely to introduce mechanical problems and diminish
the modulation safety factor of the disc.
6 Presented at the IEEE Meeting of the
EIA, February 6, 1963, scheduled for publication in the IEEE Transaction on
Audio, March April, 1963.

The Pickup Problem

There is no general agreement as to
the preferred vertical tracking angle
from the point of view of a pickup designer, and it is doubtful if such an
agreement could be achieved universally.
With ceramic pickups intended principally for use with record changers, a
low angle is desired to diminish the overall height of the arm and thus to improve the clearance between the arm and
the overhead record stack. A low angle
also diminishes any frequency modulation which would occur with gross stylus
motions stemming from record warp.
With magnetic pickups, a high angle
would facilitate the clearance problem
for the magnetic structure and the coils.
Last year the vertical tracking angles of
fourteen pickups were measured at CBS
Laboratories. Seven of them were of the
piezo-electric variety, intended for use
with home phonographs, and they embodied angles varying from 10 deg. to 25
deg. with an average of 16.5 deg. The
remaining seven units were of the magnetic type intended for use in high fidelity components. They had angles
varying from 25 deg. to 42 deg., with
an average of 31 deg. These results
closely parallel those published by Madsen', and tend to suggest that the vertical tracking angles of many pickups are
likely to have been influenced by convenience in arranging the transducer
parts, rather than by keeping in mind
any particular set of cutter angles.
In a more recent study, Darrells lists
25 pickup cartridges of various types
with vertical tracking angles from 0 deg.
to 32 deg. The lowered upper figure suggests that pickup manufacturers are beginning to take action to bring their
product into conformity with the known
effective vertical recorded angles.
Some people have asked, how could it
be that despite the vertical tracking
errors that are apt to occur sometimes,
stereophonic records sound as well as
they do. The answer to this query is the
same as that given in my 1945 paper3
about lateral tracking angle errors :
Other sources of distortion in the reproducing system are even more important
than those arising from tracking errors.
Fortunately, not too many pickups have
grossly excessive tracking errors; those
that do, do produce audible excess distortion at the inside grooves of highly
modulated stereophonic discs.
What can an Audiofan do?

1f you are happy with the sound of
your system, then, of course, there is
7 E.
R. Madsen, "Vertical Tracking
Angle -A Source of I.M. Distortion,"
AUDIO Magazine, November, 1962, p. 21-

24.
s R. D. Darrell, "The Case of the Tilted
Stylus," High Fidelity, May, 1963.
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nothing to do but enjoy it. The majority
of pickups have a correct enough vertical angle so as not to contribute significantly to the distortion with either
the older or the newer stereophonic
records.
But now that you have been alerted
to the vertical tracking problems, you
may begin to notice distortion at the
inside grooves of highly modulated records. If distortion is perceptible with
monophonic as well as stereophonic
records, a worn stylus is the most likely
culprit. Eventually, even diamond styli
wear out and the rubber pads in which
most stylus lever assemblies are mounted
tend to harden with age, so that it is
a good idea to replace the stylus assembly every so often.
The next most likely possibility is an
oversize radius stylus, which would tend
to emphasize tracing distortion-the
stylus radius becoming comparable with
the curvature of groove modulation
and this can be remedied by making sure
that the stylus radius is 0.7 -mil. or
smaller. Many manufacturers make
available a 1/2 -mil. radius stylus which
should he used whenever possible with
pickups capable of tracking at 2 grams
or less. This, by the way, will help your
monophonic as well as stereophonic
records.
If none of these remedies solve the
problem then look for erroneous vertical
tracking angle as a possible culprit.
Initial guidance may be obtained by
consulting the tables published by Mad se n7 and Darrell5, but you will find
substantial angle variations between
given types of pickup. Unfortunately,
the vertical tracking angle is not easy
to measure : the best way requires measuring distortion using an STR -111 test
record, but this is beyond the usual
means of an amateur. The next best way
is by visual examination. The angle at
which the stylus lever comes out of the
cartridge is not always a reliable index
of vertical tracking angle, as often there
is a bend between the visible portion
and the actual pivot point. It is more
accurate to let the arm rest on the
record with the turntable stopped, and
to push the pickup arm up -and -down
gently while observing the stylus tip
position with the aid of a magnifying
glass. Is the to -and -fro motion of the
tip about the same as the up- and -down
motion of the pickup ? Then the vertical
tracking angle is 45 deg. With a 27 -deg.
angle the tip will move half as much
to -and -fro as the pickup does up-anddown. With 14 deg. the to -and -fro motion is only a quarter of the up -anddown motion. With a 0 -deg. angle the
to- and -fro motion is nil, but you won't
find many of those! One of the most
important advantages of this test is that

it takes into account the normal position
of the stylus under the bearing weight
of the arm, and also the angle of mounting of the cartridge in the arm proper.
In some cases of excessive vertical
tracking error it is possible to make
a significant improvement by changing
the vertical pickup orientation. Normally the clearance between the cartridge
shell and the record is not excessive,
but often there is enough room to play
with. The arm itself can be adjusted up
or down so as to just clear the record.
Also the cartridge may be remounted

trophic damage to the stylus in the
event of a slip!
Perhaps the best solution, after all, if
you are suspicious of the vertical tracking angle, is to replace the cartridge
with one made by a reputable manufacturer who will assure you that his
product design conforms with the latest
and best recording practices.
Conclusion

Some of the aspects of the 15 -deg.
vertical tracking angle controversy is
reminiscent of the days a quarter of

-
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Fig. 3. Improving
o pickup with excessive vertical

tracking angle.

ill the arm. I have done this with one of
my pickups which had a grossly excessive vertical angle by loosening the
mounting screws, wedging a small object between the cartridge and the aria
shell, and retightening the screws as
shown in Fig. 3. Keeping in mind that
the stylus -tip should be oriented approximately perpendicular, or preferably with a slight backward orientation
to the record, it became necessary to
modify the stylus lever by supporting
the tip end with a small screwdriver,
while applying a slight pressure with
the thumb -nail as shown in (B) of Fig.
3. The final arrangement, shown in (C)
diminished the excessive vertical angle
by some 5 -10 deg. and improved the
vertical orientation of the stylus. This
procedure served to clean up the inside
groove distortion materially. However, I
do not recommend that you try this approach with your pickup unless you are
quite handy, and willing to risk catas-

a century ago when a battle raged be-

tween the "straight" and the "offset"
cartridge proponents. The latter won,
of course, even if the improvements in
sound quality were modest, simply because it cost no more to do the job right.
Today no pickup manufacturer in his
right mind would make a pickup which
could not maintain the stylus within a
few degrees of a lateral error -free tracking orientation. History is apt to repeat
itself in connection with the vertical
tracking angle. Those who have not as
yet converted to the 15 -deg. standard
may argue against it even if most everyone will benefit by it. The fact that the
listening improvements may be modest
does not mitigate the general principle
that superb over -all quality is obtained
by attention to every detail. It simply
snakes no sense to play 2.5 -deg. records
with 40 -deg. pickups. The acceptance of
the 15 -deg. standard is on the way -its
improvements already are being felt. Æ
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Remote Control with Light
WILLIAM

G.

DILLEY

A two- channel remote control using
THE ADVENT OF STEREOPHONIC PLAY-

has been accompanied by
many additional requirements not
needed in the monophonic system.
Among these is the requirement for balance between two or more playback
channels. Whereas level (or gain setting) alone satisfied a single system, two
or more channels require, not only level
setting, but a balance of levels between
the sources. A variety of items has appeared on the commercial market to satisfy this requirement, such as meters, to
BACK

*

577

East Avery St., San Bernardino,

Calif.

a

light- actuated gain control

establish equal levels for electrical inputs. Most of these devices, however,
assume identical systems as a basis for
their operation. It is obvious that identical signal levels fed to two speaker
systems of different efficiencies will not
result in equal, or balanced, outputs. In
addition, a change in program material
(tape, record, FM, and so on) is usually
accompanied by a change in balance, requiring, therefore, resetting of the balance control.
An effective (and comfortable) way
of accomplishing this task would be that
of providing gain controls at the listen-

COMMON

3

ing position. Both level and balance
could then be fingertip controlled. The
unit to be described satisfies this requirement in a unique and economical manner.
Design Considerations

There are many method s hy which the
electrical signal may be cuurtn)llcd from
a position remote from the speaker system -the most common and conventional
being the use of a preamplifier- control
center with a low -impedance output that
allows signal cables to the operating
location. This arrangement, however, requires space (and housing) at the listening position, and, usually requires furniture revamping either at the amplifier
console (after removal of the preamplifier) or at the listening location. For
this particular requirement, a light-actuated gain control' appears to offer distinct advantages over conventional approaches. Such a design would allow a]1
components to remain in their normal
positions and would require, only, the
installation of two potentiometers at
any desired listening position.
In accordance with the criteria discus cd, the completed unit should be inserted between the preamplifier -control
unit and the main power amplifiers and
possess a gain of approximately one.
This arrangement would provide master
gain and balance control for all sources
selected through the preamplifier-control. The inserted unit should, ideally,
introduce no additional distortion or
limit the frequency bandwidth capability of the existing system. Practically,
the following were chosen as design criteria to be achieved in the completed
amplifier
:

CH1

F1

C4

--,M4
R4

-wFIBk

20 pf

R5

C5

18k

20 pf

Frequency
reponse

:

Distortion

:

Noise

20 cps to

harmonic
better than 70 db below

:

2 v

Gain

40 pf

:

Attenuation

C2

kc + 0.5 db

less than 0.1 per cent

COMMON
Ti

21)

:

approximately
approximately

1

60 db

40 Nf
SR2

CH
POWER SUPPLY

Hg. 1. Schematic of light- controlled remote control.
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Circuit Description
2

The circuit (see Fig. 1) is a two stage
resistance coupled amplifier consisting
1W. G. Dilley, "A Light -Actuated Gain
Control," AUDIO, September, 1962, p. 38.
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when the British say

"the best pick -up arm

in the world"
it warrants serious consideration

The English are noted for their conservatism
and they especially are not given to extreme claims in
advertising. Their statement that the SME is
"the best pick -up arm in the world" is simply a fact. It is made
by dedicated craftsmen working with extraordinarily close
tolerances and standards -providing features unattainable in any other
tone arm. Its "secret" (if it has one) is care in manufacture and testing,
and utterly accurate adjustments for every critical factor in tracking.
It is not inexpensive -perfection never is. It is, however, worth every
penny to the audiophile who wants a pick -up arm capable of realizing
the full potential of cartridge and record.

SHVRE

SME DESIGN FEATURES

Virtually frictionless knife -edge
bearings. Pivot friction is less than 20
milligrams, horizontal and vertical!
B. Wood-lined stainless steel tube arm.
Resonances are outside recorded range,
of small amplitude, and damped.
C. Unique weight system statically balances arm longitudinally AND laterally.
I). Rider weight adjusts tracking force
from ', to 5 grams, adjustable for % or
,i gm. increments, as accurate as a fine
stylus pressure gauge.
E. Sliding base offers alignment adjustment through 1 inch. Height is adjustable through % inch. Fulfills optimum
requirements of length, offset, overhang when adjusted with alignment
A.

protractor included.

F. "Anti- skating" bias adjuster counteracts tendency of the arm to move

toward record center and "favor"
inner groove.
G. Hydraulic lever -operated set -down
for "slow- motion" feather-light lower ing onto any part of the recording.
H. Nylon-jaw arm rest with stainless
steel lockingg link.
L International standard 4 -pin socket.
Cartridge shells fitted with detachable
pillars and mounting screws at standard
jA inch spacing.
J. Output socket and plug provides a
rigid junction for the "stiff wiring" and
delicate pick -up lead, eliminating influence on free tone -arm movement.

PRICES:
includes one sliell, arm, template, alignment protractor, hardware
MODEL 3009 for 12" recordings
MODEL 3012 for 16" recordings
ADDITIONAL SHELL Model A3OH

-J- 1--1

$89.50 net
$99.50 net
$5.50 each

tT

«

The Shure M33 -5, of course. With the
SME, provides absolute minimum
tracking force . . . without distortion.
Incredibly transparent sound. Peakfree high end, clean lows, astoundingly
natural and clear in the middle range

where most other cartridges suffer
serious deficiencies. 22 x 10-6 cm per
dyne compliance. $36.50 net.

Ser¡eS

VRE
/

the
perfect companion
cartridge

LITERATURE:

SHURE BROTHERS, INC., 222 HARTREY AVE., EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

Manufactured under U.S. patents 3,055,988; 3,077,521; 3,077,522; D193,006; D193,934; other patents pending.

AUDIO
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Fig. 2. (Left to right), Plastic cell container, photo cell, No. 328 bulb in lamp
housing, completed light-cell assembly.
Dime in foreground gives relative size.

of a voltage amplifier and a cathode
follower. A cadmium sulphide cell and a
pilot lamp substitute for the normally
used gain potentiometer in the grid circuit. The light- sensitive cell varies its
resistance as varying intensities of light
are impinged upon it. Thus, varying the
light supply voltage varies the brilliance
of the light which, in turn causes the
internal resistance of the cell to vary
accordingly. The resistive network in the
grid circuit with the cell serves three
purposes

housing the light and cell must be devised. The author chose to utilize the
plastic container that the cell comes in
for this purpose. It is tapered slightly
and therefore ideally suited for wedge
fitting of the cell within, and wedge fitting of itself to the chassis. A 328 pilot
light, cap, and holder were selected as
companion units because of their small
size. The closed end of the container was
enlarged to accept the light holder and
the end of the colored light cap was cut
off to allow the bulb to extend past the
cap. The cap (with bulb installed) was

Figure

3 shows the terminal board layout of the left and right channels from
the front side. Figure 4 shows the same
terminal boards viewed from the hack
side. Control assembly detail is shown
in the unpainted prototype version of
Fig. 5. The majority of the construction
can be completed on the bench as a result of the terminal board approach, and
makes for ease of assembly. A chassis
5 x 7 x 2 in. was used with ample space
remaining (see Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows
the completed unit and the control plate
upon which the two control potentiome-

Fig. 3. Front view of [facing tube) terminal board, left channel on left.

:

Prevents input impedance from
dropping to a very low value.
2. Limits the range of grid impedance.
3. Provides improved control action
(curve shape).
It should be noted that the control circuit (light and supply) is completely
isolated from the grid circuit and, therefore, noiseless with respect to contact
action of the control potentiometer. Also,
since ordinary wire is used to couple the
control potentiometer to the light, the
length is limited only by the resistance
1.

of the wire.
An unusual feature of the control is
the use of an a.c. voltage source to drive
the control light. Since the combined response of the light and cell was rather
slow, it was decided to attempt the use
of a.c. and determine the degree of 60cycle modulation present. The results
were encouraging, and since sonic degree
of shunt capacitance existed in the cell.
feedback was applied to correct both the
high -frequency loss and minimize the
residual modulation effects of the a.c.
source. Economy resulting from the ability to employ standard 6.3v a.c. filament
supplies for the control source is obvious.
The power supply -see (A) of Fig. 1
a voltage doubler circuit with one
common filter and one additional separate filter for each channel. Although a
conventional full wave rectifier circuit
certainly could be employed, this circuit
allows the use of a 125-v. transformer
with no center tap.

Fig. 4. Rear view of terminal board, left channel on right.

then screwed into the holder from the
inside of the container. Filing a screwdriver slot in the cap may aid in this
process if difficulty is encountered because of the tight fit. Figure 2 shows the
container, the cell, the cap (with bulb
installed), and the completed assembly
which has been painted flat black to exclude external light. Comparison of size
is obtained from the dime in the foreground.
Terminal board construction is used
for the amplifier portion, with each
channel using one -half of each tube.

ters are mounted. In operation, the
potentiometers are connected to the 3terminal strip on the front of the unit.
The circuit is not particularly critical,
but all grid leads should, of course, be
kept as short as possible. Following the
suggested layout will insure a low noise
(hum) unit. Since no ventilation exists
within the light housing, it is recommended that the controls not be left in
the minimum gain position (while the
unit is "on ") for extended periods of
time. During normal operation, this is

-is

Construction

In order to preclude all external light
from reaching the cell, some means of
26

Fig. 5. Side view of experimental prototype. Unpainted version of cell -lamp control
assembly shows detail of individual components in position.
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THE UNIVERSITY TRI- PLANAR SPEAKER SYSTEM. Here is the first speaker
in which thinness is purely a functional matter. The unusually thin shape is actually
dictated by its basic engineering design principle. In fact, you have to listen ... and
listen again ... before you realize that the Tri- Planar's sound comes from a speaker
system of such remarkably thin dimensions. The bass range is full and clean. The
mid -range and highs are smooth and brilliant. And its balance over the entire range
(45 to 18,000 cps) can only be achieved by considerably larger bookshelf systems.
The woofer area, consisting of two panel radiators, with custom -matched voice coils,
is larger than most speaker systems-264 square inches. And, there are many other
features which depart from outworn traditional speaker designs ... including the
exclusive "push- pull" woofer configuration, the open back doublet system, and
others. In oiled walnut, with cane grille, 15" x 23" x 13/4" thin. $79.50. For more about
the Tri- Planar and other University Loudspeakers, write Desk R -11.

-

The ultra -thin
SYL- O - =-TE
system designed to
3 -way

look like a magnificent painting. Choice of Neo- Classic
art, Decorator Cane or Petit
Point floral grille. 40 to 20,000
cps. Oiled walnut. $99.95. With
Petit Pont grille- 5109.90.

spund in a smaller
sy ;lem measuring
18" x 13'/.' x 2 "! Utilizes many
of the design principles found
in toe Tai- Planar. 50- 17,000
cps. Oiled walnut. $44.95.
MINI

3

speak r

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS
Division of Ling- Temco- Vought, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

AUDIO
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Operation
To place this amplifier into operation
for remote controlled level and balance
action, the following steps are required :
1.

Locate amplifier near main amplifiers.

Connect existing preamplifier-con trol outputs to respective inputs of
remote amplifier.
3. Connect outputs of remote amplifier to inputs of main power ampli2.

fiers.
4.
5.

6.

Fig. 6. Bottom view of completed remote

amplifier showing component layout.
7.

Install two control potentiometers
at suitable listening position.
Connect potentiometers to remote
amplifier terminals with three #20
insulated wires.
With all equipment on and operating, adjust preamplifier volume
controls for slightly louder levels
than desired when remote controls
are fully open.
Exercise full control and balance
from remote control position.

This amplifier, when completed and
installed, will more than justify the time
and expenditure required for its construction, and should cause one to
wonder how he ever managed to operate
without such a necessity.
Æ
PARTS LIST

F1-1/4 A Fuse
T1-125 IT at 25 mA, 6.3v, at
SR SR2-1N547
R2-100-ohm 2w pot
R3-12k, 2w

1 A

R
R4,
Rei

R818k,

1w

R R8, R11-560k 0.5w

Re50k,

0.5w
0.5w

R/01200,
R12, R14

100k,

0.5w

R18-3300, 0.5w

C110

11f,

Cg, C3, C4,

450v

C5-40/40/20/20/450v

C,,.-0.22 µf, 300v

C C80.1

front view of amplifier and sample control plate.

Fig. 7. Top

not a problem since very little heat is
developed.

Crosstalk 60 db down at 10 kc (1
volt output), better than 60 db down at
10 ke (2 volts output)
:

µf, 400v

CDS-cadmium-sulphide cell
MAJ-1)

(Polaris

V1, V2 12AU7

L1J

L2-328 Lamp

Performance

Tests conducted with the completed
amplifier provided the following results
Frequency response flat from 20 cps

10

:

:

to 30 kc

0.9
0.8
0.7

Distortion unmeasurable (less than
.05 per cent harmonic distortion, 20 and
1000 cycles at 1 volt output)
Noise (input open) total at full gain
:

:

0.0002v

Gain: 1
Attenuation : 60 db
Attenuation Characteristics see Fig. 8
Input Impedance: 230k to 335k ohms
Output Impedance 9000 ohms
Signal -to -Noise Ratio SO db below 2v
output
:

0.6
0.5
0.4
Q3
0.2
0.1

0

lo

20

30

40

60

50

70

80

90

100

CONTROL ROTATION -%

:

:
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Fig. 8. Attenuation characteristics.
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plays your precious records with
Whether you use your Miracord as a manual turntable, an automatic turntable or an automatic changer; whether you play
stereo or mono; you enjoy the same gentle quality, the same
flawless performance that has made Miracord first choice in the
finest consoles and component systems.
It is the only unit of its type obtainable with self -regulated,
constant-speed hysteresis motor, the only one with a one -piece,
12 -inch turntable and mass- balanced tone arm employing no
springs, and the only one with feather -touch pushbutton controls.

BENJAMIN ELECTRONIC SOUND CORP.,

BO

a

light, gentle touch

Incredibly quiet, smooth and gentle, the Miracord brings out the
best in your records with every play, and preserves that quality
for long -lasting enjoyment.
Before you choose a record player for your system, be sure
to see and hear the Miracord at your high fidelity dealer. Model
10H with hysteresis motor, $99.50; model 10 with 4 -pole induction motor, $89.50 (less
cartridge and base). For
complete details, write to:

BENJAMIN

M I FRACORCO

SWALM ST., WESTBURY, N.Y. SOLE. U.S. DISTRIBUTOR FOR MIRACORD TURNTABLES, FLAC CARTRIDGE'.; AND OTHER ELECTROACUSTICTR RECORD PLAYING COMPONENTS.

The Matched Load
Maximum power transfer

is

not necessarily achieved by the matched

load, especially in circuits such as the cathode or emitter follower.

GEORGE FLETCHER COOPER

misleading as
one which is based upon truth. When
the truth is easily established by
simple mathematics the error may become almost inevitable. In spite of all
that has been said on the subject in the
past, a good deal of confusion remains

10 log

THERE IS NO ERROR so

in many minds about the proper load to
be used with a tube or a transistor when
we want to get the maximum power output. The confusion shows up most
frequently nowadays in circuits which
are not quite standard. The cathode follower and emitter follower are particular
examples. I find that the investigation of
misunderstandings is a rather valuable
exercise, because in trying to see why
people get the wrong answer one can
often get a much deeper comprehension
of the essence of the right answer.
Let us have a look at the classical text book form. We assume that we have a
generator E0, of impedance Ro, which is
feeding a load R,. This is the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. The voltage across the
load is
and

E

E,= EkR, /(Ro +R,)
The current through the load is
where

I

I,= Eo /(Ro +R,)
The power which is produced in the
load must be

P =E,I, =Eó Ri/ (Ro +R,)2=
(Eo2 /Ro) (R0R,)

/(Ro +R1)2

We may pause for a moment, and look
at Fig 2. This shows how the source can
be regarded as a current generator, Io,
with a shunt impedance of Ro.
For this circuit we may write equa-

Ro

Fig. 2. The current -generator equivalent
of Fig. 1.

tions for the current through the load

I, = logo /(Ro +R1),
and for the voltage across the load
E, = I°ROR, /(Ro +R,),
so that the power in the load is

P =E,I, =

(IO2Ro)

(R,R,) /(Ro +R,)2

These two equations for the power
are, of course, equivalent. If we make
Ro= 0, or short -circuit the load, the current through the short -circuit must be Io,
and is easily seen to be Eo /Ro by a
glance at Fig. 1. Equally, if we open circuit the load the open- circuit voltage
E0 is IoRo. We may therefore write Po=
E02/R0 = 1ó R, and the expressions for
the load power both become
P = Po RoR1/ (Ro + R1) 2
Let us put R, /Ro = r, and simplify the
expression to

P/Po= 1/ (r + 2 +1/r)
The term inside the brackets is fairly
well known. It is plotted out in Fig. 3
and the graph confirms what we already
know about this symmetrical expression.
It has a minimum value when r =1, and
at the minimum we have P = P0/4. This
is, of course, the maximum value of P
which we can get for a given value of
Po.

E

111
Fig.

30

1.

A generator and its load.

P/P0= -10 log (r +2 +1 /r)
-10 log (1+ r) -10 log (1+ 1 /r)

_

This is the point where the textbooks
stop, often with the comment that you
must match the load to the generator,
make R1 = Ro (so that r =1) if you want
to get maximum power in the load. This
must be where we begin.
First of all let us draw the curve of
Fig. 3 in a more attractive form. If we
take 10 log P /Po we get the power ratio
in decibels, and we have

When we are well away from the
matched condition we may neglect either
r or 1/r and we see that the available
power is very nearly proportional to
either 1/r or r. By using a logarithmic
scale for r we can get the pleasantly
symmetrical graph of Fig. 4. This
shows the behaviour of the power output
in a way which most engineers will
find rather easier to understand.
As a warning against taking the
textbook rule too seriously let us see
what happens if we modify our assumptions. Why should we accept the idea
that E0 and Io are fixed? Suppose that
they can vary in such a way that the
generator delivers constant power. The
power given out by the voltage generator of Fig. 1 will be Po where
Po/ = Eo2 /(Ro +R1)
We then look at

P/P

E°2R,

01

- (R ° +R,)2

X

R,

R° + R,

Ro +R,

E02

This is either the efficiency of power
transfer, or the ratio of load power to
total power if the total power is fixed.
When R, = Ro this is i/2, but as R, is
made larger this ratio increases towards
a limit of unity.
We can try the same calculations with
the current generator of Fig. 2. Then
we write
POI =

02R0R, /(Ro +R,),

and arrive at

P /Po, = Ro/ (R0+ R,)

7

r

8

I

0

01 MI=

ce5k

d4
3

0

2

-r

Fig. 3. Graph for the ratio of
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... a

straight wire with gain. "A major

breakthrough in the application of semi - conductors to high fidelity sound... Citation A literally has flat response to beyond
1,000,000 cycles and distortion that is non -measurable... Superb response characteristics not matched by any known preamplifier...
A unit that should meet the demands of the most critical listener
and audio perfectionist... It suggests that. .. a sound path could
be set up that approaches the classic goal of amplifier design
... a `straight wire with gain'."
EQUIPMENT REPORT -HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

For the full text of the Nigh ritlelity r.
port. write Dept. A -I I. Citatio3 Divisiu!
Ilarman- Kardon, luc., Plainvi:°w,
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parent. In Fig.

0 25

0

2

RESISTANCE RATIO

4

6 we can add a line
showing the maximum permitted current, assuming for the moment that this
current is a constant. This means that
we do not accept the need to prevent the
flow of grid current in a tube as an
absolute limit at this stage. We may also
draw the line indicating the maximum
permitted voltage. For transistors we
know that this limit depends on the current flowing and the conditions of the
base circuit, but here again we shall ignore these refinements. The other assumptions which we make at this stage
are that the voltage and the current may
each swing down to zero, but that they
may not reverse. Here again you will
realize that these statements are, at the
l)( -t. first -order approximations.

8

-r

Fig. 4. Re -plot of Fig. 3.

Again we see that the matched condition gives us one-half the power in the
load, but now the maximum load power,
for a fixed total power, is obtained if
the load is made very small.
The advantage of obtaining results
of this kind, in which the conclusions we
draw are in conflict with each other, is
that our faith in any one of the conclusions is undermined. We find it easier
to break down the barrier of habit and
to think about our problem. The habit
barrier is extremely strong, and rules
which we learnt fairly early in the game
are often fixed very firmly in our minds.
We must out -flank them if we want to
avoid the tradition barrier.
It is not difficult to see the limitations
of the constant -power approach to our
problem. We get the most efficient transfer when the load is either a short -circuit
or an open -circuit, but in order to keep
the total power constant under these conditions we must accept infinite values
of current and voltage respectively. Now
it is very easy to say that this means
that we need not take too much notice
of this criterion, and to dismiss it completely from our thoughts. Closer investigation shows that this is quite the
wrong thing to do. Let us look at our
rather simple equations again.
For the current generator we have
found that
P /P01= R0 /(Rn +R1) = 1 /(1 +r)
and thus 10 log P/Pal = -10 log (1+ r).

For the voltage generator the corresponding result is
10 log P/Pa, = -10 log (1 +1 /r).
These two results are plotted in Fig. 5.
Both from the mathematics and from the
graphs it can be seen that the constant power generators give the two curves
which, when combined (by addition in
the decibel form), result in the single
curve for the constant -voltage or current
generator. We thus have three curves
which are in some way valid. You remember the ruling in Animal Farm: all
are equal, but some are more equal than
others. I do not intend to consider
whether one or another of these three
curves is more valid than the others.
The purpose of the discussion has been
to destroy the uniqueness of Fig. 3.
We turn now to the output characteristics of a device, a tube or a transistor.
These are shown in Fig. 6, which you
may feel has some resemblance to the
Bellman's map (The Hunting of the
Snark), which the crew found to be
a map they could all understand.

Fig. 6. A device characteristic and load

lines.

E

-pl

It was,

as you may remember,
"A perfect and absolute blank !"
I only hope that in showing you this
you do not get me confused with a well known British Politician who has
"Only one notion for crossing the

ocean
And that was to tingle his bell."
The reason why no details of the device behaviour will soon become ap-

Fig. 5. The two
graphs which apply to constant power generators.

"diode line"
limit.
I do not think it is difficult to see that
the load line L, the diagonal shown in
Fig. 6, represents the impedance which
will let us take out the maximum power
from this device. If we think of it as
pivoted at the point E = Ema,,, 1=0; we
can see that when we start with a very
high load impedance we can increase
the output power by reducing the load
impedance until we run up against the
stop provided by the maximum current
line. In a similar way, if we pivot the
load line about E = 0, I = Imax and start
with a low impedance the power will increase until a stop is provided by
Notice that this conclusion has been
Fig. 7. Construction with a

E,

reached without taking any account at
32
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says
you can't
afford
an organ
this

Who

Christmas?
This New Feature - Packed 1964 Model Of The HEATHKIT
2 Keyboard "Transistor" Organ Costs Just $349.95...
AND YOU CAN BUILD IT!
What a delightful surprise on Christmas morning! And there's endless
hours of fun, relaxation, education and achievement ahead for the
whole family with Heathkit's 1964 version of the famous Thomas
Organ. You'll be saving big money too, by easily building it yourself! No
experience necessary! And you're assured long, faithful performance with
the full 5 -year warranty on tone generators. Can't play a note? Learn quickly
and easily with a complete 48- lesson self- teacher course on 4 LP records
it's yours for only $19.95! Like to
(GDA- 232 -2) that's valued at $50
below, and ask for demonstration
the
address
to
50c
Send
it
hear perform?
record GDA-232-5. Plan now to give your family the exciting dimension of
live music with the 1964 Heathkit Electronic Organ this Christmas!

...

$349.95
$24.95

lbs., no money dn., $23 mo
GDA- 232-1, Matching walnut bench, 16 lbs., no money dn., $5 mo

Kit GD -232R, Organ,

160

Attention Heathkit Organ Owners! Add Variable Repeat

Percussion to your

Heathkit Organ with the easy-to- install kit.
GDA- 232 -4,

1

only

lb

$9.95

COMPARE THESE FEATURES

WITH UNITS COSTING
TWICE AS MUCH!

*

10

True Organ Voices; Trom-

Reed, Flute, Oboe, Cornet,
Violin, Saxophone, Horn, Viola, DiaNew! Variable Repeat
pason
Percussion; produces effects of
banjo, marimba, mandolin, balalaika,
etc. * Variable Bass Pedal VolManual Balance
ume Control
Control; adjusts volume of keyboards
Variin any degree for solo work
Standard Expresable Vibrato
sion Pedal; adjusts volume from soft
to full * 13 -Note Heel & Toe Bass
Two Over -Hanging
Pedals
Keyboards; each with 37 notes,
Beautiful Walnut
range C thru C
Cabinet; modern styling, hand 20 -Watt
rubbed, hand -crafted
Peak -Power Amplifier & Speaker
Compact Size; 34V" H x 39%" W
Transistorized; for
x 21%" D
longer life, better tone, trouble -free
operation.

bone,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NEW! FREE
1964

HEATHKIT CATALOG

See all the latest products in

Heathkit's exciting line. Over
do- it- yourself electronic
kits in all ... by tar the world's
largest line! There's something for every interest .
.
marine .
stereolhi -fi
amateur radio ... test and lab
. television
. home
.
.
and hobby. Send for your tree
copy today, and learn how you

250

.

.

.

.

Enclosed is 5349.95, plus postage, please send my Heathkit
Electronic Organ, model no.

HEATH COMPANY, Benton Harbor 41, Michigan

49023

GD -232R.

Name

Enclosed is $24.95, plus postage, please send matching

walnut bench, model no.
GDA- 232 -1.

Address

Please send my free copy of
the new 1964 catalog.

City

(please print)

.

can save up to 50%.
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E

-oi
max

R.

E

(A)

(B)

if other limitations do not intervene, as they
do in (B).

Fig. 8. The matched load is only correct

all of the impedance of the tube or the

transistor. We do not know anything
about this at all, for there is no information on the diagram, Fig. 6, which we
have used. Frequently we find that there
is another limit, that we have a power dissipation hyperbola for EI
on
our diagram. I do not want to discuss
this, because it would use up space I
need for other matters, but you can
easily show that here again the load line
does not depend on the impedance.
The chief weakness in this very simple
analysis is at the low- voltage end of the

We are free to vary R, and we have seen
this kind of expression before. It will
give us a maximum value of P if we
make R = p. At last we have found a
need to match the device to the load.

However, this is only true if we are
working within the limitations of Fig.
7. The result shown in (A) of Fig. 8,
the matched form, is correct, but if we
get the situation shown in (B), the current limitation takes charge and we can
get the most power out by increasing
the load resistance until the load line
falls into the corner of the characteristic.
I am sure that if you have followed
the discussion with a pentode characteristic or a transistor common- emitter
characteristic superimposed, by your
mind, over the empty maps you will
have wondered why such a non-com mittal treatment was being given to such
a simple subject. Nowhere, however, is
there any such limitation of node of
operation. The discussion has been perfectly general. The reason for this way
of approaching the answer has been,
as I said at the beginning, to let you, in
Dr. Johnson's words, clear your minds.

(Continued on pug(' 69)

=P.

load line. When we use triodes, and
especially when we restrict ourselves, as
we usually do, to the negative grid region
so that we do not have to trouble about
grid current, there is a considerable
amount of the characteristic which is
barred to us. We need to examine the
effect of the limiting line shown in
Fig. 7, a line corresponding to a tube
impedance p. We retain the voltage limit
Em and the maximum current Imo,. Suppose that we use a load of R ohms, with
the load line passing through Em;z,. We
know that we have
IR +Ip= I(R +p) =Em.
We know also that the quantity 73R is
a measure of the power in the load, P.
I don't want to introduce sine waves and
factors of 1/4, which make no difference
to the end result but clutter up the working. Combining these equations gives
P= R[Em/(R +p)]s
= (E 2 /p) l (R /p) +2+ (p /R)

10

e

E

6
0

4

2

o
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100
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Ea-VOLTS

Fig. 10. Characteristics of a triode in common -cathode configuration.
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follower drawn in a
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Fig. 9. The cathode
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Fig. 11. Characteristics of a triode in common -anode configuration.
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TOPSELCO OFFERS 7i2 I.P.S. STEREO TAPES AT

25% DI$COUNTBONU$
Retail Value up to 9.95 each
CLASSICAL JAZZ COUNTRY & WESTERN

POPULAR
50OLDEN HITS

CoTJN

FIELDS

,.

TWINPAKS

3161

tuna.

TOWN

r r
POITRAIT OFMYLOVE
LOVE MY LIFE AWAY
on

wa.vs

SUNDAY

A

LAWRENCE WELK

SIN6A1.0N6

e.,..,.

BONUS

PARTY

.

1

111.11,1011

VEVEY

AL

"LOLA

2

tape FREE with each order of 5
tapes FREE with each order of 8
AM

;

.

SY AI

TRIBUTE

ORGAN

ru r73wxi'L.wr,
Ol'lnrl'ar. "1
^v

PHt1N1'

HAMPTON WITH TUE JUST TAU ALL- STAEBBlues; Hamp's Boogie Wwogie; Flying Home; Perdido;
That's My Desire; Cantnil Avenue Breakdown37.95

15 Kaba's

TO

KEN GRIFFIN

SwMay $Z.9S

2

trpgogr.

MGH.tS- LIONEL

-15 GOLDEN HITS (Various Artists); Exodus; Bonanla;
Love Potion No. 9: Move
Gypsy Rover; Magnificent Seve
Two Mountains; Theme From The Apartment: You Can't Sit
Down Part Il; Cotton Fields; Town Without Pity; Portrait Of
My Love; Love My lite Away; Tonight; Michael; Never On
MUM- 6193

Il

,cx

Ny

!,,

16

11

DST 25422-A LAWRENCE WELK SINS A LONG PARTY; Happy
Days Are Here Again; Let Me Call You Sweetheart: Side By
Side: Sweet Sue; My Heart Cries For You: On Moonlight Bay:
Shine Ors Harvest Moon: Springtime In The Rockies; Heart Of
My Heart: Mexicali Rose, Memories: Five Foot Two-57.95

EVMT200- BEETHOVEN:

LEONORE OVERTURE

NO.

3.

SYM-

PHONY N0. 9 IN 0 MINOR, Op 125 ("Choral "); Josef grips Conducting The London Symphony Orchestra -Leonore Overture
No. 3, Symphony No. 9 ("Choral "), 1st Movement-Allegro ma
non troppo. un poco maestoso; And Movement -Molto vivace:
Presto; Symphony No. 9 "Chorale "), 3rd Movement -Adagio
Molte e cantabile, Andante Moderato: 4th Movement- Presto;
Allegro assai. Choral Finale on Schiller's "Ode to Joy"
(

TWIN

PAK .59 95

FERRANTE
6 TELCHER

SP2-SUPERPAK: THEMES FROM CLEOPATRA, Ferrante U
Teieher- Caesar And Cleopatra: Anthony and Cleopatra; IRMA
MUA

MOST

DOUCE, Soundtrack -Main Title; Meet Irma: This Is The
Story: Nestor. The Honest Policeman; But That's Another Story:
MONDO CANE, Soundtrack -Life Savers Girls; The Damned
Island; Girls And Sailors; Hong Kong Cha Cha Cha; Breakfast
At The Colony; The Last Flight; China Tarantella; LAWRENCE
OF ARABIA, Ferrante 8 Teicher -Theme From Lawrence of
Arabia -57.95
LA

SWINGS: Neely Smth;
Billy May
Oreh: To Bach His Own; Whe e is Your Heart: My Heart Cries
For Vau. Yellow Bird; That
achy Old Sun: Too Young; True

Love: SPmet Love: Rags to

R

ST-IRO-TRIBUTE

TO KEN GRIFFIN: Ashley Tapped
Be True Dear; Over The Waves: Medley. I've Been

10

DST25464r-CHEROKEELY

ches: Young At Heart; Strangers

In Paraitise; My DevOtiom$7 95

4

51115 -MONDO

MUA

CANE -SOUNDTRACK; Rix

Ortolani

-You

and

Nine Otieiero -Life Savers Girls; The Damned Island; Girls
And Sailors, Hong Kong Cha Cha Cha. Breakfast At The Colony,
The Lat Flight; Dog Heat; China Tarantella; Free Way; House
Repabhan Street, The Festival Of The
Of Death; Pergatory;
Bull; Cargo Cult -$7.95

On

Golden

Ram wow.
ARTHUR LYMAN

AT THE CRESCENDO

MOVIE
RATS

Can't.

Working

Slippers
Santa Lucia: 0' My Darling
Clementine- Skaters Wall!: Waves Of The Danube', Cuckoo
Waltz. Medley: In My Merry Oldsmobile; In The Good Old
Summertime: Bicycle Built For Two: Merry Widow Waltz:
Medley. Give My Regards To Broadway. Grand Old Flag: Yankee
Doodle Dandy. Ach. Du Lieber Augustine. Nocturne -56 05
The Railroad:

POPULAR

11

18

H4ENk1nuy

KTP 7232 -BACK PORCH BLU G ASS; The ()Wards- Somebody
Touched Me; Polly Vaughn; Ranj I The Hollow; Dooley. Lone me Place: Hickory Hollow:
ome Indian; Ground Hog; Old
u e; Rainin Here This Mornin';
Old Man At The Mill: Doug's
Cold Traiiin'; Reuben's Train; D aim' Ban)o'b7.95

Sr60745-MOST

POPULAR MO I HITS; Xavier Cugat.Zip'A-Dca
Love Is A Many Spl ndored Thing. The Guns CI
Navarone: The Green Leaves 01 umerer: It Might As Well Co
Spring. La Dolce Vita: Flying Down To Rio: High Noon; Al Cr
la. Moon River, Over The Rainbow, Around The World In E3
Days-47.95
Doo -Dab;

BILLY VAUGHN

=1=1®
612:1®EGI

THE SHIFTING

WHISPERING SANDS

IgEMICIZZI®
®12M®

MEN 605-ARTHUR LYMAN AT THE CRESCENDO Similau, Day
Of Wine and Roses: Te Manu
akarua: Waltz Latino, Chin
Nights; Night Train: Cast Your Fate To The Winds. Pu Pu Hin
Nino; Crickets Of Karachi: Cind Oh Cindy; Song Of Delila

I I

5

U140í4- HOEDOWN;
The Straw:

pers:

6

(Samson and Delilah); Slaughter On Tenth Avenue-57.95

Felix

at io.Arkans as Traveler; Orange
Th
Mocking Bird, Faded Love;
Re I: Devil's Dream; Turkey In
Back Up And Pu h: Maiden's Prayer: Golden SlipOn The Mountain- 7.95

Special: Listen To
Fisher's Born Pipe: Chicken
010550,-

F

re

12

5T- 90307 -DVORAK CELLO CONCERTO IN R MINOR, OPUS 104;
BRUCH KOL NIOREI. OPUS
7: Janos Starker, Cellist; Antal

Dorati Conducting The Lon on Symphony Orchestra -Allegro;
Adagio Ma Non Trappe, Fina e, Allegro Moderato.$7.95

STAN GETZ O

GREATEST HITS

T5

Nthitv

19

ERTP 7206 -THE ORIGINAL H 00 NANNY: THE IIMEL ITERS,
Had A Hammer: JUDY COLLIN
Bonnie Snip The Diamond.
JOSH WHITE, lohn Henry. BOB GI SON. You Can Tell The World
THE DILLARDS. Reuben's Train; BUD 8 TRAVIS. La Bamba: LUD
HENSKE. Wade In The Water. 1 E TRAVELERS 3, Katy Cruel
THEODORE BIKEL. Rising Of The Moon; ED McCURDY, Josee
WILL HOLT. Three Jovial Hunt men: OSCAR BRAND, Soul
Jiggle' Ground -57.95
I

I

20

OST -25442 -THE

SHIFTING wets ENING SANDS. Billy Vaughn
art I: The Shifting. Whisper
ing Sands. Part 2: Horne On he Range, Wagon
Song 01 The West
Last Round Up, Re Ri er aey,
ST. 95

Ide Shilling, Whispering Sands,

HARP WEARS A LEI; OeWayne Fulton- Beaulifu
canana. Maui Chimes; Ke Kali Nei Au, Waipio. Kawohikukapulani: Makalapua: Kalua. Pua Carnation: Pua Tuberose: Ua
Like No A Like. Akaka rails Old Plantation; Aloha Cie-57.95

MM005 -TOE

FELIX SLATIIIN

BURGESS MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE

WI II/1011 AtJ111111HI.
RI.E.1ll111111111ME
II

51111111111111

1r
SEEM

UIgIN11195<:

7256-STANGETZ

GREATEST HITS- Long Island Sound; Mar
ria: Indian Summer; Crazy Cho ds; The Lady In Red; Wra
Your Troubles In Dreams; There A Small Hotel: I've Got Yo
Under eW Skin; What's New; Too Marvelous For Words; My
Old Flame -57.95

ST90319 -BALLET HIGHLIGHTS FROM FRENCH OPERA; Detroit
Ballet Music From "Faust ", Waltz From
From "Samson Et Salira "; Danse Boheme
",
From "C umen ": Royal Hunt and Storm From
The Trojans ";
Overture To "Phedre ". Gavotte From "Mignon $7.95

Y

NO MINIMUM PURCHASES REQUIRED

DISCOUNT

PRICE

PRICE

9.95
8.95
7.95
6.95
5.95
4.95
3.95

7.46
6.71

5.96
5.21
4.46
3.71

2.96

NO HANDLING CHARGE
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LT -7207 -OUR WINTER LOVE; Pere 5latkìrl -Days Or Wine And
1 Roses: Meditation:
Left My H art In San Francisco. theme
from "Lawrence Of Arabia "; Gin
Fly Me To The Moon; Love
Letters. Stranger On he Shore, What Kind Of Fool Am I; The
Twelfth 01 Never: Lollipops And Roses -$7.95
MTR 30t- DEUTSCHMEISTER MI (TART MARCHES; Julius Hermann, Conductor -High And Deutschmeister; Vienna Remains
Vienna, ERerland's Reg mental M roll, Cheer Tyrol: VindrbOna;
Now We Start: 47th Regimental March: Always Merry: With
Knap Sack and Pack, Green Ban er, Cheer Hapsburg; Dormee
March Imperial Riflemen. Creme ter Marchi56. 95
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ORDER AS MANY AS YOU WISH

230 N. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO

1,

Circle your choice & fill in your cost
Circle your bonus & write in FREE
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Please ship immediately my order
of tapes encircled on right
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Send check or money order (No COD's please) to:

POSTAGE PREPAID
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1

141-BURGESS MAGNETIC BLANK RECORDING TAPE; 1.5 mil.
Standard Play Plastic -Allpurpose standard play tape with
maximum frequency response. Available in 1200' (7" reel).
Sold in 3 reel packages-$R.95
1A142- BURGESS MAGNETIC BLANK RECORDING TAPE; 1.0 mil,
1/" Extra Play Mylar -Eera play. extra strength. Highest per.
formante for all general recording use Available in 1800' II"
reel). Sold in 2 reel packages-59.95

13 Ye

Orchestra
8 Symphony
"Faust
Bacchanale

LIST
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MOWS

1

,.

RERIS11HgHII
EH NIMBI INN

4

PAUL PARAY

MP

MILITARY MARCHES
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BALLET
mix
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OUR WINTER LOVE

230

N. MICHIGAN AVE.

Total cost
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HERMAN BURSTEIN

checked by a local serviceman and nothing
was found wrong. All rubber wheels and
belts were replaced and tubes checked.
A. I have had several letters like yours
concerning wow and flutter in your make
of tape machine. I contacted the local representative to ask if there might be some
generic fault, but he merely stated that instances like yours are few. Have you
cleaned and lubricated the heads, pressure
pads, and all guides contacted by the tapes
Have you cleaned the capstan and pinch
roller! Have you made sure there is no
lubricant or grease on the capstan and
pinch roller! Have you made sure there is
no grease on any of the belt- driven parts
or rubber wheels!

Multiple Dubbing

51,
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r

n

:
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facilitate a prompt reply,
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Compatibility of Stereo Tapes
Q. I am writing concerning a problem
that I was asked about and to which I
could not give an althogther satisfactory
answer. This concerns playback of quarter track stereo tape on a mono basis, by combining the outputs of the two sections of

the stereo playback head. Although the
head output is considerably lower than
when the sections are operated independently, no other adverse effects have been
noticed until recently. In the case of two
particular quarter -track tapes, when played
back as above, there is almost complete
loss of one track and considerable distortion, although either track by itself is normal. My only explanation is that the same
signal on the two tracks is sufficiently out
of phase to cause the cancellation and distortion. But when the signals are taken
independently from each head section and
then combined in the stereo preamplifier,
very little cancellation and distortion occur.
So I am at a loss to give a good explanation of what is happening.
A. I believe that the reduction in level
which occurs when you parallel the two
tracks of a stereo tape is largely due to the
combination of out -of -phase components.
There are bound to be many out of phase
components, particularly at the mid and
high frequencies, because a given signal
will not always arrive at each stereo microphone with exactly the same phase. When
signals on the two tracks are exactly in
phase, their combined level will be 3 db
higher than either signal alone. But when
the signals are exactly opposite in phase,
the level will drop for more than 3 db.
Since the cancellations can be much greater
than the additions, the net result is a reduction in over -all level.
Your trouble with just two tapes rather
than with all stereo tapes strongly suggests
that in these two instances someone has
taken program material essentially or completely monophonic and tried to convert
them to pseudo- stereo by reversing phase
on one channel, thereby obtaining a "difference" between channels. The two signals
are less apt to be exactly opposite in phase
as frequency rises, so that there is relatively less cancellation of the highs. That
is, the highs come through better than the
lows. The result is a thin, tinny sound,
which is what you may be identifying as
distortion.
If you fail to get the same degree of
cancellation when the signals are combined
at the preamp output, this appears to be
$80 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N. Y.
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due to different signal levels oil each channel of the preamp. For example, if the left
channel is producing 1.4 volt and the right
channel is producing 1.0 volt, combination
of the two signals would still leave a substantial amount of signal voltage. Phase
differences between channels- particularly
if the bass and treble controls are set to
different positions, or if they supply different amounts of bass and treble compensation in the same position -would also
pw riait some signal to remain.

Differences in Tape
U. What is the relative virtue of different brands and types of tape. By types I
mean acetate or Mylar of various thicknesses. What differences, if any, are there
in the dynamic range, print- through, tape
hiss, and head wear? Probably half my
recording will be at J.75 ips for background music and half at 7.5 ips for more
serious listening. Would you care to make
any suggestions for a "best" tape or tapes
for these purposes?
A. The principal advantages of Mylar
concern strength and durability. Because
of its greater strength, Mylar lends itself
to thinner tapes, permitting more recording
time on a reel of a given size, say a 7 -in.
reel; a 7 -in. reel can normally hold 1200
feet of conventional tape (either acetate or
Mylar of standard thickness), but it can
accommodate 1800 feet of so- called 1 -mil
tape and 2400 feet of 1/2 -mil tape, thus
increasing recording time per reel either
50 or 100 per cent.
So far as I know, there aren't any major
differences between acetate and Mylar
where dynamic range, tape hiss, and head
wear are concerned. On the other hand,
certain differences can be associated with
Mylar since it is a thinner tape. That is,
print -through tends to be greater and high frequency response tends to be slightly
better with a thinner tape.
If economy of tape is important to you,
then use either 1 -mil or 1/2 -mil tape, which
means Mylar. It you plan to keep your
tapes for a long time, use Mylar, which
you can get in standard thickness as well
as in 1 -mil and in 1/2 -mil form. If you are
careful to record at normal levels you may
not have troublesome print- through with
one of the thinner tapes. However, you can't
be sure. Moreover, print- through tends to
increase with storage time, and a tape that
initially seems to be free of print- through
may show an appreciable amount a year

later.

Fluttering Sound
Q. My tape recorder has developed a
fluttering sound at all speeds. This flutter
is particularly distinct on solo instruments
and vocal passages. I have had the machine

Q. We are forming a tape club which
will be equipped with two tape recorders
for dubbing. We would like to provide
facilities for other members bringing their
own tape recorders to tap into the output
of the club's machine. The limit would be
about 10 outside recorders. Our tape machines have tape head, preamp, and amplifier outputs. Where would be the best place
for tapping off to feed the other recorders?
If we use the preamp output, would we
need an extra stage of isolation for each
recorder that is being fed?
A. Usually the best place to tape the
playback signal is at the preamp output,
resulting in best frequency response and
least distortion. On the other hand, the
amplifier output has the advantage of very
low output impedance, which minimizes the
the effect of placing about 10 loads on the
signal, and minimizes the interdependence
among these 10 loads. The best course, as
you recognize, is to use an isolating stage
either a cathode or anode follower-between each load (tape recorder) and the

-

preamp output.

Shipping Tapes
Q. I am presently stationed overseas, and
am returning soon to the States. My problem is that I will have to turn all of my
recorded tapes over to the shipping department, and I am afraid they will get erased
because of someone's carelessness. I have
thought of buying some metal film cans and
shipping these cans in turn in a metal case.
Would a plastic container be better?
A. The metal (iron or steel) container
would be preferable because it provides
some poteetion against magnetic fields produced by motors, transformers, and so on.
On the other hand, if the containers are
to be packed within a metal case, I don't
think it matters much what type of container you use.
Tape Cleaning
Q. What can you tell me about tape
cleaning? Is it necessary? Once I tried to
clean a tape by running it at fast forward
speed past a piece of cotton saturated with
alcohol, but I completely ruined the tape.
The same happened when I tried a head
cleaner.
A. Tapes are not supposed to be cleaned.
However, they can be lubricated. There are
one or two substances specifically marketed
for this purpose, and available at audio or
electronic supply stores. The things to be
cleaned are the tape heads and other parts
contacted by the tape. Use alcohol or one
of the special perparations sold for this
purpose. You can also purchase lubricants
intended for the tape heads and guides. Do
not apply lubricant to the capstan and
pressure roller.
Æ
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irterisr by Virzi, beverly hills

Captured by Concord: Sound Devotion.
Musical moments will live a lifetdme with
the Concord 550. Designed for the connoisseur of sound, it incorporates all the qualify
features so vital to professional tape recording and play back.
TRANSISTORIZED...Transistorized preamplifiers of the Concord 550 assure
greatest operation re lability together with
freedom from heat, roise and hum.
It offers all push button controls, three
speeds, sound -on -sound recording, two VU
meters, and 6" speakers which can be separated for full stereo effect.
The Concord 550 is the ideal recorder for
operation thru the amplifier and speakers
of a high fidelity music system, or as a
completely self -contained stereo systen-.

Recording from multiplex'uners is perfect
with the transistor Model 550.
Priced less than $320*
Concord 550 tape deck version of Model 550
especially fitted for easy custom installation.
Priced less than $230*
CONCORD 220 -Hi fidelity monaural
recorder with push button co
A
speeds
flu t

3

edit
for

3

tor `r rurii.srr/r. t,f r;tttul

809 f4ortn Cahuenga Boulevard, Dept. L., Los Angeles 38,

NOVEMBER, 1963

aync
E

s,
e

,Tue and
sync accessory
ò e sound,
Priced less than $150*

ea-Finest 4 -track stereo

recording and play back. Pro'essional

CONCORCAMELECTRONICS CORPORATION

AUDIO

b

CONCORD

CONCORD

s

i

motor,
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recording, 10 watt amplifier, computerized chanrel indicator, dual cathode
follower, low impedance outputs. Two
VU meters, three speeds, push button
operation.
Priced less than $400*
*Prices slightly higher in Canada.
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Now... new

MrgEZ

Sound Recording Tapes!

Stop!
Accidents will happen!
New DUROL Base provides extremely high tensile and yield strength,

yet should equipment
failure take place, the
tape will break clean
without stretch. As a result, splices are made
easily, quickly -with minimum program loss.

Look!
New "Lifetime Coding!"

...Your assurance of
highest quality!

A permanently printed legend
continuously repeated on

the back of all new
EASTMAN Magnetic
Sound Recording Tapes
(1) identifies Eastman
Kodak Company as the
manufacturer; (2) provides a convenient means
of indexing tapes.
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Three important new developments give you sound recording at its best!

Listen!
The new "R- type" binder,
a super- smooth, tougher

homogeneous oxide
layer suppresses tape
noise and distortion
prevents oxide build -up
on the head; at the same
time, chemical stability
.

extends longevity. Even
more important are the
superb magnetic characteristics of the new "Rtype" binder dispersions.
These make possible two

superlative tapes of
widely different performance characteristics...an
extra -low print- through
and a high- output low noise tape.

Remember: It's Eastman for superb sound recording tapes.
Ask for them at leading

electronic supply
houses: Type A303, a
vastly superior low -print

tape with output comparable to a fine general purpose tape ...Type
A304, a high- output tape
with remarkably low
print- through.
For fast loading -extra convenien...the unique
ultra -handy Thread -Easy Reel with indexing scale
and built -in splicing jig.
()Eastman Kodak Company, MCMLXI

For information, see your electronic supplier or write

Magnetic Product Sales

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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Organs and Organ Music
In Two Parts -Part

WINTHROP

S.

I I

PIKE'

Aside from environmental effects, an electronic organ may in your home not sound quite
like the pipe organ in a massive cathedral. An understanding of the stoplists of various
instruments and the relationship of various stops to one another may aid in selection.
IN

THE PRECEDING SECTION of this paper,
I discussed the number of playing

keys, manuals, pedals, and so on, required on an organ for adequate performance of a reasonable percentage of
the instrument's classical repertoire. Examples were given of a few of the typical ways in which the manuals and
pedals are used in playing different types
of music. These are all readily demonstrable physical matters. In this section
of the paper we shall tread much more
dangerous ground as matters of taste,
experience and judgment rather than
straightforward physical necessity become involved. Certain statements will
be made which are not capable of proof ;
they represent, of course, only the opinions of the author, a professional engineer and amateur organist.
I shall limit discussion to two -manual
organs. As was pointed out previously,
about 90 per cent of the literature can
be played on a well designed two -manual
organ. Further, this is the size most often
found in a home, economic considerations
alone usually ruling out anything larger.
How, then, does one choose a stoplist
for a two-manual organ, or, in the case
of a ready-made electronic organ, choose
the model best suited to one's needs? To
play a reasonable percentage of the classical literature the minimum requirements -more organ may be desirable.
Less than this or a very different tonal
scheme will severely limit what can be
properly played on the organ.
A Minimum
Two-Manual Organ
should have:
1. A robust chorus of Principal (Diapason stops associated with one manual, typically the Great. Let us call
this the Primary Chorus. Such a
chorus should comprise Principals at
8', 4' and 2' pitch plus, if possible, a
Mixture stop of, say, three ranks. In
a very small pipe organ a stopped
flute such as a Koppelflute, Gedact, or
Spillflute is often substituted for the
8' Principal. The substitution does not
materially harm the Primary Chorus
*
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and provides a useful accompanimental stop for solo combinations on the
stops of the other manual.
2. A

Secondary Chorus associated

with the other manual. This chorus
should probably have a somewhat
more sprightly and less massive tone
than the Primary Chorus but it should
not be much softer. At least the 8', 4'
2' pitches must be represented. If the
2' is a Principal, 8' and 4' may be
flutes.

Pedal Organ which can hold its
own against either manual. A minimum pedal might comprise a 16' Gedact, 8' Principal and 4' Flute. Certainly at least these three pitches
should be available. A solitary 16' by
itself just won't do.
3. A

many useful solo combinations
and suitable balancing accompanimental tonalities as possible. The better
the design, the greater the number of
components of these which will also
be useful in the Primary and Secondary Choruses.
There are many other things which
would be nice. One might cite a reed
chorus, a celeste stop, and a solo reed
stop or two to mention a few, but these
are less essential.
Now how should the relative loudness
of these various stops be adjusted? This
is one of the most difficult problems in
any organ and it is particularly critical
in a small organ where maximum usefulness must be obtained from every voice.
For example, it is of no use to have a
solo Oboe stop on the Swell if there's
nothing on the Great which can be used
to accompany it. This may seem obvious,
yet I continually encounter precisely
this situation in organ after organ.
Similarly, if there is too much disparity
in loudness between Primary and Secondary choruses rather ludicrous contrasts will result when they are used as
in the fugal example (ref. 14, pg. 22)
given in Part I of this paper. It turns
out that in a small organ the greatest
flexibility of registration will be obtained
4. As

if there are no large differences in loudness between the various stops. This
principle, if followed, almost automatically leads to the greatest possible number of useful stop combinations.
A satisfactory tonal ensemble is also
critically dependent on the balance between the low pitched (8') stops and the
high 4', 2', 1W, etc.) stops of each
division of an organ and on the variation (if any) of loudness and timbre
throughout the compass of each individual stop. A recent paper by Pickering20
gives an admirable treatment of these
matters. The audiofan may also gain
some insight into the may problems of
tonal design from an excellent recorded
lecture21 by the late G. Donald Harrison.
The latter gives many examples of the
actual sounds of different stops and
combinations as they are used in various
types of music. It you don't know a
Fagotto from a Flugelhorn, this as a
good place to start.
Typical Stoplists

Some examples of good and bad stoplists will also help to make this subject
clearer. It must be remarked, however,
that while any two organists will readily
agree that a specific stoplist is bad, it is
much more difficult to get agreement on
what is good. X, who is fresh out of the
conservatory and who ignores all music
between Bach and Hindemith will want
one kind of organ. This organ, however,
will be absolute anathema to Y, who has
been warming the bench at St. Whoosit's
for the last 40 years and who prefers
Franck to Frescobaldi any day. But both
X and Y will quite readily agree that
their colleague, Z must be deaf and dumb
to actually like that "thing" he plays.
To start off, Table I represents a bad
stoplist. X, Y, and even Z would heartily
condemn it. Though it is typical of many
home "spinet" organs. I have not consciously copied it from any known make.
It isn't hard to see why this is a bad
organ. First only the 8' pitch is represented on the manuals. Second, the short
manuals alone make it impossible to per-
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form adequately a single one of our 100
examples1 -18. Beyond this. however, the
instrument represents the perpetuation

of a common misconception about the
organ. This misconception is that the organ is a sort of one man substitute for
a symphony orchestra and that therefore
it should be capable of duplicating the
sounds of the various instruments. This
is a false premise. The organ is an entirely different instrument with a well
developed literature of its own. It is
never at its best in trying to imitate the
orchestra, and even its best imitative
stops are poor substitutes indeed for
real orchestral instruments.
Table II shows another stoplist having
about the saine number of stops as the
previous one.
This little organ comprises only Flutes
and Principals. Though one might think
that it would therefore lack variety, the
reverse is true. The provision of the
many different pitches and the way in
which they are assigned to the different
manuals permits a wealth of interesting
and varied timbres to be synthesized by
properly combining appropriate registers. The full Great is the Primary
Chorus, the full Positiv the Secondary.
They will sound quite different. The S'
Flutes are of different timbres, one
stopped, the other ( Spitzflute) open.
There are many solo possibilities. For
example, the 4' Koppel!lute plus the
11/2' Larigot when played an octave
lower will make quite a colorful quasi woodwind sound, and, if the organ has
been properly designed, it can be accompanied by the 8' Gedact on the Great.
The Pedal will balance either manual by
itself, or its resources may be augmented
by coupling either or both manuals to
it. Such an organ from one of our better
builders would cost at least $10,000 if
custom built as a pipe organ and would
require considerable floor space, the actual amount being somewhat dependent
on the height available.
X would be very happy with this little
organ and would revel in its "almost
ascetic restraint. "2' Y would certainly
prefer it to our first example, but would
grumble with reason that his beloved
Franck didn't sound right on it. Such
passages as Fig. 8 (ref. IS, pg. 6) require a solo reed stop to realize the composer's intentions adequately. Other sections of this piece require chorus reeds,
a celeste stop, and 16' manual tone.
These shortcomings can easily be remedied without compromising the basic
integrity of the over-all scheme if a few
more stops are added.
Stops marked (P) represent the Primary Chorus; those marked (S) are the
Secondary. The different distribution of
timbres and pitches in the two choruses
result in a pleasing but not excessive
contrast between them. Ample solo coin42

TABLE

I

A Bad Organ
Upper Manual

Lower Manual

Pedal

8' Saxophone 8' French Horn Adjustable
8' Tuba
8' Flute
volume
8' Violincello 8' Diapason
control
8' Concert
8' Oboe
only. Plays
Flute
8' Viola
at 16' pitch.
8' Clarinet
Two 37 -note Manuals, 13 -note Pedal
Clavier.
TABLE II

A Good Small Organ
Positiv

Great

Pedal

8' Spitzflute
i 6' Gedact
Principal 4' Koppelflute
8' Principal
Fifteenth 2' Principal
4' Flute
Mixture
1-1/3' Larigot
Two 61 -note Manuals, 32 -note Pedal.
Both manuals couple to the Pedal. The
Positiv couples also to the Great.

8'
4'
2'
III

Gedact

binations can be found, either with the
reed stops (Oboe, Regal) or by synthetic
tone building with the mutation stops
( Nazard,
Quinte, Tierce). The string
celeste is a welcome addition for roman tit- music. This is the stoplist of an old
organ which I have rebuilt and installed
in my home.

This organ is by no means the ultimate. It's stoplist has evolved as a compromise between many conflicting forces,
one of the more potent of which was a
slender purse. Neither X or Y would be
entirely happy with it. X would want
to add a Mixture, throw out the Viola
Celeste and set fire to the Swell Box. Y
would want at least one S' Principal, a
set of chorus reeds and separate swell
boxes for the two manuals. Both X and
Y, however, would have to admit that
acceptable performances of music of almost any period can be given on this
organ with no particular difficulty. It is
an eclectic organ.
Omissions -and Why

Observe, if you will, that two sacred
cows dear to the misunderstanding hearts
of runty audiofans are not to be found
in either of the two good stoplists.
Neither has a 16' stop on the manuals or
a 32' stop on the Pedal. Such stops, de-

spite their popular appeal, simply aren't
very useful. Though desirable in larger
organs, they are better omitted from the
small organs under consideration here.
The 16' pitch is certainly essential in the
pedal but it is far less useful than the
higher pitches (such as the 2') on the
manuals, a point apparently not appreciated by the manufacturers of a number of electronic organs. As for 32'
pedal stops, Barnes23 relates an amusing
incident in his excellent book "The Contemporary American Organ." It seems
that a group of organists was trying out
a large new organ. Someone asked to
hear the lowest note (C-approximately
16 cps) of the 32' stop. It was duly
played and the listeners apparently had
some difficulty in deciding whether or
not they could tell when it was playing.
To resolve the issue, one member of the

group went into the interior of the organ
and stood beside the pipe in question
When asked if he could hear it, he replied, "No, but I can feel an expensive

draft."
Another trap for the unwary is to be
found in the elaborate, expensive and
fascinating mechanical devices usually
associated with larger organs to facilitate registration changes. Combination
pistons, crescendo pedals, sforzando
pedals, reversibles and the like are nice
to have and fun to use. Of themselves,
however, they make no music whatsoever. Mercifully no composer as yet has
penned a "Chorale Prelude for Combons
and Crescendo Pedal" or "Ricercare for
Reversibles." In a small organ it is better to do without these accessories and
put an equivalent amount of money into
the tone -producing portions of the organ.
The two good stoplists which I have
presented are pipe organ stoplists. You
won't find their precise equivalent in
any electronic organ. Economic considerations and certain different possibilities implicit only in the electronic organ
usually result in somewhat different
stoplists in these instruments. For example, most organs of the frequency
divider type supply many more 8' solo
stops (Oboe, Clarinet, Trumpet, English
Horn, and so on) on the manuals than
are really needed. Why Simply because

Ill
A Larger General Purpose Organ
TABLE

Great

8' Gedact
4' Principal
2' Fifteenth
1-1/3' Quinte
8' Oboe

Swell

(P)
(P)
(P)
(P)

8' Bourdon
8' Viola

16' Sub Bass 1
8' Gedact
(

,

8' Viola Celeste

4' Flute
2

-2/3 Nazard

2' Octavin
1

-3/S Tierce

l'
Couplers:

Pedal
S

Sifflote

Swell to Great 16', 8', 4'
Swell to Swell 16', 8', 4'

4' Flute

2' Flute
8' Regal j
4' Regal J

(SI

IS

i

Unit
Flute

)

Unit
Reed

(S)

Great to Pedal
Swell to Pedal
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a tape reel that threads itself!
(even in the dark!)

Just lay recording tape inside this new reel and start your
recorder. This exclusive new SCOTCH® BRAND Self-Threading
Reel holds tape firmly, but gently, as recorder starts-actually
threads up automatically. No hooks, no slots, no attachments
-no tape fumbles. This reel does away with thread -up problems. (You wouldn't really need the light of a match to use it!)
Now, this reel is offered as a take -up reel for only 390 in a
special offer from the granddaddy of all tape -makers, 3M.
New reel threads up with all tape thicknesses or with leader
tape. Tape rewinds off reel freely and easily. Solid sides protect tape against dust and damage. Reel comes complete with

write -on labels and snap -tight plastic collar that seals reel
edges against dust, makes reel self-storing without a box.
SPECIAL OFFER SAVES $1.11! Now, you can have one
of these new "ScoTCH" Self -Threading reels ($1.50 value) as a
take-up reel for only 390 with the purchase of three regular 7"
reels of a wide variety Of "SCOTCH" BRAND Recording Tape.
Ask your dealer for the special package, shown below. And
for an expandable, gold -plated tape rack ($4.95 value) that
holds up to 40 reels, send the tabs from three "SCOTCH"
Recording Tapes, together with $2.50, to 3M Magnetic Products Division, Dept. MCT -113, St. Paul 19, Minn.

Magnetic
Products

Division
Lay in tape
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it is inexpensive to do so and it helps
sales. The generators are already there
and so are the 8' key switches-costly
items. Each new 8' stop requires merely
another "formant" filter. On the other
hand, adding a stop at a different pitch
would require one more contact on each
playing key, one more isolating resistor
per key, another output bus from these
switches and possibly even another amplifier stage. Though the ground rules
are slightly different in the individual
oscillator type of organ, similar economic "facts of life" tend to force manufacturers to design their instruments
around the smallest possible number of
costly oscillators to the detriment of the
tonal qualities of some of these organs.
One last word of caution before we
leave the subject of stoplists. One can
never evaluate an organ of any type
purely on the basis of its stoplist. The
ear must be the final arbiter. One manufacturer's Diapason may well be another's Dulciana, such are the differences
from builder to builder. Don't buy an
instrument without trying it yourself,
or, if you are a beginner, getting a more
adept organist to go along with you and
give you the benefit of his opinion. In
trying an instrument, try to think in
terms of how you would play a few
specific pieces of different types. What
stops would you use for the Primary
and Seconday Choruses°? What stops are
available to balance that solo Sackbut
in the Swell? Is the pedal adequate?
Ii many cases half an hour at the console in an effort to find satisfactory registrations for a few representative pieces
of music will quickly separate the men
from the boys.
So you finally decide on a Zilch "Cathedralette," give the nice man your
signature on that formidable looking
contract and for only blank dollars a
month it's yours. But wait, here in the
living room it doesn't sound quite like
that pipe organ around the corner at St.
Whoosit's. Why? Well, by comparison
with St. Whoosit's windy behemoth, your
spanking new "Cathedralette" is probably deficient in one or more of the following three areas : environment, envelope control, and chorus effect. These
three are of about equal importance and
to some extent interdependent.
The Deficiencies

Most of the pipe organs you have
heard were probably in churches or concert halls. Few such structures have
acoustics as "dry" (non- reverberant) as
the average living room. It has long been
an axiom of the better pipe organ
builders that the building is literally a
part of the organ. This is no less true
with an electronic organ. In a large stone
church with a reverberation time of per-
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haps three to four seconds, almost any
organ will give a satisfying sound, including most electronics. The reverberation will conceal a multitude of sins. On
the other hand, when the reverberation
time is less than one second, typical in
a residence, the organ builder's job is
much harder. Small defects of speech
become glaringly apparent. The upper
work will tend to sound "hard" or
"screamy" and the whole ensemble will
be apt to lack a satisfying "depth." An
improvement can often be made by the
simple expedient of moving the organ
loudspeakers to the far end of the room
or even into an adjacent room so that
the ratio of reflected to direct sound is
increased. Electronically added reverberation is another possibility.
Secondly, one of the weakest points
in many electronic organs is the lack of
realistic control of the manner in which
the tone starts and stops when a key is
depressed. One's subjective impression
of a sound seems to be influenced almost
as much by the envelope thereof as by
the steady state harmonic structure. Unfortunately, realistic envelope control
tends to be expensive. The most satisfactory approach seems to be the individual oscillator type of organ in which
each oscillator is keyed on by applying
supply voltage to it through a suitable
RC filter. The filter time constants require to be graded over the compass of
the keyboard, growing longer in the bass.
To test this premise, those who still
have a workable single -track tape recorder can perform a simple experiment.
It won't work with a half -track machine.

Play the musical 9xample given in Fig.
9 on a piano and record it on the tape
recorder. To heighten the effect, play
rather softly and in strict tempo with
no retard in the last bar. Don't be
alarmed at the awkward sounding chord
progressions. Now locate the start and
finish of the passage on the tape and cut
the tape at these points. Turn it end for
end and splice it back onto the reel. Now
rewind and play the tape.
Though the result is quite striking, it
is simply explained. The piano has an
asymmetrical attack and decay ; the attack being rapid and the decay slow.
The reversal of the tape has interchanged
the attacks and decays without altering
the harmonic content of the piano tones.
Incidentally, it has reversed the order
of the chord progressions, converting an
apparent sequence of harmonic non sequiturs into a recognizable tune. What
instrument does the reversed piano
sound like to you?
As to chorus effect, this depends simply on the number of separate sources
sounding at one time. In all but the very
smallest unit pipe organs, this is inevitably much larger than most electronics.
Consider, for example, what happens

when one plays a simple tonic chord in
the key of C major comprising the C
below middle C, middle C, E and G. If
this is played on Organ No. 3 with all 5
of the Great stops on, no less than 20
pipes will sound. If the Swell is coupled
to the Great and 5 of the Swell stops are
drawn, the number of pipes will be increased to 40. If the low C is doubled on
the Pedal with 5 of the Pedal stops on,
5 more pipes will be added making a
grand total of 45. There will now be 45
individual sources of sound located in 45
different places in the organ chamber at
45 different distances from the player,
speaking with 45 different attack times
and possibly not all perfectly in tune.
On either a frequency- divider or phonic wheel type of electronic organ having
the same number of stops there will effectively be only about 10 sources sounding, as the divider action or the gearing
will phase -lock all the octavely related
pitches. In the individual- oscillator type
of electronic organ, all but the most expensive make at least some use of the
unit principle so that the actual number
of oscillators which would be used in this
example is less easy to predict. In general, it will be intermediate between the
two values given and toward the higher
one.
The spatial separation between sources
in the pipe organ is also missing in most
electronics. Usually all the generators
sound through one or two loudspeakers
which are spaced close together in a cabinet. In some of the older pipe organs
in which the console was attached to the
front of the organ case, quite striking
spatial effects were often obtained. I well
remember a certain old tracker action
organ in which the lowest pipes of the
Great 8' Principal stop were used as the
show pipes in the case front. Placed just
above and to either side of the music
rack, they were planted alternately. That
is to say, the lowest C was on the player's
left, C# to the player's right, D to the
left and so on. As one played up the
scale in the bottom octave, the source of
sound clearly alternated between one's
right and left sides. Though this sort of
thing could easily be simulated in an
electronic organ, I know of no instrument which does so, though one of the
best electronics uses a slowly rotating
loudspeaker assembly which is somewhat

helpful.

In conclusion, this paper has throughout presented one major problem-what
to leave out. Much more could be said.
In particular it has been difficult to
achieve proper balance of emphasis of
the various factors involved in organ
design within the scope of so short a
paper. Be that as it may, if it has helped
to increase understanding of the organ
and its music, it will have served its purpose.

(Continued on page 75)
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New Benjamin -Truvox PD -100

The Truvox PD -100 is a new 4-track, stereo
tape deck with built-in 'record', 'playback'
and 'monitor' preamplifiers. It is so complete
in every detail, no one feature or facility
can be said to dominate. It has them all.
A remarkable example of British through ness in audio equipment design!

Whether you judge this unit by these features or by the quality of its performance,
there is only one conclusion you will reach:
the PD -l00 stands squarely with the finest
professional tape units available today.
operates vertically or horispeeds: 71/2, 33/4 and 17/8 ips
o 3 heads: 'erase', 'record', and 'playback'
3 motors: including Papst 'squirrel -cage'
motor for capstan drive 61/2 -inch capstan
flywheel o 'record -playback' preamps with

features:
zontally
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trans s.tor pre cathode- follower outputs
amps for monitoring 'record' quality with low impedance headphones directly from tape.
4 -digit
2 VU db- calibrated meters
counter with automatic zero -reset button
'stop-start' cueing button self- adjusting
hinged -cover
instantaneous 'stop' brakes
giving access to tape heads with conautovenient splicing guide -plate built in
matic- end -of -play and tope -break 'shut -off'
patented 'hubloc' spindles hold reels
funcsecurely when operated vertically
tion signal lights.
recording versatility: off-the -air tapes of
FM- multiplex, mono radio or TV programs
stereo and mono tapes from your favorite
records for unlimited playback without wear
sound -onto your records and stylus
sound echo, fade and mixed input effects.

and here are some hints of the quality
frequency response: 30
you can expect:
to 20,000 cycles at 71/2 ips; 30 to 12,000
at 33/4; and 50 to 8,000 at 17/8; ±3 db
wow and flutter: less than 0.1 % at 71/2
ips; 0.15% at 33/4; and 0.25% at 17/8.
signal /noise ratio: better than 50 db
channel separation: better than 55 db
Dimensions of the PD -100: 141/4" wide x
15/8" deep x 7" high. Price is $399.50 less
base). At your high fidelity dealer, or write:
Benjamin. Electronic Sound Corp., 80 Swalm
Street, Westbury, New York.
Sole U.S. Distributor for Truvox tope recorders,
Miracord turntables and Elac cartridges.
(
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Suppressing Noise In Audio
Systems
Practical hints for the moderately technical audiofan and novice
eliminate and reduce noise in high fidelity systems.

on how to

HERMAN BURSTEIN:
derived from reproduced music is greatly enhanced when
the music issues from an utterly quiet
background, unmarred by hiss, buzz,
clicks, whooshes, whistles, snaps, pops,
squeals, crackling, howling, sputtering,
frying, crosstalk, and other forms of
noise.' A surprising amount of the engineering that goes into a high fidelity
component has to do with the suppression of noise.
But it isn't only the audio engineer
who is involved. Preventive and remedial
measures must be taken by the user and
by the service technician at same time in
the useful life of the component. Many
remedial steps are simple enough to be
taken by the user with little or no technical knowledge. This article is mainly,
though not altogether, about the things
you can do to supress noise.
THE PLEASURES

A Tube is often the Villain

Tubes are always, and rightly, a prime
suspect when noise develops. Suspicion
usually focusses on the first stage of a
preamplifier, power amplifier, or tape
recorder-the stage where the audio signal enters. Along with the signal, noise
in the first stage is passed along to and
amplified by all the following stages,
wherefore the first -stage tube must be the
best of the lot. If you are the type of
audiofan who thinks ahead, you will have
in reserve two or more of the kind of
tube employed in the first stage. When
the need arises, you then have a choice of
several tubes in striving for minimum
noise. This follows the practice of a number of manufacturers, who employ "selected" tubes in order to obtain superior
performance for their product.
Of course a tube beyond the first stage
may be producing noise. Assuming you
have a full stock of replacement tubes,
the logical course is to replace tubes one
at a time, working from the first stage to
the last if you can identify their sequence. For some types of noise, you can
identify the offending tube by tapping
*280 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N. Y.
includes hum, but
this is a large and separate subject in
itself.
r Noise of course also
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each one lightly with the rubber end of a
pencil. If the offender is indeed a tube,
it isn't always in the component that appears to be giving trouble. Witness this
ease history:
A preamplifier was intermittently
squealing, sputtering, and spitting.
When the preamp was taken out of
the audio system and the tuner was
connected directly to the power amplifier, the symptoms disappeared.
Seemingly the preamp was at fault.
But replacement of every tube in the
preamp did not help. On a hunch,
tubes in the power amplifier were
replaced. When one of the output
tubes was reached, the preamp noise
disappeared. What happened? The
preamp heater was supplied d.c. by
the power amplifier. The defective
output tube had an intermittent
near- short, not profound enough to
produce noise directly in the power
amplifier. But the near -short did
cause sudden, slight, brief changes in
the power drawn by the output tube,
and these changes were transmitted
via the common power supply to the
preamp. To draw a parallel, think
how your AM radio produces a click
when you switch a light; they are
both on the same power line, and the
sudden current surge when the light
goes on or off is reflected in the
radio.
Volume Controls, Switches and
Other Components

Volume controls can become nasty
noise-makers. As the control wears with
use, electrical contact between its elements grows imperfect, and noise is the
consequence as you turn the control.
Electrical contact may be so tenuous that
intermittent noises occur even when the
control is let alone. The same may happen with the bass, treble, and other controls, particularly if frequently used.
Switches too. Special cleaning fluids that
not only dissolve dirt and film but also

promote electrical contact are available
at audio stores and electronic supply
houses, and one of these sprayed or inserted by eye- dropper into the control or

switch may restore it to satisfactory operation for weeks or months. It will usually be necessary to remove a top or
bottom cover from the component in
question in order to get at the noisy part.
Eventually it becomes necessary to replace the part, and you have to decide
whether you or a serviceman is going to
do it. Generally it isn't very difficult to
replace a volume control, especially if
you have had a kit-building experience
and therefore are adept with a soldering
iron. But a switch usually presents a
more complex task because of its intricate wiring. Also, the swtich is apt to be
of special design obtainable only from
the component manufacturer. If you attempt the replacement, before anything
else be sure to draw a diagram of all
leads, resistors, capacitors, and other
parts connected to the item being replaced.
High- quality components employ special low -noise resistors in the first stage
and sometimes in the second stage aswell. Unfortunately, these resistors cost
something like 10 to 20 times as much as
the garden variety. Also unfortunately,
a low -noise resistor sometimes changes
its habits. The only way to test for a had
resistor is through substitution, which
can be rather an expensive proposition
apart from the work involved-because
truly quiet resistors cost between $1.50
and $3.00 apiece. Therefore, if you have
reason to suspect that a resistor has gone
bad (tubes having previously been
checked out), your best bet may well be
to turn the problem over to a serviceman.
On the other hand, if you are determined to have a go at reducing noise by

-

replacing resistors yourself, and if you
know your way around circuits a bit, devote your attention to the load resistors
connected to the plate and cathode of
the tube. Sometimes you can get satisfactory quieting from a garden variety resistor that has an excess wattage rating;
for example, a 2 -watt resistor in place
of a conventional 1/2 -watt one.
In your search for the cause of noise,
keep an eye out for insecure connections.
Loose -fitting shielded cables are one
item. When leads are attached to screw
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PIONEER MAKES IT!!
Typical of Japan's world- renowned electronic industry is the Pioneer
Electronic Corporation. During the quarter of a century that has elapsed
since it came into being, Pioneer has built up an enviable reputation
in the production of quality loudspeakers, a reputation based upon relentless research and the latest production methods.
In particular, Pioneer has in recent years become the undisputed
leader in the production of the miniature loudspeakers used in the tiny
transistorized radio or television sets that are the star performers in
Japan's current export trade.

Pioneer produces loudspeakers of every size, ranging from tiny 11/4"
models to gigantic 32" models. It has the largest production capacity
1,200,000 units per month. Uniformly oJtstanding in
in the world performance, and sturdy and reliable in durability, these speakers are
also used by well over a 100 top manufacturers of electronic appliances around the world, including such world- famous names as Hitachi,
Toshiba, or Sony.
Yet Pioneer's comprehensive line of loudspeakers is but one of its
highly diversified activities in the audio world. Pioneer -made high fidelity amplifiers and other quality audio components are equally well known
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more efficient the speaker,
loudly will it reproduce the
noise. As a rule, high -power
are best used with relatively merriment
speakers, while low- or medium -power
amplifiers are meant for relatively efficient speakers. If you use a high -power
amplifier with an efficient speaker, you
risk unnecessary noise, unnecessary because you won't be using more than a
fraction of the power which the amplifier can deliver, yet you will reproduce
its noise to the full.
If the power amplifier is capable of
much more volume than you need, and
amplifier noise is therefore apparent, a
solution is to connect your speaker to an
impedance tap on the amplifier that is
lower in value than the rated impedance
of the speaker. For example, you might
connect a 16 -ohm speaker to the 8 -ohm
tap or even the 4 -ohm one. An alternate
but less desirable solution is to put a resistor between one of the amplifier's output taps and the speaker; the resistor
should be between one and three times
the speaker impedance and should be
rated at 10 watts or more. However, this
resistor interferes with the ability of the
amplifier to "damp" the speaker, which
makes for clean, tight bass reproduction
instead of blurry or boomy bass.
In similar fashion, the preamplifier
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trier out., you risa apprecraole noise unless your antenna is a high -gain unit
specifically designed for FM.
If you install the FM antenna yourself, make certain of the exact direction
of each station you wish to receive. An
antenna rotor may be necessary if you
wish to bring in several stations at well separated points of the compass. It is a
general rule that reception improves as

you increase the height of the antenna.
However, this rule too has its exceptions,
and it is sometimes found that, within a
range of several feet, a lower location
gives better results than a higher one.
The natural elements are against the
antenna. Wind may loosen its members,
resulting in signal loss and consequent
noise in the tuner. Signal loss results
from ice formation, rust on the antenna,
rust at the connection to the lead -in wire,
and rain. Obviously, some of these things
cannot be helped, while others definitely
can.
The lead -in wire, which connects the
antenna to the tuner, is almost as important as the antenna. It should be as
short as practicable, because every foot
cuts down the signal and increases the
danger of noise. Excess length should be
cut off; in any case it should not be

barely hanging on to life. rñ a third, intermittent buzzing in the FM timer was
traced to a faulty pilot lamp in the tuner.
Accurate alignment of the FM tuner
is vital for noise-free reception of distant
stations (and for minimum distortion as
well). This is strictly a matter for the
service technician, and only a highly
qualified one at that. The technician who
lacks the proper equipment and experience or who attempts to align by ear can
do your tuner more harm than good. If
necessary, write to the manufacturer of
your tuner for a recommend service
agency in your locality. On the other
hand, some inexpensive tuners are not
susceptible to good alignment, no matter
how much effort is expended on them.
If the antenna, lead -in, and tuner are
all first -rate, the only deterrent to noise free reception (distance permitting) is
your failure to tune accurately to the
desired station. Even though your tuner
has AFC (automatic frequency control)
or a wide -band detector or both, it is desirable that you tune as precisely as possible to the station, particularly if it is
a distant one. Some tuners drift somewhat during the first 10 minutes or so of
operation, so re- adjust the tuning after
the warmup period.
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ng between components is
in itself a cause of noise but can be
held accountable for noise attaining a
higher level than it rightfully should.
Take the case of a power amplifier and
speaker that are mismatched in terms
of the amplifier's wattage and the
speaker's efficiency. The higher the wattage rating of an amplifier, the more
noise it tends to produce, everything else
being equal. (Of course, through superior design, it is possible for a high -wattage amplifier to produce even less noise
than a low- wattage one, but on the average the high- wattage ones generate more
noise than the low-wattage ones.) The
more efficient the speaker, the more
loudly will it reproduce the amplifier's
noise. As a rule, high -power amplifiers
are best used with relatively inefficient
speakers, while low- or medium -power
amplifiers are meant for relatively efficient speakers. If you use a high-power
amplifier with an efficient speaker, you
risk unnecessary noise, unnecessary because you won't be using more than a
fraction of the power which the amplifier can deliver, yet you will reproduce
its noise to the full.
If the power amplifier is capable of
much more volume than you need, and
amplifier noise is therefore apparent, a
solution is to connect your speaker to an
impedance tap on the amplifier that is
lower in value than the rated impedance
of the speaker. For example, you might
connect a 16 -ohm speaker to the 8 -ohm
tap or even the 4 -ohm one. An alternate
but less desirable solution is to put a resistor between one of the amplifier's output taps and the speaker; the resistor
should be between one and three times
the speaker impedance and should be
rated at 10 watts or more. However, this
resistor interferes with the ability of the
amplifier to "damp" the speaker, which
makes for clean, tight bass reproduction
instead of blurry or boomy bass.
In similar fashion, the preamplifier

may deliver too much audio signal and
at the same time too much noise signal
to the power amplifier. The greater the
gain of the preamp, the more noise it is
apt to produce. Many power amplifiers
contain an input -level set that enables
you to reduce the signal and noise received from the preamp. This should be
used judiciously. If you turn it very far
down in order to reduce noise generated
by the preamp, you may require the preamp to work extra hard in order to produce enough audio signal to drive the
power amplifier, resulting in appreciable
distortion. As a rule, the preamp is not
working too hard if you obtain moderately loud volume at about 1 o'clock or 2
o'clock setting of the preamp gain control. If you get substantial volume much
before 1 o'clock, and if the power amplifier does not have an input -level set to
reduce the signal, a technician can install
one for you.
FM

Noise

A variety of noise problems are indigenous to the FM tuner. First of all
there's the problem of adequate reception
which means a good antenna in fringe
and sub -fringe areas, especially for
noise -free reception of multiplex (stereo)
programs, where the signal -to -noise is
inherently worse than on mono. For stations less than 15 miles away, a good
tuner generally permits you to get away
with the minimum in the way of an antenna. Up to something like 25 or 30
miles, you need something better but not
the ultimate. When you reach much farther out, you risk appreciable noise unless your antenna is a high -gain unit
specifically designed for FM.
If you install the FM antenna yourself, make certain of the exact direction
of each station you wish to receive. An
antenna rotor may be necessary if you
wish to bring in several stations at well separated points of the compass. It is a
general rule that reception improves as
you increase the height of the antenna.
However, this rule too has its exceptions,
and it is sometimes found that, within a
range of several feet, a lower location
gives better results than a higher one.
The natural elements are against the
antenna. Wind may loosen its members,
resulting in signal loss and consequent
noise in the tuner. Signal loss results
from ice formation, rust on the antenna,
rust at the connection to the lead -in wire,
and rain. Obviously, some of these things
cannot be helped, while others definitely
can.
The lead -in wire, which connects the
antenna to the tuner, is almost as important as the antenna. It should be as
short as practicable, because every foot
cuts down the signal and increases the
danger of noise. Excess length should be
cut off; in any case it should not be
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formed into the shape of a coil. The lead in should be kept away from metal bodies such as rain- gutters, and sharp turns
should be avoided. Last and far from
least, the lead -in should be suitable for
FM use; usually, TV flat ribbon is correct. More than one complaint of noisy
FM reception has been traced to use of
lamp cord or other unsuitable wire as an
antenna lead -in. Sometimes an invisible
break in the lead -in impairs FM reception. This can be checked by disconnecting the lead -in from the tuner, shorting
out the end that is connected to the antenna, and checking for continuity with
an ohmmeter. A continuity checker can
be fashioned with a little ingenuity from
a flashlight battery, a bulb, and two
lengths of copper wire, so arranged that
the bulb lights when there is a continuous electrical path.
Passing vehicles may produce ignition
noise, The answer to this problem is a
good antenna mounted as high and far
away from the traffic as feasible. But the
lead -in may be acting as an antenna and
picking up the interference. Then the
lead -in should be shielded cable of a
type suitable for this purpose. Refrigerators, oil burners, and other electrical
devices may produce clicks and pops as
they go on or off, or frying and buzzing
sounds as their motors run. This requires
an electrical filter across the power line,
mounted at the source of the difficulty
(by a qualified electrician). A little
sleuthwork is sometimes necessary to
locate the offender. For example, in one
instance the culprit was a defective light
switch. In another, it was a light bulb
barely hanging on to life. In a third, intermittent buzzing in the FM tuner was
traced to a faulty pilot lamp in the tuner.
Accurate alignment of the FM tuner
is vital for noise -free reception of distant
stations (and for minimum distortion as
well). This is strictly a matter for the
service technician, and only a highly
qualified one at that. The technician who
lacks the proper equipment and experience or who attempts to align by ear can
do your tuner more harm than good. If
necessary, write to the manufacturer of
your tuner for a recommend service
agency in your locality. On the other
hand, some inexpensive tuners are not
susceptible to good alignment, no matter
how much effort is expended on them.
If the antenna, lead -in, and tuner are
all first -rate, the only deterrent to noise free reception (distance permitting) is
your failure to tune accurately to the
desired station. Even though your tuner
has AFC (automatic frequency control)
or a wide -band detector or both, it is desirable that you tune as precisely as possible to the station, particularly if it is
a distant one. Some tuners drift somewhat during the first 10 minutes or so of
operation, so re- adjust the tuning after
the warmup period.
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FROM THE DIMINUTIVE TO THE GIGANTIC...
PIONEER MAKES IT!!
Typical of Japan's world- renowned electronic industry is the Pioneer
Electronic Corporation. During the quarter of a century that has elapsed
since it came into being, Pioneer has built up an enviable reputation
in the production of quality loudspeakers, a reputation based upon relentless research and the latest production methods.
In particular, Pioneer has in recent years become the undisputed
leader in the production of the miniature loudspeakers used in the tiny
transistorized radio or television sets that are the star performers in
Japan's current export trade.
Pioneer produces loudspeakers of every size, ranging from tiny 11/4"
models to gigantic 32" models. It has the largest production capacity
1,200,000 units per month. Uniformly outstanding in
in the world
performance, and sturdy and reliable in durability, these speakers are
also used by well over a 100 top manufacturers of electronic appliances around the world, including such world- famous names as Hitachi,
Toshiba, or Sony.
Yet Pioneer's comprehensive line of loudspeakers is but one of its
highly diversified activities in the audio world. Pioneer -made high fidelity amplifiers and other quality audio components are equally well known
among both professional and enthusiast alike.
So whatever the requirement is, be it commercial, professional or
home, Pioneer can help - help bring to the discerning better sound.
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5 Otowacho 6- chomo, Bunkyo -ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Address: PIONEER TOKYO
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ASSEMBLE YOUR 0"'N ALL-TRANSISTOR
SCIIOBEß ELECTRONIC ORGAN
All -New, All- Transistor Schober Recital Organ
32 voices, 6 couplers
easy for beginners.

delight professional musicians ...make learning

Standard console, pedals, keyboard correspond exactly to pipe-organ
specifications.
Printed circuit construction and detailed illustrated instructions make

for easy assembly...no previous experience necessary.
Highly accurate church and theatre pipe tone in 5 pitch registers make
every kind of organ music sound "right ".
Optional: Combination Action, Schober Reverbatape Unit, Repetitive
Theatre Percussions.
All- transistor circuitry makes possible full 5 -year guarantee.

Designed by organists for organists, the new Schober Recital Organ
actually sounds like a fine pipe organ. The newly -developed Schober
Library of Stops Kit provides you with an infinite number of extra
voices so that you can instantly plug in the exact voices you prefer
for a particular kind of music. Thirteen-piston, instantly resettable
Combination Action makes the Recital Organ suitable for the most
rigorous church and recital work. The Schober Reverbatape Unit
gives you big- auditorium sound even in the smallest living room.
An instrument of this caliber would cost you $5000 to $6000 in a
store. Direct from Schober, in kit form (without optional percussions, pistons, Reverbatape Unit) costs you only $1500.

r
New, All- Transistor

Schober Consolette H
Here's the most luxurious "home size" organ available today ...with
the same circuitry and musical
design as the impressive Recital
Organ. Full 61 -note manuals, 17
pedals, 22 stops and coupler, 3
pitch registers, and authentic theatre voicing leave little to be desired.
Musically much larger than ready made organs selling for $1800 and
more... the Consolette II, in kit
form, costs only $850.

HERE'S WHY YOU SHOULD BUILD
A SCHOBER ORGAN!
a finer musical instrument for over
twice the price. You get the finest in musical and
mechanical quality.

You cannot buy

It's easy to assemble a Schober Organ. If you can read
and use your hands, you can easily make your own
superb organ. Everything you need is furnished...
including the know -how; you supply only simple tools
and time -no knowledge or experience is required.

New Schober Spinet

section by section
needn't spend the whole amount at once.
You can buy the organ

The Schober Spinet is a quality
electronic organ; only 391/4-inches
wide, it will fit into the smallest
living room or playroom -even in
a mobile home. Yet it has the same
big -organ tone and almost the same
variety of voices as the larger Con solette II. The Schober Spinet far
exceeds the musical specifications
of ready -made organs selling for
$1100 and more. In easy-to- assemble kits ... only $550.
Schober Organ Kits

THE

are

you

if you've never
ingenious Pointer System

You can begin playing in an hour, even

-

before with the
available from Schober.
played

-

Thousands of men and women teen -agers, too -have
already assembled Schober Organs. We are proud to
say that many who could afford to buy any organ have
chosen Schober because they preferred it musically.

sold in the U.S. only

9/f71f9 i

... so

rut

by...
CORPORATION

43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y., 10023 Dealers in Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, Mexico, Puerto Rico and the United Kingdom.
SEND FOR FREE 1964 SCHOBER CATALOG...
Describes the exciting Schober Organs and
optional accessories in detail; it
includes a FREE 7 -inch "sampler" record
so you can hear before you buy.
Also available:

10 -inch high -quality, long playing record...
fully illustrates all three models with
different kinds of music. Price is
refunded with first kilt purchase ... $2.00
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The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. AE -12
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y., 10023

Please send me, without cost or obligation, the 1964
Schober Organ Catalog and free 7 -inch "sampler" record.
Enclosed find $2.00 for 10 -inch quality, LP record of
Schober Organ music. ($2.00 refunded with purchase of
first kit.)
Name
Address

City

State

lip

No
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Phono Noise

In the case of the phonograph, the
principal indigenous cause of noise is apt
to consist of the grit, dust, and electrical
charges in the record groove. A variety
of special preparations and products are
available to remove these noisemakers.
Some are in the form of liquids applied
to the disc before playing (be sure to
allow sufficient time for the disc to dry).
Others are in the nature of special
brushes or devices affixed to the tone arm
or turntable base.
You have probably heard of individuals picking up radio stations through
the metal fillings in their teeth. By a comparable process a radio station occasionally is picked up by a phono amplifier; such interference is rightly classified
as noise. The cure is usually quite simple : a resistor of about 5000 to 10,000
ohms is connected between the phono
input jack and the grid of the tube in the
first stage of the preamp. Again, here is
a situation where the individual with
kit -building experience can probably
handle the problem himself. Else the
service technician should be able to take
care of the problem in a jiffy.
When the phono system is operated at
a loud level, acoustic feedback may cause
a howling or roaring sound. Soundwaves
produced by the speaker may cause mechanical vibration somewhere in the
audio system
tube element or part of
the phono mechanism, such as the tone
arm or stylus. The vibration is electronically amplified by the audio system, issues from the speaker in the form of
soundwaves, which cause increased vibration, and so forth, culminating in an unnerving sound and one which is possibly
destructive to the speaker. The cure may
be to put greater distance between the
speaker and the rest of the system, perhaps requiring the speaker to be removed
from a cabinet shared with other components. If the phonograph is already in a
separate cabinet, closing the cabinet door
partway or completely during operation
may be all that is needed to achieve the
necessary acoustic separation. Mounting
the phonograph base, or possibly the
speaker, on a pad of foam rubber may
help. Since acoustic feedback may be
originating in the first ( phono) stage of
the preamplifier, try one or two substitute tubes here.
For proper treble response, a magnetic
cartridge must be loaded with a resistor
of suitable value. This value differs from
one cartridge to another. Too high a
value will result in a treble peak, accentuating record noise. Accordingly, it is
necessary for you to ascertain whether
your preamplifier provides the correct
load resistance for the cartridge you happen to be using. Your audio dealer, or
else the manufacturers of the components
in question, can give you this information. If the value is wrong a technician

-a
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can alter the load resistance in very short
time.
Sometimes noise may be due to a
physical malfunction that prevents the
turntable from spinning truly. To illus-

trate

:

An audiofan complained that
many of his records sounded as
though scratched because once a
revolution there would be the kind of
familiar click attributed to a
scratched disc. Also, the stylus
sometimes skipped grooves. It was
discovered that a small spot of
gummy dirt had formed on the inside rim of the turntable, driven by a
rubber idler wheel. When the wheel
hit the dirt spot, once a revolution
of the turntable, speed changed
briefly and sharply, causing the effects described.
The Tape Recorder

The list of problems native to a particular component is especially long and
varied in the case of the tape recorder.
Tape heads gradually become magnetized
with use, producing noise in playback
and also causing noise to be recorded on
the tape. Therefore it is important to
demagnetize the heads periodically, say
about every 8 hours. Head demagnetizers
are inexpensive enough. Tape guides and
other metal parts of the machine contacted by the tape should also be demag-

netized.
The tape oscillator is one of the principal causes of noise, due to distortion in
the waveform of the bias current supplied to the record head. You can check
whether a distorted waveform is causing
substantial noise as follows : Put several
feet of virgin or bulk- erased tape
through the recording process but with
no signal input and with the recording
gain control all the way down. Play back
the tape. If the "recorded" portion of
the tape is much noisier than the unrecorded portion, the fault is likely poor
oscillator waveform. Try replacing the
oscillator tube. If this doesn't help, turn
the problem over to a qualified service
technician.
Incomplete erasure of a previous recording is a form of noise. The fault may
be yours because your previous recording
was made at too high a level, so that even
a normally efficient erase head cannot
cope with the task. Or the erase head
may be responsible in one of several
ways : 1. The head may be defective ; 2.
oscillator current supplied to the head
may be insufficient ; 3. the oscillator frequency may be too high for the head to
operate efficiently; 4. the erase head may
be misaligned with respect to the record
head, so that the gaps of the two heads
don't span the same portion of the tape.
If the sound remaining after "erasure"
contains the full audio range, the trouble

is probably due to poor alignment be-

tween gaps. By following the instructions in your service manual, you may be
able to position the erase head satisfactorily. But if the remanant noise consists
mainly of low frequencies, which are the
hardest to erase due to their deep penetration of the tape, the cause is probably
one of the others listed above and you
need a service technician.
Print -through -the transfer of loud
sounds from one layer of tape to adjacent layers -also comes within the category of noise. This may be due to the
fact that you are recording at too high
a level. It may also be due to the use of
tape with an excessively thin backing.
If the tape head is positioned too high
or too low, this may result in crosstalk
because the signal intended for one track
may overlap onto the adjacent track.
Moving the head up or down is ordinarily a simple mechanical matter, but consult the service manual for your tape
machine so that you may know how to
determine the correct position. After the
head is moved, it is necessary to adjust
its azimuth alignment, that is, make sure
the gap is exactly perpendicular to the
long dimension of the tape. This requires
a test tape.

As the tape moves past the heads a
squeal may result if the tape is too dry
and /or the pressure pads (usually employed in home machines) too rough.
Squeal can become recorded on the tape,
spoiling a valued recording. High quality
tapes made by reputable firms are one
answer to this problem; such tapes incorporate suitable lubricants to facilitate
smooth passage of the tape. Second, you
can apply a lubricant, specially made for
the purpose and available at audio stores,
to the heads, pressure pads, and guides,
but not to the capstan and pressure
roller. Third, you can replace the pressure pads if they appear to have lost
their softness and smoothness. Moisture
can be restored to a dry tape by storing
it for about a day in a closed box containing a moist sponge.
While over -recording can be a cause
of noise, as we have already pointed out
(by making it difficult to achieve complete erasure and by increasing the susceptibility to print- through), under -recording can also be responsible for noise.
It is a narrow path that the recordist
must follow. Ideally, one should record
at a level just low enough to avoid perceptible distortion but high enough to
maintain a good signal -to -noise ratio. If
you record much below the level which
is permissible from the distortion viewpoint, tape hiss plus the noise produced
by the playback amplifier will be unduly
high compared with the recorded signal.
No home tape recorder, or professional
machine for that matter, has decibels to
spare so far as noise is concerned. On
(Continued on page 68)
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Quality - Economy - Dependability
QUALITY
WITH
POWER

-

DYNA designs rigidly adhere to one principle
the creation of a level of performance
in audio reproduction which cannot be
bettered regardless of price. This performance is not fulls' detailed by current measurement standards which are unable to define
how the equipment SOUNDS. Check the
printed specs rigorously, but in the fmal
analysis
LISTEN
LISTEN to any DYNA amplifier on the
finest speaker system you can find. You will
realize the DYNA amplifiers will not limit
you, no matter what your associated components. Choose according to your budget
and power requirements, for within their
power ratings, all DYNA amplifiers yield
the same superlative sound, free from noise
and distortion. You may find a DYNA
sounding better than its power rating would
indicate. This is as it should be.
LISTEN to a DYNATUNER under the
most difficult reception conditions. Try it
on the 'weakest signals, in bad multipath
locations, on overmodulated signals and in
the shadow of the transmitter. It will stand
comparison with any so-called professional
monitor tuner. Further, alignment is no
problem when you own a DYNATUNER.
When in doubt
after tube replacement,
shipping, etc.
just a few minutes spent
with the DYNA home alignment procedure
no instruments
will assure you of laboratory results.
A product is only as good as its components. The kit builder recognizes and appreciates this. (Maybe that explains why
most of our kit sales are owner recommendations.) DYNA pioneered quality etched
circuit construction in the high fidelity field,
and its advantages pay you over the years
in dependability and ease of maintenance.
DYNACO output transformers have a worldwide reputation for excellence and are used
in much more expensive equipment than
our own. They are the major factor in
DYNA's quality sound.
It's easy to operate! We have tried to engineer complexity out of high fidelity. Those
3 large knobs do all the work! But, there
is full flexibility for the enthusiast's subtle
adjustments.
We devote a major part of our engineering effort to distillation and refinement of
every design. This extra effort, primarily
appreciated by the kit builder, means a
more thoroughly proofed assembled DYNA
tuner or amplifier too.
DYNAKITS are
easier to build, lower distortion in operation,
and more trouble -free over the years.
You can pay more, but you can't buy better
performance.

-

Dynatuner with automatic
multiplex facility and Stereocator.
Low distortion and high sensitivity.
Can be completely aligned without
special test equipment.
FM -3

PAS -3 Famous PAS -2 preamplifier
with new styling. Outperforms pre-

amplifiers of many times higher
price.

n

6

rir:S

III 60 watt power amplifiers
perfectionist's system. The
MarkIII has been chosen for public
demonstrations of live versus recorded sound with outstanding
MARK

for

a

success.
Complet,. $339.80 in kit form
Complete $479.80 assembled

-

QUALITY
WITH
ECONOMY

!

--

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

A

FM -3 Combination of famous FM -1
tuner and FMX -3 multiplex integrator with new decorator styling.
Its deceptively simple appearance
masks the fact that this unit approaches the theoretical limits for
high sensitivity and low distortion.

Logical simplicity of control

through full automation of stereo mono switching and uniquely simplified tuning. Exclusive Stereomatic circuit locks in and signals
stereo automatically and silently.
FM listening was never so enjoyable; never before so simple.

SCA -35 New all -in -one stereo amp-

lifier and preamplifier. Matchless
listening quality from a moderate
power, low cost unit which combines functional simplicity with full
flexibility. Its compact size and
modest 35 watt continuous power
rating belie its impressive performance with even the most inefficient loudspeakers.
Complete $209.90 in kit form
Complete $309.90 assembled

DYNA DEMONSTRATION

Complete descriptive literature available on request

DYNACO INC.
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DYNAKIT STEREO 35

BASIC POWER AMPLIFIER
In spite of the hi -fi equivalent of the
horsepower race attributed to the automo-

tive industry, there are many applications
where an amplifier of relatively low power
becomes desirable -or even imperative. The
wattage race may well be warranted, particularly when loudspeakers of low efficiency are employed, but-again comparing with the ubiquitous automobile -one
doesn't need 325 horsepower to bring an
armload of groceries home from the supermarket. We admit to using over a hundred
watts in our living room -or at least having it available (its use is frowned upon
in our apartment house) -but such a choice
is the result of finding top quality only in
the higher -powered amplifiers, at least up
to now. Furthermore, in most instances,
it is common for the smaller amplifiers to
be complete, integrated units and not separate "basic" power amplfiers.
We have even used another dual -50 in
11 x 13
our study -lab- workshop -office
room. The availability of a good small
power amplifier interested us immensely.
The new Dynakit Stereo 35 is, physically, quite small, measuring 13 in. wide,
51/2 in. deep, and only 4 in. high. Most of
its 16 -lb. weight is in transformers, since
two good-sized holes are cut out of the
chassis to accommodate the printed- circuit
amplifier boards, each of which employs
only three tubes
7247 and two 6BQ5's.
The circuit is similar to the early Dynaco
amplifiers, with a voltage amplifier direct
coupled to a cathodyne phase splitter
which drives the two output tubes. The
7247 is a dual triode with dissimilar sections -one being essentially half of a
12AX7 and the other essentially half of a
12AU7. The high -mu section serves as the

-a

-a

Fig.
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voltage amplifier, while the low -mu section
is the phase spitter. The output stage is,
naturally, Ultra Linear, and output impedances of 8 and 16 ohms are provided. The
plate supply derives from a simple full wave rectifier using silicon diodes and
more -than -adequate filtering. Separate heater windings are provided for the two
amplifier sections, and the heaters are biased positively by some 13.5 volts, which
is the operating bias on the output tubes
and is obtained by a cathode resistor common to all four tubes.
Construction

Putting this kit together is a simple
matter of perhaps five hours maximum. The
two amplifier printed circuits are complete
except for mounting the sockets for the
output tubes, installing in the chassis,
connecting heater leads to the output tube
sockets along with the leads to the output
transformers, and running wires to eleven

solder -filled eyelets. Five other leads run
between cathode terminals of the output
tube sockets, between the heater terminals,
and from one cathode terminal of each
amplifier board to the,common resistor and
capacitor for bias. The remainder of the
assembly is equally simple. This amplifier
is an excellent example of how printed circuit wiring can make over-all assembly
a lead -pipe cinch.
Performance

In this area, the Stereo 35 does everything promised by the specifications. Frequency response is flat within ± 1 db from
8 cps to 47,000, IM distortion is 0.9 per
cent at rated output (17.5 watts per channel) with both channels operating, harmonic distortion measured 0.75 per cent at the
same output, and hum and noise was mea-

(left). External view of Dynaco Stereo 35, and Fig.

2

sured at 84 db below rated output. With
each channel operating separately, output
was 19.5 watts at the same distortion figures. Music power output, measured as
specified by I13F standards, was 47 watts
total for two channels. Remaining data of
interest are: input signal for rated output, 1 volt; feedback, 20 db; damping
factor, 10; channel separation (determined
by feeding one volt at 1000 cps into channel 1 and measuring output from channel
2), 79 db. Square -wave response showed a
very slight amount of ringing at 10,000
cps, none at 1000, and flat -top response at
50 cps, all of which is as expected, considering the remainder of the measurements.
On the whole, the Stereo 35 is an exceptionally fine medium -powered amplifier
which makes it possible for one to assemble
a system suitable for many installations
yet with all the flexibility usually available
only with much more powerful systems -and by flexibility we mean making it possible to use a separate preamplifier- control unit. Within its power limitations, it is an ideal unit.
L-19

FREEMAN 660 PORTABLE
TAPE RECORDER
There are many applications where the
usual type of a.c. operated tape recorder
just does not fill the bill
news radio reporter cannot very well go about his rounds
dragging a 500 -ft. extension cord, for example. Aside from a few very expensive
portable recorders, most of the other battery- operated models on the market are essentially in the "toy" class. When we first
read the advertisements of the Freeman
(formerly known as Citroen) 660, we felt
that this was one machine which would
serve the newscaster with a limited budget
and at a minimum of bulk, and still provide
him with field- recorded tapes which could be
played immediately on studio -type equipment at a 71/2 -ips speed without prior dubbing. And while the large radio stations
and network operations can readily afford
field recorders costing as much as the top quality home machines, the public -spirited
but small station often cannot. Hence our
first interest in the Freeman 660.
Our second exposure to the machine gave
us still another cause for interest- playing
its 71/2 -ips demonstration tape, the little
machine seemed to be completely oblivious
of whether it was right side up, upside
down, on one end or the other, or even
being shaken violently. And that's more
than can be said about practically any other
tape recorder. With these two points of
interest, we arranged to play with one for
a short while to see how good it really was.

-a

(right), with protective cover removed.
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with exactly the right amount of damping
The JBL Energizer /Transducer raises audio
NOW!
reproduction to a degree of perfection and preat all frequencies. No other home high fidelity
cision never before available to the home listenequipment can give you these results.
er. You hear music re-created in all its detail,
The JBL Energizer is a stereophonic all- solidALL
ARE
rich and splendid, life size, without hum or disstate device of scientific -instrument quality.
tortion. The Energizer /Transducer sets new
Devoid of microphonics, generating negligible
standards for fully controlled bass, completely AVAILABLE
heat, it can be mounted within an acoustical
realistic mid- range, immaculate highs, and
enclosure. All JBL loudspeaker systems are
transient reproduction without equal.
SELF
available as Energizer /Transducers. The JBL
An Energizer /Transducer has its own source
of power: the Energizer. The Energizer is exloudspeaker system you now own can be made
actly matched to the specific loudspeaker-and- ENERGIZED into an Energizer /Transducer. When ordering
enclosure system in which it is used. Energizer and trans- your matched Energizer, you need only provide your
ducer are engineered as a unit. Given a flat, pure signal Audio Specialist with the complete model number of your
from a preamplifier, the Energizer/Transducer delivers system. Write for your free copy of the new Energizer/
sound that is perfectly flat and pure
an exact replica Transducer six -page brochure.

-

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., L.A. 39.
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for entertainment at points distant from
a.c. supply. On the whole, the Freeman 660
is certain to find many applications where
its versatility makes it possible to use a
recorder under conditions where most other
machines would be impossible to use.
For use with a top -quality microphone,
note the information in the description of
the Sennheiser MBH -104 microphone in
the October issue wherein the battery supply to the Freeman can also power
the high-frequency polarization for this
particular type of broadcast condenser
microphone.

L -20

LAFAYETTE 200 -WATT
TRANSISTOR STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER, MODEL LA -280

Fig. 3. The Freeman 660

Description
The Freeman 660 is built in an aluminum case 71/2-in. wide, 71/4 -in. deep, and
just under 3 in. high and it weighs 6 lbs.
It accepts 3% -in. reels, and runs at 71/2 or
33/. -ips, with lower speed being made available by removing a sleeve from the capstan.
A fairly simple internal change permits
the machine to be used at 3% and 17/8 ips,
although the change is not one which should
be done by the user, nor is it recommended
that one should count on changing back
and forth between the two pairs of speeds
whenever desired. Recording is monophonic,
half- track. Using the new Scotch 290 tape
-especially ideal because of the extreme
flexibility of the 1/2 -mil Mylar base -the
31/4 -in. reels will take 600 ft., giving a
running time of 15 minutes without stopping at 71/2 -ips, or 30 minutes at 3% -ips.
The 15 minutes is usually adequate for field
reporting work, since news clips rarely take
more than a minute each.
The circuit employs 7 transistors -five
in the amplifier and two in the bias oscillator, although the schematic furnished with
the machine does not show the bias oscillator nor is the use of a.c. bias mentioned in
any of the literature. Probably in the interest of battery economy, a.c. is used only for
bias-erase is by d.c., as in most other
medium- priced machines, although most of
them also use d.c. for bias. In the machine
tested, the bias frequency was measured
at approximately 29 kc. Two small speakers
are built into the case, and a meter indicates battery voltage when the control
knob is in rewind or play positions, and
serves as a volume indicator for recording.
Six penlite -size cells are used, carried in a
metal battery case, thus making it possible to carry a spare battery case for immediate replacement. Flashlight -type pen lite cells are not recommended because of
their short life, but the alkaline-energizer
types will operate the machine for about 50
hours continuous, and mercury cells will last
about 8 to 10 hours. Rechargeable nickel
cadmium batteries may also be used. External jacks are provided for earphone output, microphone and radio inputs, remote
control, and for an external d.c. supply
from either an a.c. adapter or from a cord
which plugs into the lighter socket on an
automobile. The dynamic microphone furnished with the machine is fitted with an
on-off switch, and the cord terminates in a
54

portable recorder.

double plug -one side of which plugs into
the microphone jack and the other into
the remote control jack (the latter is a subminiature so there can be no mistake). The
carrying case has a compartment to carry
microphone, earphone, cables, telephone
pickup, and so on, and a spare battery case
or two. The entire package is well and
solidly built, with the recorder itself
finished in chrome and fine black crackle.
For broadcast purposes, the response is
exceptionally good when measured from a
recorded signal played back on a professional playback machine, as it would be in
a radio station. Frequency response measured within ± 4 db from 100 to 7500 cps
at 71/2 ips, although there was usable response up to 15,000 cps at the top end, and
down to 50 cps at the bottom. Wow and
flutter measured 0.22 per cent.
Aside from its most obvious application
for news-type recording, the over -all quality is such that it can record and reproduce
music so that it might find application
where a larger or less portable machine
could not be used. In -the -field recording
of such obvious material as folk or native
music comes to mind, of course.: s well as

The Lafayette Model LA -280 was introduced to AUDIO readers exactly one year
ago in an article by Richard S. Burwen,
the designer of this unit. In that article it
was pointed out that this amplifier is rather
unusual in several respects aside from being all solid state. First of all it could deliver 100 -watts (music power) per channel
although it weighed in at a mere 35 pounds.
Second, its distortion was far below any
available commercial amplifier, tube or
transistor. Third, its output circuit was unbalanced, thus making the second feature
even more unusual. Unlike other available
transistor amplifiers, the output stage utilizes germanium transistors, four for each
channel. Thus, this amplifier is certainly
not the usual entry in the amplifier marketplace.
The LA -280 provides input facilities for
both low- and high-level inputs (0.2 and
1.5 volts), the former in anticipation of
low- output transistor preamps. It also provides output facilities for 4, 8, or 16 -ohm
speakers, electrostatic speakers, and stereo
headphones. In addition there is a d.c.
power take-off socket (also in anticipation
of a preamp) and two a.c. convenience
outlets (one is switched). There is an input level control for each channel.
One of the pleasant surprises of the LA280 is its relatively light weight (at least
half the weight of an equivalent tube amplifier) and modest dimensions-143/4 x 8 x
91/8. On the other hand its price of close to
$300 places it in a rare category-there
aren't many amplifiers that can compete
with it in price. We are not quite sure
whether that is a worthwhile distinction or
not.

Fig. 4. Lafayette 200 -watt Transistor Stereo Power Amplifier, Model LA -280.
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NEW! Low -Cost All- Transistor, All Mode
Stereo Tuner and Matching 40 -Watt
Stereo Amplifier
Cooler, faster operation ... lower power consumption .. longer life
.

.

.

40 -watt Transistor
Stereo Amplifier, 14 lbs,.
AA -22

$10 mo.

$99.95

Ai -33 Transistor AM -FM-

FM Stereo Tuner, 14 lbs.
$10 mo.
$99.95

.

and the clean, quick realism of "transistor sound." You'll enjoy all this
and more with Heathkit's newest All- Transistor Stereo "Twins." Cornpact, low- silhouette styling magnificently fashioned in rich walnut
cabinets neatly fits this handsome pair into a "proud place" in any
hi -fi stereo system. Add to this extruded brushed gold -anodized aluminum front panels that serve practically to conceal secondary controls
and decoratively to enhance over -all beauty. The AA -22 Amplifier provides 40 watts of continuous power at ±1 db from 15 to 30,000 cps with
no fading, no faltering ... just pure solid sound! The AJ -33 Tuner offers
selection of AM, FM, or FM Stereo to please any listening preference.
Check both unit's features and discover why Heathkit leads in Transistor
Stereo. The price? A great value, you'll agree ... $99.95 each!

40 watts of powe- (20 per
channel)
5 stereo inputs
MiniaSpeaker phase switch
ture indicator light for each pos switch
Trans
tion on mode
formerless output circuits
Brushed gold -anodized aluminum
front panel conceals secondary

controls

Walnut cabinetry

Stereo phase control
Automatic stereo indicator
AFC
and AGC
Filtered stereo tape

recorder outputs

struction

Brushed

See

1964 HEATHKIT CATALOG
the latest new products in Heath -

conceals secondary controls
Walnut cabinet

i

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor 41,Michigan 49023
Enclosed is $
, plus postage. Please send
model No
Please send Free Copy of New 1964 Catalog.

kit's wide, wonderful line. Over 250
do-it- yourself kits for stereo /hi -fi,

marine, TV, electronic orgsns, amateur radio, test instruments, educational, and home and hobby items that
will save you up to 50 %. Send for
your free copy today!

Name
Address
City

State

J

L
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gold -

anodized aluminum front panel

r
NEW! FREE

Built -in

stereo demodulator
Tuning
meter
Flywheel tuning
Slide -rule dial
Prealigned FM
tuner and circuit board con-
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amplifiers, that the load effects the out-

Circuit Description

put considerably. Thus we achieve 100 watts (music power) per channel into 4
ohms, 56 watts into 8 ohms, and only 33
watts into 16 ohms. Similarly, the rms output is 80 watts into 4 ohms, 49 watts into
8 ohms, and 26 watts into 16 ohms. Channel separation is 69 db at 1000 cps.
One of the greatest problems we experienced while testing this amplifier was
the short duty cycle permitted. In the instruction book it states: "The amplifier
will deliver rated sine -wave power (15 to
10,000 cps) for 30 seconds on, 3 minutes
off. For frequencies above 10,000 cps, however, full power testing should be limited
to 8 seconds." One wonders what would
happen with a sustained high- frequency

As we noted, the circuit is described

fully by Richard Burwen in the November,

1962, issue of Aurae. We do not intend to
waste your time by repeating his description. On the other hand you should be
aware of some of the unusual features of

this circuit.
We did mention that the output stage
was unbalanced. By this we mean that the
waveform of the output is not symmetrical.
Normally this is thought of as distortion,
and it would be in this case were it not for
the large amount of feedback (some 70 db).
Unquestionably, the effort to eliminate distortion has been quite successful judging
by the results.
Another unusual feature of the circuit is
the special provisions for handling a capacitive load such as an electrostatic speaker.
In fact, with the special circuit provided,
the amplifier seems to "like" a capacitive
load
acts better. This characteristic is
a rarity for any amplifier (most will barely
tolerate a capacitive load) but especially
with transistor amplifiers.
The gain of the LA -280 is unusually
high, 40, which is evidenced by the relatively low -level signal (0.2 volts) required
to drive it to full output.

note.
The LA -280 is prone to the same problems that most transistor amps are heir
to; it doesn't like to have its speaker
terminals shorted and it requires ventilation. If either of these problems is
ignored it may end up being a rather expensive oversight; very likely the entire
set of output transistors will be destroyed.
In listening tests, the LA -280 performed
as well as any amplifier we have had occasion to test and that is saying much
on low frequencies and transients it was
just superb. A truly satisfying listening
experience.
In sum the LA-280 is a very fine sounding amplifier which measures remarkably
well. Whether the performance justifies
the price is a problem which requires an
individual answer from each prospective
buyer. How much is fine sound worth to

-it

5. Antronics Electronic Antenna,
Model MA -44, open and closed views.

Fig.

device should achieve wide use in installations requiring the use of an indoor FM
antenna. As can be seen from the photograph of Fig. 5, the unit is very compact,
measuring 5 by 9 by 11/2 inches.
Inside the case there are six printed,
tuned circuits which form the antenna
proper. These circuits are designed to
achieve maximum sensitivity in a cardioid
pickup pattern. The signal then passes
through a two- transistor amplifier into a
balun which connects the device to the FM
receiver. The power required to operate the
device is less than two watts and is obtained
from the 117 -volt a.c. supply. It would seem
logical to plug this device into the convenience outlet of your FM tuner so that it
can be automatically turned off when not
in use. Complete circuit details are shown
in Fig. 2.
Tests which were conducted with this
unit demonstrated that the Multitron has a
number of advantages over the dipole usually found in indoor installations.
(Continued on page 73)

-

Performance

The Lafayette LA -280 is a remarkably
good performer both as to measurements
and listening. For example, harmonic distortion at rated output into an 8 -ohm load,
and at frequencies up to 10,000 cps, was
so low that the only reading we could get
was the residual distortion in our meter.
At 20,000 cps the distortion rose to 0.25
per cent. Intermodulation distortion (60
and 7000 cps, 4:1) was just a hair over
0.3 per cent into an 8 -ohm load. Frequency
response was within 0.1 db from 20- 20,000
cps and only 2.7 db down at 100,000 cps
(at half power into 8 -ohm load).
The power output must be clarified somewhat. It so happens, in most transistor

you

L-21
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ANTRONICS ELECTRONIC
FM ANTENNA, MODEL MA -44
If we had the choice of something to

invent, that something would be small,
comparatively inexpensive, and yet fill a
real need. A unit which falls into this category is the Multitron, Model MA44, an FM
antenna developed by Antronics, Inc. This
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SERVICE...WITH A SMILE?
by IVAN BERGER
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FIVE -YEAR SPEAKER GUARANTEE

I n 1961, on the basis of favorable field experience, we extended our original one -year speaker
guarantee retroactively to five years. This guarantee covers parts, labor, and reimbursement
of freight charges.*
The same guarantee

conditions apply to the

AR

turntable, except that the guarantee period

is one year.

differ with Mr. Berger on one minor point. We don't consider our guarantee
conditions "generous," but fair to all concerned. And care in manufacture keeps our repair
rate very low -for some models less than one per cent.
We would

AR

speakers are $89 to $225; AR turntables are $66 and $68 (5% higher in the West and

Deep South). Literature is available on request.

'If a

speaker is returned and found to have no defect the owner pays freight both ways, but no
other charge is made. If a returned speaker is found to be defective because of gross abuse (such
as plugging into the 110V outlet), the owner is charged for both repair and freight. Of speakers
returned about 4% are without defect, and 7% are judged to have been subjected to abuse.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,
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24 Thorndike St.,

Cambridge, Mass. 02141
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RECORD REVUE
Edward Tatnall Canby *

PIANISTS
Clara

Haskil- Chopin: Piano Concerto

No. 2, De Falla: Nights in the Gardens
of Spain. Orch. des Concerts Lamoureux,

Markevitch.
Philips PHS 900.034 stereo
Clara Haskil died suddenly in December Of
1960. She was, it becomes more and more
apparent, the greatest woman pianist of recent
times.
She was known widely for her superb Beethoven and Mozart
have never heard her
equal, as per her older Epic records released
here. Now, for the first time, we have her
in utterly different music. Astonishing. She's
one of the most wonderful Chopin players
I've ever heard -and far and away the best
I know in the De Falla Just incredible.
The lady was a wisp of a gray -haired creature, always frail in body, never a pounding
virtuoso of the "big" sort. But her fingers
fly like a breath of ozone, her technique is
fantastic to the point of effortlessness -and
her phrasing and shaping of musical lines is
unearthly. For the first time, I have heard
the familiar Chopin music as it ought to he
and as it must have been played by the
gentle Chopin himself, the piano notes like
hovering butterflies, infinitely graceful, melodious, "weaving a magic tracery ". How gross
seem all the other famous performances, on
all the other recordings of this over -played

-I

!

piece
And the DeFalla, ordinarily a dreamy and
rather over -written piece of impressionism,
becomes under her fingers, and with Markevitch's lively aid, a positively glowing expression of the Spanish spirit, intensely interesting at every moment. What a superb
blend of piano and orchestra (thank Philips,
too, for that) and balanced to exact perfection.
I hereby enter a fervent request that Philips send us over more Haskil, in even more
variety. I won't forget this one for a long
time, even though my copy was pressed badly
off- center, making Haskil sea -sick.
!

Art of Guiomar

Novaes. Vol. 1:
Chopin. Vol. 2: Bach, Gluck, Brahms,
Saint- Saëns, Beethoven, Purcell, Philipp,
Pinto, Vuillement.
Vox PL 15.000, 15.010 mono
Vox has two photos of this Brazilian lady
on its albums, one with frizzly hair looking
about 21, the other with a low -down hair -do
appearing more mature -perhaps 35. The liner
notes by Harold Schonberg of the Times
begin "Although Guiomar Novaes has been
giving recitals for some fifty years. . . .
That tells a lot. Novaes is, so to speak, more
important than her pictures make you think.
Vox's immediate motive in bringing out a
retrospective issue of the Vox Novaes recordings, which have been appearing over many
years, is perhaps not important : she has
gone over to Decca. It always happens when
an artist flies the coop. (Like RCA's Horowitz
blast, after H. had departed to a Rival Camp.)
Doesn't matter -indeed, we couldn't be more
lucky. Novaes is not the stagey type ; it takes
a solid experience of her, like this, to bring
The
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out her truly great qualities. I'll admit that
in the past, I don't remember enthusing violently over her individual efforts. Now, in
the ensemble, she takes a big place.
Novaes is a masterful lady pianist of an
older school. Typically so, in a pleasing way.
She is clearly most at home -very at home
in the late Romantics ; she moves onwards
with impeccable taste into Debussy, but her
"old music" is with blinders on.
"Authentic" is obviously a word that hasn't
reached her yet ; she purveys outlandishly
dated (and beautifully played) monstrosity arrangements of Gluck, Bach and other "ancient" composers, the sort of thing that
wowed people at the turn of the century.
Even Beethoven's dizzy little "Turkish March"
is jazzed up à la Liszt, and as for Purcell, say
no more. But her Chopin is fluid, easy wonderfully singing, her Liszt is whole cloth, the
corny and the sublime straight from the composer.
All in all, a very great, if somewhat narrow- ranged musician here, a pianist's pianist
(and piano lover's, too). Vox's collection is
technically excellent in its sound, very well
reprocessed from the more than twenty discs
in the Vox -Novaes historical past.

Guiomar

Novaes.

(Chopin,

-

exciting. The selections are mostly pot- pourri,
this and that out of their standard programming, and the two larger pieces, Milhaud's
witty "Scaramouche" on one side and the
Mendelssohn "Allegro Brillant" on the other,
are at a disadvantage in the loose company.
Neither one, I'd say, gets a top musical treatment though the performing is smooth and
expert.
With higher -voltage fare, more purposefully
coupled, these pianists can surely do fine
things on the Vanguard label.

Debussy,

Beethoven: Piano Music Vol. II. (Later
piano sonatas). Alfred Brendel.
Vox VBX 417 (3) mono
During the last year Vox has sent me a
whole armful of enticing piano recordings by
this young Alfred Brendel -he's been doing
all the piano works of Beethoven, all the
violin sonatas, the concerti, plus some Mozart
tossed in for ample measure. I reviewed the
violin sonatas with great pleasure. In desperation I can only sum up here a further general
impression of this pianist, to guide you at
least a bit towards a useful conclusion.
Brendel is Austrian, born in 1931, a pupil
of the great Edwin Fischer (which is next to
being a student of Artur Schnabel). He comes,
thus, right out of the Austrian tradition and
thus was able to absorb excellent style and
understanding of the big Viennese masters.
He is young, a bit brash for Austria -where
music tends to wax stodgy more often than
electric.
I found him a superb ensemble player for
Austrian piano music with other instruments ;
I find his late -Beethoven solo sonatas not as
penetrating as I had expected them to be
and, indeed, somewhat disappointing. He is
better, by far, at the early Beethoven (and
Mozart) style of music (which includes even
the Beethoven concerti). That's good enough
-few pianists do early Beethoven proper
reverence.

Liszt).
Decca DL 710.074 stereo.
And here is the Novaes Debussy, Liszt and
Chopin in its newest format, from Decca
and in stereo. It's an excellent stereo disc
and the playing is most revealing of the
Novaes qualities. Only a barely detectible occasional minor stiffness of finger work suggests the fifty and more years of concertizing
mentioned in the Vox Novaes recordings.
The Chopin is masterful, the Debussy also,
with a pleasantly Romantic (and highly authentic) overlay upon the impressionism of
the DeBussy style. The Liszt is important
because it is so straightforward, without
apology for the finger -work frosting The
worst of Liszt is here, honestly portrayed, as
in a preposterous Hungarian Rhapsody ; the
best is audible just as easily. Pianists of
!

tender years, take note.
The Decca stereo piano sound is, rightly,
somewhat more distant than Vox's quite intimate mono recording, to take good advantage of stereo room sound and the stereo shaping of the piano itself. In other respects, this
new series can move right off as an adjunct
to the Vox series, even if Vox may not be
as happy as Decca over the prospect.
(On the other hand -maybe Vox will sell
more of its own Novaes product. Everybody
happy.)
Two Pianos, Four

Hands. Luboshutz

&

Khatchaturian,
Glinka, Shostakovitch, Mendelssohn).
Nemenoff.

(Milhaud,

Vanguard VSD 2128 stereo
Like Vronsky and Babin, these duo -pianists
have been with us for many pleasant years
and are beginning to celebrate anniversaries.
This husband -wife team, after a quarter
century, is surely as well coordinated into
one performing unit as any team in the business.
This recording, though, isn't really very

Serkin Beethoven Three Favorite Sonatas

Moonlight Appassionata Pathétique.
Columbia MS 6481 stereo
(It's getting harder and harder to reinterpret today's record titles into formal lan-

guage -the above is exactly as the recording
is billed on its cover.)
This is the sort of solid -seller "sleeper"
which doesn't ordinarily need any reviewing
but I listened through, out of sheer curiosity,
to see how Serkin would manage these warhorse Beethovens in a frankly warhorse -intended recording.
Well, it's interesting. He is ever the dramatie, sincere, earnest, electric musician,
and not a bit less in the warhorse pieces. No
tired sound, no showoff, no over -ripeness. All
intensity and personality, in the name of
Beethoven, not Serkin. Could't find a better
warhorse disc from this point of view.
Rather irrelevantly, I did notice a thing
I seem to have noticed before; Serkin's musical ear is really less good than his superbly
serious, dynamic musical personality. Here,
it shows, I seem to hear, in a fussy, rather
staccato sort of detail work, not really as
well shaped and as flowing as many another
pianist can accomplish with the music. And
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Arranged and conducted by Lalo Schifrin, one of today's
most notable blenders of the best of both Latin and
American jazz styles and rhythms. Instrumental greats
play: Mambo Jazz Opus 7, Harlem Nocturne, Caravan,
Poinciana, What Kind Of Fool Am I? others.
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treat the
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The ever popular French song stylist offers

a selection of
numbers from her Carnegie Hall performance including:
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This colorful Mariachi music is fast, gay and spirited.
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Walt Dickerson is one of the best and most exciting
of modern jazz vibe artists. He expresses some of the
wild, desolate beauty of the desert in this fine adaptation from the film score. Includes: Lawrence Of Arabia
Theme, Arrival At Auda's Camp, The Voice Of The Guns,
others.
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in not as much awareness of the great harmonic contrasts, part of the drama the music,
as I've heard in the playing of otherwise less
likeable pianists. No matter. Serkin is still
likeable tops.

CHOIRS INTERNATIONAL
Palestrina: The Song of Songs (21
Motets). Prague Madrigal Choir, Venhoda.

Vanguard BGS 5059 stereo
than twenty-one Palestrina motets
here, all on the poetic, sensuous "Song of
Songs" text, the Song of Solomon. The
Prague group sings them with a rather old fashioned and quite wobbly-toned ensemble
and lots of vibrato, but the essential flow
of the music and its expressiveness get
through, the rhythms are plastic and never
march -like (as so many choirs make the old
music) -which adds up to considerable musical value in this recording, aside from the
seldom heard works themselves, which are
very much worth performance.
No less

Singers-Five

The Abbey
Song.

Centuries

of

Monteverdi: Messa 4 Voci (Mass for Four
Voices). Gibbons: First (Short) Service.
The Old North Singers, Fesperman.
Cambridge CRS 1415 stereo
This choir was organized recently to complement the fine acoustics and dignified tradition of the famous Old North Church in
Boston. The group sings most expressively
and with excellent pitch and general musicianship-a representation of the best in
American -style church singing. The sounds, in
the American manner, are full and with a
good deal of vibrato, reflecting the usual increment of professional (which means opera oratorio solo) training, but the ensemble does
not suffer, even though not of the pure English choir -boy sort heard in England itself.
The Monteverdi Masses are relatively tame
and full of what by now seem rather repetitious sequence figures-unusual and daring at
the time, no doubt -though the music is
nominally in the old unaccompanied "Pales trina" manner. Gibbons' Short Service, from
about the same time, is the high Anglican
choral service in English, divided in the customary antiphonal choirs, one on each side,
plus solo "verse" sections set against the
choral sound. Lovely pitch and good word projection though, again, American -style
rather than British.

Decca DL 710073 stereo
An offshoot of the New York Pro Musica,
this group of five young soloists sings unac-

companied, from the Sixteenth century, the
early American period and as a chaser some
spicy items by Brahms, Mozart, Toch and
Aaron Copland (with Irving Fine). The singing is not choral but "vocal " -in the American manner ; the voices are big, opulent,
highly trained and operatic in tone. But,
perhaps thanks to their youth, these enormous vocal instruments are fairly well blended
and their expression is both musical and
stylistically knowing. A bit like playing a
string quartet on saxophones-but if the saxes
are good ones... .

Monteverdi: Madrigali Guerrieri (Book
Eight). Soloists, Aeterna Chamber Orch.
and Chorus, Frederic Waldman.
Decca DL 79417 stereo
This is a splendid recording of superb music
in spite of some serious questions of vocal
style in the performance.
The hitherto rarely heard works are from
the last of the extraordinary Monteverdi's
eight books of madrigals -which after Book
Five branched out into such astonishing new
explorations, that by Book Eight the madrigals-in-name were already full -fledged cantatas
or semi -operas, for orchestra, solos and chorus.

The selection here, from Book Eight, involves
the "Madrigals of War and Love," exploring
new ways to express strong feelings, both
amatory and martial. Like virtually all Monteverdi, this is music, still a bit strange to
our unaccustomed ears, yet it is as powerful
as any ever written. It laid the foundations
not only for the Baroque period (through
Bach and Handel and Vivaldi) but for the
whole span of modern instrumental and vocal
music in the West.
Frederic Waldman is a professional old world conductor of great good musicianship,
whose only fault lies here in his willingness
to use standard New York professional singers
of the loud, opulent opera -oratorio type for
this music, which is so utterly unsuited to
them. (Probably he could think of nothing
better to try, within the professional area,
and if so he was quite right.) The chorus is
good, if somewhat overpowering and suggestive at times of a Wagnerian ensemble. They
sing with care and good musical sense, if not
with much sense of the shaping of words.
The vocal soloists were too much for me-an
enormous rumbling basso and two very loud
and forced tenors. (They may be excellent in
other music-not here.)
The whole thing would benefit from a less
massive, more "chamber" intimacy, as was
surely intended by the composer-but the
bigness of this sound, I'll admit, makes the
music seem more modern and hence easier to
absorb for most ears.

Monteverdi: Lagrime d'Amante al Sepolcro; Solo songs (arie, canzonette e recitativi). Petit Ensemble Vocal, Montreal,
G. Little.

Vox STDL 500.910 stereo
Five French Canadian soloists perform this
Monteverdi program, under their director's
leadership and with his keyboard accompaniment for the solos. Side 1 contains the madrigals of the "Lament of a Lover at the Tomb
of his Beloved," late works of the type, from
1609. Side 2 is solo music with "spinet"

Mr. Nat King Cole
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(sma11 harpsichord) accompaniment, light
stuff in French -style verses (1632) except for
a long operatic recitative, the famous "Lament of Arianna," only remaining fragment
of a 1608 Monteverdi opera.

These are modern trained voices but of a
less brassy, less wobbly sort than those found
in the Manhattan region in the madrigals
they sing with considerable delicacy and care,
with good musicianship throughout if not an
;

Lost but not Least
Ernst von Dohnanyi Plays Beethoven.
Piano Sonatas No. 30, 31. (Also: 32
Variations in C Minor; Andante
Favori in F.)
Everest 3109 stereo

Early in 1360 the original Everest
made a remarkable series of recordings
of this violently energetic elderly composer- pianist, then 82 years old. So
energetic, indeed, that within a week
or so he was dead Listening, one can
understand. Soon after, a disc of Doh nanyi's own piano pieces was issued ;
now the new Everest label brings us a
more important release, all- Beethoven.
It is a highly dramatic sort of Beethoven with additional historical interest
as well as poignancy) for all who know
of Dohnanyi's long -time stature in the
musical world.
This release is also a hair -raising example cf foot -in -mouth bungling in album production, such as I never thought
I'd see First, to my astonishment, I
found two "extra" works on the disc, one
of them the 32 Variations, a major Beethoven opus, though nowhere mentioned
on the label : the two late Sonatas were
misbanded to utter confusion, their supposed Eaal movements being the unrelated pieces, which the company apparently didn't even know were there!
Clearly, there was nobody in the new
Everest organization who had even the
vaguest notion of what this music was
all about.
Secondly, confirming the same, the
notes on the album cover are inept to
the point of absurdity-you'd better
grab the album just so you can try them
on your musical friends for laughs. The
analyses of the Sonatas are OK -probably borrowed from a respectable source.
But when the annotator takes off on his
own, things happen. I read on, my eyes
popping, into something about Beethoven's "lost" period. Did he really
mean "lost"? He did.
One of the compositions, it says, "encompasses many beautiful and mornful
(sic) themes. It is part of the strange,
mystical world that we today call Bee!

a

!
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professional quality

but would rather not

The Concertone 605 is for the one man in several who can't stand
less than perfection...but can't see why professional quality should
cost so much. Never before have so many features and so much professional quality been available at this price. Read ahead carefully
and see : Precision plug-in head assembly... includes four precision
heads ; Separate microphone and line controls (input can be mixed) ;
Delay memory control circuit (never spill or break tape) Automatic
glass tape lifters, including electric cue feature; Sound on sound and
;

add sound; Solenoid operated brakes; Three motors, including
2 -speed hysteresis synchronous drive ; Automatic rewind Exclusive
Reverse-O- Matic®. Learn all about the 605 in complete detail. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration or send for free literature today.
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CONCERTONE 607
Broadcast version.
The Concertone 607 with higher
impedance is for the true professional
or broadcaster. Remote control
optional. This superb tape recorder
is constructed to 19" x 14" dimensions,
permitting it to be used as
an exact replacement for old or
outdated tape recorders.

thoven's lost period."

...

I thought. He's not
Well I'll be "
serious? But he was. After something
about the inevitable Heiligenstadt Testament (en early and Romantic Beethoven
exercise in despondency from 1802),
I read "It was during this lost period
that he wrote his piano sonatas." Well,
he wrote his piano sonatas during most
of his Iifetime (the two on the disc are
from around 1820) and so it must have
been quite some "lost" period.
Not "lost period ", my friends, Last
period. Merely a slight misunderstanding
on the author's part. (And presumably
by "pedagorical" he meant "pedagogical",
or maybe allegorical or even historrical ?)
Beethoven, to my certain knowledge,
did not "lose" any periods.
So alter you've gaped and gawked, you
may assign these preposterously school boyish notes to the nearest Lost and
Found where they surely belong.
But do go out and buy the record itself for the music on it. It is an important and persuasive document, beautifully recorded, even if Everest doesn't
know its last from a half in the ground.
(P.S.. By this time there may be a
new and corrected edition.)
!
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tangential angle of contact with the record grooves
will vary as illustrated in opening paragraph.
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ment in years minimizes pinch effect,
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reduces phase distortion -long major
problems of Pick -Up Manufacturers.
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Byrd: Mass for Five Voices; Magnificat
and Nunc Dimittis from the Great Service; Ave Verum Corpus. Choir of King's
College, Willcocks.
London OS 25725 stereo
Here we are in the presence of one of the
choral holy of holies -the choir of King's
College, Cambridge, England, singing in its
own chapel.
The effect, in this all -Byrd recording, Is
almost to aetherial to take. The singing Is
sotto voce, often a kind of reverent musicial
whisper, and the mikes give the impression
of a tiny choir lost in an enormous Gothic
space. That, surely, was the intention.
Choirboys, of course, sing the soprano and
alto parte, with that odd, hooting intensity,
breathy, without vibrato and absolutely accurate, that is the envy of other choirs the
world over. The men, in these English choirs,
are increasingly less "pure" in their own tone,
thanks to the inevitable encroachment of the
crass outside world of singing. They aren't
monks, after all. And so in this choir we hear
quite a bit of wobble, a brace of discreet
vibratos, a bit of operatic tone, ever so carefully controlled.
Byrd was a Catholic, yet in a time of religious battling managed to hold his position
in the Church of England for some fifty years.
Ile wrote music for both churches ; the Latin
Mass on Side 1 is perhaps easier to make
musicial sense of for us than the involved
music, to English texts, of the monumental
Great Service.
Josquin Després: Mass: "Hercules Dux
Ferrariae ". Okeghem: Three motets
(voices, instruments). Ensemble Roger
Blanchard.
Music Guild S -7 stereo
Though these two are among the really
great early composers, these French performances aren't likely to make them easy for
your listening. The Blanchard Ensemble is a
group of solo voices who sing with loud,
strained, unblended tone in that peculiarly
nasal French manner than can be lovely in
its place (and at a distance -say in "Carmen"
or "Pelleas et Melisande ") but tends to grate
on the ears at close range ; their understanding of Josquin seems to me to be marginal
and not very communicative though their
earnest approach produces some persuasive
moments. All in all, Josquin sounds dreadfully
antique, where, when more knowledgeably
sung, he can be the loveliest of composers.
Okeghem, Josquin's predecessor and an even
more remote master, is done with combined
instrumental and vocal forces. Though the
instruments are easier to follow (and they
play one very long complete motet by themselves), they suffer from rhythmic difficulties
-the old music is very complex in rhythm
and a rigidly superimposed, march -like beat
does not help it to reveal its subtlety. A
forced, mechanical playing, in spite of its
earnestness.

z
mc

ideal blend of tone. The solos are generally
less steady, notably those of the soprano
(who is ardent, even so, and speaks her
Italian with fervor). Best is the excellent
basso in one short number, humorous -tragic,
several verses long.
Complete texts and translations are provided -the latter sometimes a bit odd. For
instance, "So sweet is the torment which in
my bosom stays That I live contented for
cruel beautiful you."

A Choral Recital from Vittoria to Our
Times. Capital University Choir (Columbus, Ohio), E. E. Snyder.
Westminster WST 17024 stereo
Here's one of those show choirs, impeccably
costumed in neat curved ranks, born to per form, which are a specialty of our great country. They sing the older music Victoria,
Viadana, Lotti, Bach -with precision and
gusto but their ensemble is ragged as to pitch
and not very well blended. In fact, in a good
many spots their tuning is worse than indifferent. Side 2 brings them more into their
element, with rousing and /or moving items

-
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from "A Mighty Fortress" to "Steal Away"
and "Religion is a Fortune."
The recording was made in London, presumably on Your. Maybe they were tired out
but that's no excuse at all for singing out of
tune. Matter of honte training, long before the
tour began.

-

for more intimate orchestral performance.
Ormandy remains, after all, a symphonic -i.e.,
a Nineteenth -century-type -conductor. But
the suave Philly strings and the top -rate
Philly solo players inevitably produce an
ultra -suave sort of Mozart. Goes down easily,
sounds ultra -professional.

Crawford Gates: Symphony No. 2 (Scenes
from the Book of Mormon). Utah Symph.,

Schubert: Trout Quintet. Beethoven: Piano
Quartet Op. 16. Members Budapest
Quartet, M. Horszowski, piano, J. Levine,

Brigham Young Univ. Choir, Gates.
Living Library (B.Y.U. Dept. of
Audio -Visual Communication)
Amazing what special interests in music
can produce. This is a huge piece of music
(excerpts only, yet two sides' worth) for immense orchestra, organ, chorus, solos, based
on inspired texts, originally composed for a
Mormon pageant. The music is highly professional, written in a polished academic modern style, performed with immense skill
and plenty of enthusiasm. Every trick of the
orchestral and choral trade is used, and well
used. And with all this, I find the whole
thing immensely dull from the musical viewpoint, though it is easy to respect the enthusiasm, the skill and effort which went into
such a producion, from start to finish.
Unfortunately, high inspiration from external sources does not always guarantee high
art in terms of art itself.

bass.

Columbia MS 6473 stereo
"Outstanding Music Buy One IIour -luug
Lp Two Chamber Music Masterpieces." Label
stuck on the front of this one.
!

Well, if music is measured by time -elapsed,
then this is a first -line bargain I guess. Just
about an even hour, and aside from an occasional groove-echo (Columbia puts them in

shorter discs too) and a slightly metallic
violin sound, the disc is quite faultless technically.
The great "Trout" Quintet, with piano and
double bass, sounds oddly tired for the usually

taut Budapest. Doesn't really begin to snap
until the first two long movements are done.
It has the "we've played this too many times
already" sound. Main trouble, I'd say, is with

the crucial first violinist, Joseph Roisman,
who seems more than usually tired here,
slurring his notes, playing slightly off pitch
and with a wiry sound. Not good. One can
surely never blame a first violinist of a quartet for exhaustion -the part is implacably demanding over the years, putting far more
tension upon the first fiddle than on the other
men, enough to wear any anyone's psyche
and technique as well.
(Of course, for all we know, this was taken
at four o'clock of a long, long night session.
Could be. That might do it.)
The somewhat juvenile Beethoven Opus 16,
full of his early bounce and defiance within
the older elegance of the Eighteenth century
manner, isn't too good a contrast after the
late and utterly Romantic Schubert, an enormously seasoned product. The Opus 1G would
do beautifully after an early Schubert -or
another early Beethoven. Here, it tends to
sound brash and strident for its not very
+'E
immense content.

]feignmenr

PORTS OF CALL
Ports of Call. (Ravel: Bolero, La Valse,
Pavane. Ebert: Escales. Debussy: Clair de
Lune. Chabrier: Espana.) Phila. Orch.

Ormandy.

Columbia MS 6478 stereo
Darn it -this will have to stand for a hundred and fifty-odd similar Philadelphia recordings, suave, opulent, polished, played to perfection and always just a tiny trace over -ripe
and under-sincere, by means of which Columbia keeps the American home filled with high class background music.
What else can I say? Only that the Philly Ormandy records are a mile and a half above
such slick and slithery, loud- and -leathery outpourings of a similar sort from Andre Kostelanetz, Mouton Gould, or even Capitol's Carmen Dragon. The Philly interpretations are
very high class. But they always give me that
tell -take trace of musical indigestion.
Sometimes a good record -full of really bad
music will cure it quick. The Philadelphia is
like Philadelphia cream cheese and honey, plus
saccharine. beautifully blended to perfect ion.

Screamers (Circus Marches)
Wind Ensemble, Fennell.

Eastman

Mercury SR 90314 stereo
Screamers? The lightly proficient Fennell
Eastman ensemble here makes highly hi -fi
noises (on three tracks, 35mm) out of highly

lowbrow musical stuff. Circus music.
Take Sousa, now -these Eastman people do
a bangup job there, because Sousa is good
music. This stuff, though, just screams for my
ear. You can have it if you like closeup circuses. And screams.

Mozart: The Four Concertos for Woodwinds and Orchestra. Bernard Garfield,
fg., Wm. Kinkaid, fl., John de Lancie,
ob., Anthony Gigliotti; cl., Phila. Orch.,
Ormandy.
Columbia SL 6451, 52 stereo

{

Nowadays, when "symphonic music" is no
longer the music of musics and the symphony
orchestra is finding itself a trace outdated as
a whole, ft is good to see the tendency towards
multiple-use of its members going forward.
Several of these Philly soloists-old and
young- engage in other activities such as
the Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet ; here
they appear one by one in Mozart solo concerti for each instrument -Bassoon and flute
on the first disc, oboe and clarinet on the
second.
Inevitably, the Philadelphia sound is stylistically (and acoustically) a bit too big for
these works, composed for smaller halls and
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JENS OLSEN ASTRONOMICAL WORLD CLOCK
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1

EXHIBITED AT COPENHAGEN CITY HALL
TIME LOSS WITHIN 300 YEARS.
-

SECOND

small and compact in size ..

.

but ...Outstanding in Quality and Performance..

Tandberg Tape Recorders
Tandberg is world famous as the ultimate
in tape recorders. For example, the Model # 74 is a
completely self- contained stereo tape system for
the home. It features a built -in multiplex filter, power amplifiers,
loud speakers, a synchronous motor and instantaneous pause,
start-stop control. Frequency response is superb, wow and
flutter virtually non-existent and signal -to-noise ratio
excellent. Yet, with these and many new features, the
Model #74 is lightweight and fully guaranteed for 12 months.
List Price $449.50
RE1
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America, Inc.,

P. 0. Box 171, 8 Third Avenue, Pelham, New York
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CABINART
Of Mikes And Men -John Cage Again

MARK

reached for the beer
bottle and smashed it over the head of
his neighbour, killing him instantly. The
year was 1941, the place a saloon on New
York's Third Avenue. Before being struck
down, the victim had been dropping coins
into the jukebox to play the same disc
repeatedly for three hours. At the trial,
the defense attorney rested his case on an
unorthodox but effective courtroom demonstration: using the same jukebox and record
that figured in the crime, he subjected the
judge and the jury to the aural torture that
had unhinged his client's mind. The judge
THE MAN AT THE BAR

best buy"
To pick a low priced system that
would still give you musically acceptable
sound by true, high -fidelity standards . . .

wrote the New York Herald Tribune critic
of the first Judson Hall concert. "The
pieces go on and on-and on and on, until
you're ready to crawl up the walls."
Nobody crawled up the walls during the
second concert at Judson Hall, but John
Cage's deafening sounds drove some twenty
people out of the hall gritting their teeth.
Others, however, were undaunted by the
amplified noises prepared by Cage and
David Tudor. In fact, they seemed to enjoy
it all, and brought the composer-performer
team back on stage for numerous curtain
calls.
Dominating the small stage were two

You'll agree Cabinart Mark 3
is most incredible!
First to offer bookshelf Reflex -Horn enclosure around precision engineered loudspeaker. Value and quality beyond compare!

Fig. 1. Cage and
Tudor at work on

Ichiyanagi's

"Music for Piano,

CABINART MARK 3

so

No. 4."

Unfinished

Oiled Walnut, $27.00
SPECIFICATIONS: 23" long, 11" high, 91/2"
deep. Loudspeaker: 8 ", with rolled annulus
8 ohm impedance, 10,000 Gauss
6.8
Dual Diameter Alnico 5 magnet
3" whizzer
cone for HF dispersion
Free air resonance: 65 cycles. FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

was the first to crack; after several repeats
he shouted "Stop the music!"
Times have changed. Twenty -two years
later, on Third Avenue, people paid $5 a
ticket to hear the same piece repeated not
for three, but for nearly nineteen hours.
The occasion was the last in a series of
avant -garde concerts given at the Pocket
Theatre. The entire concert was devoted to
the first U. S. performance of a piano work
by Erik Satie titled -with remarkable restraint- "Vexations." The work consists of
180 notes, lasts 80 seconds, and, according
to the composer's instructions, is to be
played 840 times. On September 9 -10 it
was.
The performance began at 6 P.M. and
ended at 12:40 P.M. the following day.
Twelve pianists played it and eight New
York Times critics reviewed it ; in relay
teams, that is. "Whatever it was," wrote
Harold C. Schonberg, "it made musical

SPL, 50 to 19,000 cycles. SENSITIVITY: 1/3
watt input for 85 DB 10 feet on axis.
POWER HANDLING CAPACITY: 10 Watts.

CABINART GUARANTEES

satisfied for 10 full days
or your money back.

You must be

ONE FULL YEAR WARRANTY

Written registration card and warranty
included.

Pioneers in hi fi quality since 1948

CAB INART
ACOUSTICAL DEV. CORP.

history."

GEYER STREET, HALEDON, N. J.

Coming as it did at the end of a summer
filled with neo- Dadaist concerts, "Vexations" found a public ready to take it on.
New Yorkers had been regaled with two
avant-garde festivals, one in Judson Hall
and the other at the Pocket Theatre. The
first series consisted of six concerts, featured the world's leading far -out composers

Cabinart Acoustical Elev. Corp.
32 Geyer St., Haledon, N. J.
Please ship the following to be used in my
home for 10 full days.
understane nit(s)
may be returned and my money refundedu within that time unless fully satisfied.
....Mark 3 Unfinished $19.50 each
....Mark 3 Oiled Walnut $27.00 each
(Please make chcal.eck or money order payable to
1

Cab inart Ac ousti

)

Name

Address

City

state
J

and performers, and, until the Pocket
Theatre's long day's journey into night, had
attracted the most attention. Not all of
it was favorable: "Stupefying boredom,"

Steinway pianos, one behind the other. On
a pair of tables between the pianos were
several pieces of electronic equipment, including an Ampex tape recorder Model 601,
two microphone mixers, and a Dynakit
power amplifier. Someone walked over to
the first piano, knelt down, tugged at the
pedal box, rose and probed under the lid.
Was it the piano tuner making some last minute adjustments) No, it was David
Tudor. John Cage appeared, announced, "I
just want to say that the intermission will
be half an hour long," and promptly disappeared behind the open lid of the second
piano.
For a while, all that the audience could
see of the performers as they launched into
"Music for Piano No. 4" by Toshi Ichiyanagi (a Japanese disciple of Cage), were
Cage's feet and Tudor's legs and derrière.
"Music for Piano No. 4" was serene and
intimate in character. Its sounds resembled
those made by massaging inflated rubber
balloons, tightening leather straps, twanging bass strings, and moaning softly. Eerie
wails were created on the upper strings of
both pianos, suggesting the image of a pair
of birds floating motionless in space.
The audience was generally quiet throughout the 45- minute work, except for a brief
"demonstration" in the rear of the hall. Approximately twelve minutes after the work
began, the anti -Cage forces unleashed a
barrage of applause and cries of "Bravo"
and "Encore." The claque failed to make
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small size

B IG SOU N D
Fig. 2. Members of the audience inspect

Tudor's "prepared" piano.

any headway, however. The more dedicated
listeners turned and glared malevolently at
the noise makers, others smiled indulgently,
and a few tittered. To all of this, Cage and
Tudor showed no reaction, keeping a museum -like composure throughout. (Fig. 1)
During the intermission, members of the
audience walked on stage to examine the
guts of Tudor's piano ; (Fig. 2) they were
curious to learn how the pianist had prepared his instrument. But they were not
allowed to remain there for long. Tudor
was soon back on stage; he snapped: "My
name is David Tudor. I have a lot of work
to do. Please go away." Then, to ensure
privacy, he drew the curtains.
The hypnotic sounds of Ichiyanagi hardly
prepared us for the next work, Cage's
"Variations," Electronics played a vital
role in this 45- minute succession of harsh,
piercing sounds. The principal instrument
was the contact microphone, several of
which were used by both performers. While
Tudor produced loud squeals, explosions
and mammoth -gong sounds (relayed to
loudspeakers placed on both sides of the
stage and in the rear of the auditorium),
Cage attacked a mound of gray "spaghetti"
lying on the stage floor. Our ears were assaulted by loud pops and crackles as Cage
began to untangle the mess of cables to
which at least ten contact microphones were
attached. He then fastened the small flat
microphones to an ash tray, a pad of paper,
a pair of eyeglasses, and his throat, using
cellophane tape.
Cage was now wired for sound. Amplified
to grotesque proportions were the sounds
of Cage tapping his cigarette holder on the
ash tray, Cage scratching a pad of paper
with a pen, Cage folding and unfolding his
eyeglasses, and Cage drinking water.
Just to make certain we heard the last
effect clearly, Cage turned the volume control on the amplifier to maximum gain. He
then moved to stage center, stared Zen-like
into space, and swallowed. A ton of coal
hurtled down a chute in an echo chamber.
The gigantic swallow was the hit of the
evening. Spectators laughed, applauded,
screamed with delight. Obviously pleased
with the audience's reaction, but playing it
cool, Cage sat down at the keyboard, lit
(Continued on page 67)
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Studio Quality Omnidirectional
Dynamic Microphone
Professional Net $115.00

Shown Actual Size

Inconspicuous appearance without sacrifice in quality. The
compact design of type MD 211 renders it an excellent choice
for stage use or any application where minimum obstruction
of visibility is desired. This has been achieved without compromising the smooth extended range, the generous output
level, and the almost completely omnidirectional pickup that
contribute to outstandingly natural reproduction.

Frequency range extends smoothly from 40 to 20,000 cps, as
shown on the nominal response curve. Each type MD 211 is
supplied with a signed curve, individually recorded in an
anechoic chamber. Compare the typical, random -selected
curve with the nominal curve. It is your proof of Sennheiser

uniformity and quality. The sturdy case, with satin chrome
finish, is practically unbreakable. Type MD 211 is insensitive
to humidity and atmospheric conditions.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Frequency range
Deviation from nominal
responsive curve
Sensitivity at 1000 cps
Directional characteristic

Impedance
Dimensions

40 to 20,000 cps

2.5 db from 40 to 17,000 cps
re: 1mw/10 dynes /cm2
Essentially spherical

-57db

(omnidirectional)
200 ohms
Length: 43/4", diameter: 7/e"

For complete technical specifications, call or write Sennheiser
Electronic Corporation (N. Y.). For demonstration of this model
and the full Sennheiser line, call or write Harvey Radio Co., Inc.,
franchised distributor for the New York metropolitan area.
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Fig. 3. Cage smokes a cigarette
ng electronic swallow.
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Richard Allan
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Despite the fact that this column
has not appeared for some time, several
of you have encouraged us to continue.
Further, over the period of time since
the last appearance of "Audio Techniques," a number of suggestions have
been received. I believe you will find
them of interest.
If you have suggestions and ideas you
would like to share with fellow readers
of Ammo, please pass them along to me
at the address shown. By so doing, you
will share your knowledge and experience with thousands of readers around
the world. J.G.
NOTE:

$5.49

Intercom Systems

My suggestion concerns ordinary intercom systems and the sometimes undesirable characteristic of permitting
"eavesdropping" at the master station.
A very simple inexpensive modification
of the sub -stations can prevent this. The
circuits are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The
modification consists of the addition of
an SPST toggle switch and a general purpose diode. When the switch is open,
the sub -station can be called, but cannot
be heard by the master, until the switch
is closed.
The operation is not hard to explain :
With the switch open, the forward resistance of the diode is too high to permit the master to listen in. However,
when the master is calling, the heavier
current that circulates "biases" the diode
sufficiently to make it operate for one half of the cycle. The result is that the
call from the master comes through distorted, but nonetheless it can be heard
and understood.
If the sub-station wishes to respond
,t

2819 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn 26, N. Y.

Fig. 2. Mixer for three microphones.

(or call), the toggle switch need only
be closed and operation of the intercom
is normal. This modification has been
added with complete success to an intercom system used at our plant.
True, if my added switch is in the "off"
(no eavesdrop) position, the initial call
to such a substation will sound distorted.
However, if any kind of conversation
between the master and the substation
is to ensue, someone at the substation
would, of necessity, have to throw the
switch to the "on" position, so that the
master may also hear the sub-station.
From that moment onward, the operation of the intercom is entirely normal, just as if it had never been modified.

The only time when there might be
difficulty is when the master station
carries orders to the sub -station, orders
that tolerate no reply, such as : "Jack,
go to room 312, pick up a box of nails
and bring it to room 519, and make it
snappy!" Such a state of affairs would
not give Jack any chance to answer the
call, to point out that he is within earshot and eager to comply. If this is the
case, the switch will, of course, never
get thrown and the entire conversation
will be strictly one -way, and will, indeed,
be distorted (electrically and mentally).

dGeLu,d<,dU,i,
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John Kellner, South Boston, Massachusetts.
CALL

Speaker Wiring

O. BOX 95
JERICHO, L. I., N. Y.
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Dealer and Manufacturers
Representatives Inquiries Invited

Fig.

1.

Mixing circuit proposed by a
reader.
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I wonder how many of your readers
are using lamp cord for connecting
speakers to amplifiers. Lamp cord may
be fine when short lengths are used but
AUDIO
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I use about 50 feet of line between my
monophonic amplifier and speaker. I recently replaced this with 14 gauge
sheathed copper cable. The improvement
in sound quality was amazing. Larry D.
Roesler, Chicago, Illinois.
Cleaning Phonograph Records

Here is my procedure for cleaning
phonograph records:
1. Thoroughly wet the record's surface
with "Lektrostat Anti -Static Detergent." Spread the liquid over the entire
surface of the record with the pad provided.

Immediately rinse with water at
about body temperature. Direct a fine,
hard spray from a shower hose or garden
hose at the record and cover every square
inch of groove with a good force at right
angles to the surface of the record.
3. Dry immediately by gently blotting
the record with a piece of folded linen
cloth. Let any remaining moisture evaporate in the air before inserting the
record into the sleeve.
4. Before playing the record with the
stylus, play it at least twice with the
Dust Bug. Dow Williams, Sedro Woolley, Washington.

ABOUT MUSIC
(from page 65)
another cigarette, tapped the ash tray, and
gazed into nothing. (Fig. 3).
There was more drinking, more applause.
Finally, as a fillip, Cage treated his public
to a new sound. He began to groan. Or
should I say roar, howl, and whine. It
sounded like the Central Park Zoo at lunch
time during a zoo -keeper's strike.
Undisturbed by Cage's swallowing and
yelping, Tudor withdrew his head from
the belly of his Steinway only in order to
make electronic adjustments.
The performers brought their seemingly

haphazard activities to an abrupt end and
turned to face the enthusiastic audience.
People crowded on stage to congratulate
Cage and Tudor: "A magnificent evening
superb. The swallows were
. brilliant
fabulous!" Confessed Cage: "I've sort of
grown fond of drinking water."
Someone asked Cage about the "groans."
I was reading the vowel
.
"Oh, that
sounds in what I had written." A glance at
the paper pad revealed the following: "unlisten to D. T.
tangle; compose; smoke
(David Tudor) . . . pour water, put out
cigarette-drink water with mike on... .
Inevitably, several people asked Cage to
explain his musical philosophy. "Get my
book, Silence, it's all in there."
It was no surprise to anyone that Cage
had located the music for the Pocket
Theatre's now celebrated marathon.

...

...

.

2.

Noise in

FM Receivers

A lot of the extraneous noise heard
in FM tuners results from the ability
of the tuner to detect AM.
An FM tuner has minimum sensitivity
to AM interference, or maximum AM
rejection, when the center of the band pass of the detector is exactly at the
intermediate frequency. This frequency
is usually 10.7 mc, for which the i.f.
stages should be carefully peaked. In
other words, the center of the straight
portion of the "S" curve of the detector
should be Iocated at 10.7 mc.
Careful alignment should result not
only in maximum AM rejection but also
minimum audio distortion.
In experimental work with FM tuners,
I have found that it is difficult to locate
the center of the "S" curve properly
with a 10.7 -mc marker frequency on a
sweep generator as the voltage amplitude of the marker signal is zero at the
proper point and very small on either
side of it, when the "S" curve is viewed
on an oscilloscope. I have achieved a
very sensitive centering of the "S" curve
by using a 10.7 -mc signal with amplitude
modulation, using a modulating frequency of 400-1000 cps. The correct
center point for the "S" curve can be
easily located by adjusting the detector
transformer for minimum response to
the modulating frequency. An oscilloscope, a sensitive A.C. VTVM, or even
an audible signal might be used. I have
found an oscilloscope useful for this
purpose. Joel S. Tompkins, Pittsburgh,
E
Pennsylvania.
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SCHOEPS
MICROPHONES
SOUND IS THE CRITICAL FACTOR
in your decision about which pro -

essional condenser microphone
Schoeps Microphones exclusively
were chosen by Adjutor Theroux
sound consultant to Mitch Miller

for the recent national
"Sing Along With Mitch" tour.

you should select. Technical Data'
NOTHING can give
Curves
you the sound like hearing it yourself. That is why we offer you the
Schoeps Microphone on a 30 day
trial, with no obligation. Get one
and hear the sound !

...

...

...

'You will receive Technical Data with your microphone.
3 pattern capsule
Shown: the M2218 with MK26

-

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROACOUSTICS INCORPORATED
333 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

14, N. Y.

212 WA 9 -8364
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NOISE
(from page 50)

ers
THE

occasion, a faulty record -level indicator
will tell you to record at a lower level
than is really necessary. Find out if this
is so by making several recordings at
successively higher levels and checking
which of these first shows noticeable distortion. Check the corresponding position of the record -level indicator. If you
have reason to believe that the record level indicator is miscalibrated, see your
serviceman.
A boggled splice is apt to produce an
unpleasant thump, click, pop, or wavering sound when the spliced portion goes
past the playback head. A proper splice
is one where the magnetic tape is cut at
a 45 deg. angle and the splicing tape is
also applied at the same angle. This permits the magnetic and splicing tapes to
make gradual contact with the playback

THE
19" H x 231/2" W x 51/2"
Thin line styled for wall
Floor stand available.

mounting.

Syix;
THE

7- 3/16" Hx15'/a" Wx91 /2" D
For limited space or as aux-

iliary unit.

101/="

Unique

H1 231/2" W x 11 7/a" D
design for bookshelf

mounting.

THE LOVE OF

FOR
THE 72u

,Sound

9 1/

26/''
W

x 111/8" D
truly remark able speaker.

A

INCORPORATED

NEW! The

From the lowest rumblings of the organ pedal
notes to the whispering overtones of the flutes
.. FRAZIER offers a complete series of full
range, two -way, and three-way, wide range
speaker systems employing both the modified
Helmholtz principle, and the exponential horn
... Assuring the ultimate in smoothness, balance,
and cleanliness from as low as 28 cycles, to
22,000 cycles in the larger systems. Oil Walnut
hand crafted cabinetry. Some models available
unfinished. Complete Music Wall "Playmate"
Systems available in Oil Walnut and Burma Teak.
Price Range $26.95 to $310.00.
Write for complete details on all models.
Over 350 Dealers in U. S. Alone.
2649 BRENNER DR.
DALLAS 20, TEXAS._

6th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
The SIXTH AUDIO ANTHOLOGY includes articles on two most
significant milestones in the field
of high fidelity: FM STEREO and
TRANSISTORS IN AUDIO
EQUIPMENT. The FM STEREO articles which appeared in
the original magazine
AUDIO
about high fidelity were written
by the men who actually worked
on the system approved by the
FCC. The articles pertaining to
TRANSISTORS IN AUDIO APPLICATIONS cover interesting
aspects of designing with the semiconductor. As in previous editions of the AUDIO ANTHOLOGY, the SIXTH is a compilation
of important articles which appeared in AUDIO over a period of
about two years. And, all of the
articles were written by knowledgeable and experienced authorities in the field. The SIXTH
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY is a
meaningful reference for everyone
in the diverse fields of audio engineering, recording, broadcasting,
manufacturing and servicing of
components and equipment, and
for the audio fans who made this
business of high fidelity what it is
today.

-

.1\l\rMM/W
MAGAZINES, INC.w
Dept. A- 6
Post Office Box 629

`.

Mineola, New York
Enclosed is my remittance for $
Please send me the items checked below:

q
D

`

copies of the 6th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
@$3.95 POSTPAID°.

copies of the 5th and 61h AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
at the special combination price of $5.95
POSTPAID °.

-

$1.95 by ordering the 5th
SAVE I- Save
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY at the same
time. Both the 5th and 6th sent postpaid" at
the special low price of $5.95.. regular price
of both is $7.45!

Name
Address

City

Zone

,

-State

POSTPAID anywhere in the U.S.A. Add 25. pm book
for foreign orders.

head and the pressure pads (if any),
avoiding splicing noise. As you probably
know, the splicing tape is applied to the
back (shiny side) of the magnetic tape.
Multiplex interference is a newcomer
to the list of tape noises. A multiplex
tuner or adapter produces a frequency
of 19,000 cps plus its harmonics (multiples of 19,000 cps). One of these harmonics, if sufficiently strong, may "beat"
against the tape oscillator frequency, resulting in an audible spurious signal. For
example, an appreciable amount of 76,000 cps harmonic may get into a tape
recorder with a bias frequency of 70,000
cps. The difference between these two
frequencies is a "beat" frequency of 6000
cps, which will be recorded on the tape.
Although multiplex instruments and
tape recorders are taking increasing precautions against this kind of occurrence,
the problem has not yet been done away
with. The solution is to have a filter installed at the tuner's output or tape
recorder's input. This is a task for the
well qualified technician. However, filters
that you can install yourself in a matter
of moments are now available.
In conclusion, it should be noted that
anything in the audio system that exaggerates treble response will, by the
same token, exaggerate noise. Thus a
cartridge or speaker with an appreciable
peak in the treble range will produce
more apparent noise than a smoother
cartridge or speaker. Failure to set the
preamp equalization controls correctly
when the signal source is a magnetic
cartridge or tape head, or exaggerated
setting of the treble control, will emphasize noise. Use of a presence control accentuates frequencies in the general
range of 3000 cps, and it is to these frequencies that the ear is most sensitive..

.

THE MATCHED LOAD

What are

(from page 34)

of cant. The desire to match is particularly strong among users of cathode
followers, and, I suppose, of emitter
followers.
I must say at once that there are some
applications of a cathode follower for
which the matched condition is ideal.
When you are feeding a line which is
not correctly terminated the use of a
cathode follower of the same source impedance as the characteristic impedance
of the line will give you a resistive source
impedance at the far end of the line
and there will be no response degradation due to the capacitance of the line
(if the impedances were too low it would
be the inductance which would cause
trouble, of course). Even when the line
is terminated by about the right impedance there are practical advantages
in getting two roughly correct terminations instead of one very much more precise termination. Here, however, we are
not concerned with power, but with impedance.
The match- makers tell us that we
should always match a cathode follower.
I think this is nonsense, and I do not
regard such a device as being really a
cathode follower at all. Matched, which
means using a load of 1 /g,,, the feedback is only 6 db and the cathode moves
half as much as the grid. Next time you
see a pretty girl, try following her so
that she goes two blocks while you only
go one and see where it gets you.
It is very much better to use transistor
terminology and to call our circuit a
grounded -anode or common -anode circuit. We may draw this in the form
shown in Fig. 9. I do not remember seeing this discussed in the textbooks and
so I have just checked in one of the most
widely used. It is not there, but the
author does have something to say about
the cathode follower and he is, I suspect,
one of the main sources of the common
error. If the feedback is almost complete the cathode follows the grid, and
then the tube has an amplification factor
of µ/ (µ + 1) and an impedance of 1 /gm.
Since the impedance is low, it can drive
a low load impedance. You see how he
has gone round in a circle.
We must construct our own common
anode characteristics. Let us take the
triode characteristics shown in (A) of
Fig. 10. These are fairly typical, although since it was necessary to draw
them out they do not represent any
particular tube. They are based on the
12AT7. Suppose we take E = 100 volts
(actually - [00, since it is the anode we
take as reference) . Eg is -100 v we
shall get a current of 10 mA, and if we
keep
at -100 v but change the voltage

E
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between grid and cathode to -1 volt we
shall have the cathode at - 99 volts and a
current of 5 mA. We calculate other
points down the 100 -volt line of Fig. 10
and in this way we get the Eg = -100 v
line shown in Fig. 11. We can produce
similar characteristics for Eg = - 200 v,
- 300 v and for intermediate values in
just the same way. These are bounded
by the zero -bias line of Fig 10, because
to the left of this we shall have grid current flowing and we shall need to take
account of the grid circuit impedance.
The final result, shown in Fig. 11, shows
the characteristics of a typical tube in
the common -anode mode.
Although the curves are rarely shown
in this form, and indeed I cannot remember seeing them before, although
surely someone has put them in a book,
they do give us all we expect to know
about the cathode follower. We see the
very low impedance at all but the lowest
currents. We see that we have a voltage
gain of nearly unity. We also see that
the optimum load is exactly the same as
the optimum load for the common cathode mode of operation. The reason
is that the boundaries of the working
area are the same. This conclusion extends even to the low -voltage operation,
when we match the load to the zero grid
voltage impedance instead of tucking the
load line into the corner. We must match
our cathode follower to this impedance,
under these conditions, in just the same
way.
The philosophy which has been established is sufficient to tell us something
more about loading devices. Some little
while ago I wrote an article on split
loading of transistors. The load in this
kind of circuit is partly in the collector
line and partly in the emitter line. We
can see now, without more ado, that
the optimum load, the load which will let
us take out the maximum power, must
still be the diagonal load, as we may call
it. We are, however, free to fix the source
impedance by choosing the split ratio.
With a split load circuit we can arrange
to get a matched condition and optimum
power together. To save the energies of
correspondents, this is just a special
case of the use of negative feedback to
alter the output impedance.
I am well aware that a very refined
analysis will show that the load should
be varied a small amount as the feedback is varied. This is, in practice, nonsense because we must work with wide
tolerances anyway. I hope, however, that
I have cleared up some of your ideas
on matching: after all, if you knew all
this, why did you read on to
Æ
The End

five ways to

tell good
recording tape

from bad?
This question, and many others
about tape and tape recorder use
for fun, education, and profit,
are answered in Tarzian Tape's
new 32 -page illustrated booklet,
"Lower the Cost of Fun With
Tape Recording." Send for your
copy today ... use Tarzian Tape
for your next recording session.
Lwer the cost

of fun with
tape recording

FREE!
t

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Department A -6
Magnetic Tape Division
East Hillside Drive
Bloomington, Indiana
Please send a free copy of "Lower the
Cost of Fun With Tape Recording" to:
Name

Address
City

State

have
have not
My dealer does
I

used Tarzian Tape

does not

stock

Tarzian Tape.

SARKES TARZtA
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NEW PRODUCTS

The first four new products were shown for the first time at the recent New York High Fidelity Show
and were not available to be included in our Annual Product Preview in August. Where appropriate,
we have indicated complete product lines.
Professional 4 -track Stereo Tape B..corder. The Cipher Denon 800 is the first
in a series of professional units to be
introduced by Inter -Mark Corp. The new
tape recorder and playback unit has three
hysteresis- synchronous motors: one 4pole /8 -pole 2 -speed motor, one fast forward motor, and one rewind motor. Tape
speeds, 7% and 3% ips, are extremely accurate and both fast forward and rewind
can be performed rapidly (approx. 50
seconds for 1200 -foot tape). The Cipher
Denon 800 has a 3 -head system for recording, playback, and erasing. It also

peaks and surges. Distortion is less than
0.05 per cent at 1000 cps up to 45 watts;
IM distortion is less than 0.20 per cent at

New Bookshelf Speaker Systems. The
new KSC -1 speaker system is claimed to

provide realistic performance, smoothly
and uniformly, over the entire audible
range, from 30 to 20,000 cps, over a solid
90 -deg. angle, with very low transient
distortion, although comparatively low
priced and small in size. The 10 -in. woofer,
3 % -in. mid -range, and 3 % -in. tweeter are
built by SEAS of Norway. They are front
mounted in the cabinet with a high -quality
3 -way dividing network. In addition, two
controls are included for adjusting the
mid- and high -frequency speakers to individual preference or room acoutics. Systern impedance is 8 ohms. Power handling

Ï
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45 watts, (equivalent single frequency ).
The CM50 -50 will tolerate capacitive loads
and has a 10 microsecond recovery time
and excellent transient response. Weight
is only 25 lbs., about half that of the
equivalent tube amplifier. Price $435.00.
C/M Laboratories. 248 Canal St., Stain ford, Conn.
L -2

R

aua

Receiver. ITT has
AM -PM- Stereo
entered the consumer products field with
a lineup of timers, amplifiers, and receivers. Top of the line is the SMX -800, an
AM -FM- Stereo receiver which features
unusually handsome styling and a complete system, except for speakers, in one
has pushbutton controls for easier operation. Other features include: automatic tape shifter device; stainless steel
reel clamps; digital tape counter; plug -in
head system; independent amplifier system for multiple recording, sound -onsound, echo recording; 2 VU meters; monitor switch; and reel size transfer switch.
Price is $499.00. Inter -Mark Corp., 29 West
36th St., New York 18, N. Y. Also available
are Model VI stereo recorder, $275; Model
VII D stereo deck, $225; Model V mono
portable, $79.50; and Model I mono machine, $139.95.

L -1

Solid -State Stereo Amplifier. C/M Laboratories has entered the components field
with an all solid -state power amplifier
providing 50 watts per channel into 8 or
16 ohms, from 20- 20,000 cps. Featuring direct- coupled circuitry and full overload
protection, by means of a patented circuit,
to prevent destroying output -stage transistors and loudspeakers against abnormal

Instrument Panel Kit. This completely
self- contained panel -production kit produces permanent aluminum panels in up
to four colors in twenty minutes. No
graphic skills required. No dark room or
other special equipment necessary. No dangerous chemicals involved in the process.

convenient package. The given specifications are quite excellent, including FM
sensitivity from 1.5 -11 µv, amplifier output of 40 watts per channel (music power)
and harmonic distortion less than 1 per
cent. As a control center it will accept inputs from a variety of sources including
magnetic or ceramic cartridges, tape head,
as well as from the built -in AM -FM tuner.
Price $319.95. ITT, Distribution Products
Div., P. O. Box 99 Lodi, N. J. Also available are the SMX -500 receiver, $264.95;
SMX -100 AM -FM-Stereo tuner, $154.95;
L -3
SA-720 stereo amp., $179.95.

capacity is 35 watts. The beautifully built
cabinet measures 12 -in. wide x 12 3 -in.
deep x 20 -in. high, a convenient size that
fits into any standard cabinet and operates
equally well in any position. Construction
is of superior grade % -in. lumber-core
plywood, and the cabinet is totally sealed,
air-tight, and is packed with sound -absorbing material. Available unfinished or
in a variety of fine finishes. Price ranges
from $85 for unfinished fir to $100 for oiled
walnut finish. KSC Systems, Inc., P. O.
Box 303, Knickerbocker Sta., N. Y. 2, N. Y.

Wow and Platter Meter. Gotham Audio
Corporation announces the availability of
the EMT 420a wow and flutter meter. The
equipment conforms to the new ISO recommendation 402, to the CCIR recommendations, and German standard DIN
45507. The EMT 421a high- and low -pass
analysis filter is an available accessory for
analysis of wow and flutter components.
The EMT 420a is designed for extremely
accurate measurement of frequency fluctuations of audio recording and playback
equipment arising from motion incon-

sistencies. Pitch fluctuations are read on
the left panel meter as peak value percentages of the 3150 -cps test frequency
available from an internal oscillator. Discriminator is linear over ± 400 cps permitting deviation readings as great as 10
per cent. The right panel meter directly indicates drift and wow from d.c.
to 0.2 cps. Terminals are provided on the
front panel for external oscilloscope or pen
recorder. Frequency range of unwanted
modulation is measurable with: a. weighting network with 10 -db rolloff per octave
below 4 cps and 6 db per octave above 4
cps; b. -3 db; and c. external filter network
matching 600 ohms. Weight is approximately 36 lb. Gotham Audio Corp., 2 West

L -4
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Complete operation can be performed on a
table. Further information from ElectroKits, 1544 West Mound Street, Columbus
23, Ohio.

70
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St., New York 36, N. Y.
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Tape "Reading" Instrument. A precision
instrument which makes visible the data
recorded on magnetic tape without damaging the tape has been developed by the
3M Company, producer of the "Scotch"
brand line of recording tapes. The "Scotch"
brand magnetic tape viewer, No. 600, can
be used to check recorder head alignment,
track placement, pulse definition, inter-
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liltlntosh
PROMISES
YOU
In every

specification McIntosh makes

a

solemn promise. For 15

years McIntosh has made and kept such promises to you. We have

guaranteed to equal or exceed our published specifications or
refund our advertised price.
McIntosh specifications hide no tricky evasions. For example. you need not
fear fine print subtly limiting the specifications of our stereo amplifiers to one
channel at

a

a

time.

Nor will you find that McIntosh amplifiers are limited to

15

seconds at full

treble power as are some of today's transistor amplifiers.
You

will not be oversold by McIntosh exaggerating the importance of square

wave response or useless extension of high- frequency response.

The promise to you in McIntosh specifications is not based on

MODEL." The maximum realizable performance of

a

a

single "LAB

McIntosh instrument is well

above the written McIntosh specifications.
For example, our MC 240 Stereo

Amplifier which

is rated at 40

watts per

channel, both channels at the same time, will actually deliver 50 watts 20 cycles
to 20,000 cycles at less than

1/2

of 1% harmonic distortion. There is no other

commercial audio amplifier with this margin of performance above specifications

®

coupled with such low power dissipation in its output tubes as the McIntosh
MC 240.

If you want stereo amplifiers and tuners in your home that give life -like

pleasing sound, you can trust McIntosh to fulfill its promise to you.

t

nb
2

s

LABORATORY INC.

CHAMBERS STREET. BINGHAMTON. N. Y.
Phone -Area Code 607723.5491

Zip Code 13903

block spacing and dropout areas in corn puter and instrumentation work. It also
can be used to examine and synchronize
the audio track on video tape and the
pattern of recorded sound on audible range
tapes. It also will determine, easily and
quickly, whether tools, heads or guides
are magnetized. The viewer was under development for three years. One of the
first prototypes was used to align pieces
of an airplane recorder tape which provided the clue to the cause of a military

THIS
BOO?
IS

1..J

-offirstthosechoice
who

FOR

Yo»,

demand the best!

NEW

This book is for the hobbyist and
technician who wants to know the
plain and simple approach to
TROUBLESHOOTING HIGH
AMPLIFIERS.

FIDELITY

Written by Mannie Horowitz, his

fact -filled, illustrated chapters

spell out the most direct approach
to curing both, vacuum tube and
transistorized amplifier ills. Everything from instruments and test
procedures, to servicing transistorized stereo amplifiers, is covered in a writing style that makes
it easy to read and absorb.

THIS
BOOK

aircraft explosion. The tape had been
broken and scattered over a wide area by

the explosion. The viewer is a quality,
but delicate instrument, which requires
no exterior chemicals and no preparation
to use. It costs $50, and is covered by a
six -month guarantee against defective
materials and workmanship. 3M Company,
2501 Hudson Road, St. Paul 19, Minn. L -7

is

Portable AU -Band Radio. A

FOR

PROFIT
TROUBLESHOOTING HIGH FIDELITY

800, 1000
AND 1400 MODELS

DOUBLES

former performance
Quarter -Track Record /Play Data
db

ips

7-1/2
3 -3/4
-7/8
15/16
1

written specifically
for the service technician and the
audio hobbyist who specializes
or wants to specialize
the
growing and highly profitable field
of audio and high fidelity service

-

s/n

cps

±2
+2
±3
±3

50
30

30

30

-

30,000

56db

20,000

52db

16,000

50db

10,000

48db

The most complete recording instruments ever designed for stereo use.

Audio circuity, ±1/4 db from
10- 100,000 cps; extended range,
5- 500,000 cps. Plug -in circuit modules
are printed on epoxy and gold plated.

and repair.
wealth of information
a perfect gift!

A

CONTROL CENTER
FOR SERIES

unique,

transistorized, high fidelity portable radio
that operates on five standard flashlight
batteries was unveiled recently by Tandberg of America, Inc. The new product
is said to be the first in a series of newly
developed transistorized audio equipment
to be designed and manufactured by Tandberg Radiofabrikk of Oslo, Norway, and
features AM, FM, Short Wave, and Marine
Band reception. The radio features a hand rubbed teakwood cabinet and a carrystrap,

AMPLIFIERS was

-in

Solid
State

-makes

Engineered to space craft reliability.

only $2.95- Use convenient coupon
below, just enclose your remittance
-we pay the postage.

THE HALLMARK
OF CROWN

-

SUPERLATIVE

Radio Magazines, Inc., Dept. T62
P.O. Box 629
Mineola, New York, 1502

CRAFTSMANSHIP
THROUGHOUT!

1

lam enclosing
me

_

-

_

$

,

copies of

please send

TROUBLESHOOTING

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS, by

Mannie

Horowitz.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

72

70NE- _STATE_

includes a 9 -in. x 5 -in. Tandberg speaker
and weighs approximately 5.5 lbs. It also
offers treble and bass controls, printed
circuitry, receptacles for tape recorder and
phonograph jacks, two antennas, (one for
AM and the other for Marine and Shortwave reception), plus a retractable antenna for FM reception. Price is $149.50
and it is available only through authorized
Tandberg tape recorder dealers. Tandberg
of America, Inc., Pelham, N. Y.
L -8
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
(from page 56)

First, the unit has approximately 20 db
gain over the standard dipole. Even more
surprising, this gain is maintained over
the entire TM band. This means that a
marginal signal, as received with a dipole,
can be lifted to virtually complete limiting
when received via the Multitron. However,
if the limiting action of the tuner is poor,
this improvement may not be brought about
because there is some noise present within
the Multitron. A tuner having limiting will
remove this noise. The limiting in most FM
tuners is sufficiently good that this is not
a serious defñciency of the device.
Second, the conventional folded dipole is

bidirectional whereas the Multitron exhibits
a cardioid pattern. The rejection of signals
from the rear of the Multitron contributes
materially to the reduction of multipath
distortion. We all know how important

DUAL AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE, MODEL 1009
Everyon( who is f: ililar with the
predecessor of this new record -playing
turntable is in for a rather delightful surprise; the Dual people have done a remarkable job in achieving improvements
to an already excellent record player. In
fact they have created a new, high- quality
turntable which will play up to ten records
automatically.
First, let us take a look at the 1009 and
see what it Ban do. As we noted it will play
up to ten same -size records automatically
or it can play records one -at -a-time, manually. It will play 7 -, 10 -, and 12 -in. records
by positioning a slide switch at the proper
designation. It plays any one of four
speeds (16%, 331/3, 45, and 78 rpm) and
it can correct for speed variations of any
of these speeds within a range of 6 per
cent.
Speaking of ability to play records, we
saw a demonstration where the 1009
tracked perfectly well with the table tilted
almost to 90 -deg., with warped records,
and with eccentric records (center hole).
Being a doubting Thomas by nature we
tried it ourselves -and found that it behaved that well for us too. This means

this can be to the reception of FM stereo.
Third, the Antronics Multitron is small
and this allows it to be positioned easily
for maximum signal strength. It is not easy
to position a folded dipole because of its
length and because of the flexibility of the
ribbon from which such a dipole is made.
The dipole, therefore, is usually placed on
the wall and left in that position, but the
Multitron can be placed on top of your
equipment cabinet and positioned as required to receive a given station.
Beyond all of this, though, the Multitron
is subject to all other limitations to which
indoor antennas are subject. For instance,
this device is not immune from reflections
which can reinforce or cancel signal as
people in the room walk about. If the room
in which the device is located is so well
shielded that virtually no signal is present,
the Multitron will not bring about wonderful reception. The only cure for such problems is to erect an outdoor antenna.
To boil all of this down, we believe that
in the majority of installations the Multitron will bring about a great improvement
ill FM reception.
L -22

that the arm is balanced in all planes,

which is a valuable characteristic for auto matie turntables. But more about that
anon, let us look at the parts more closely
before we return to performance.
The Drive Mechanism

The 1009 utilizes a relatively high torque
four -pole motor with a four -stepped shaft
to drive a rubber idler at one of the desired
speeds, the idler in turn contacts the inner
rim of the platter. Each step of the four stepped motor shaft is tapered, and the
idler is moved up and down on the tapered
step to adjust speed by rotating the speed adjust knob.
The cycling of the arm is achieved by
means of a cam, similar to the one on
the 1006, which drives levers that raise
and return the arm to its rest position.
Motion is imparted to the plastic cam by
a gear affixed to the upper end of the turntable shaft, which contacts the geared outer
edge of the plastic cam. There is a "dead
spot" in the plastic cam in which the table
gear normally resides, thus avoiding contact while the arm is playing a record.
When the automatic start switch is thrown,
or the eccentric end grooves of the record
are played, the plastic cam teeth engage
the table gear teeth, and away the arm

books et at
-

HIGH FIDELITY SYSTEMS
A User's Guide by Roy F.
AR Library Vol.

1

Allison

70 pp., illus., paper $1.00

A layman's practical guide to high fidelity installation. We think that it will become a
classic work for novices (and perhaps be consulted secretly by professionals). From the
Bergen Evening Record: "completely basic . .
If this doesn't give you a roadmap into the
field of hi -fi, nothing will." From The Ameri.

"really expert guidance .
would strongly urge this book as prerequisite
reading for anyone contempalting hi -fi purchases." From High Fidelity: "welcome addition
to the small but growing body of serious literature on home music systems." From Electronics
Illustrated: "To my mind, this is the best basic
book now available on high fidelity."
can Record Guide:

.

.

I

REPRODUCTION OF SOUND
by Edgar Villchur
AR Library Vol. 2

93 pp., illus., paper $2.00

Vol. 2 explains how components work rather
than how to use them, but it presupposes no
technical or mathematical background. Martin
Mayer writes in Esquire: "far and away the
best introduction to the subject ever writtenliterate, intelligent and, of course, immensely
knowledgeable." From HiFi /Stereo Review:
-

"just the books to satisfy that intellectual itch
for deeper understanding."

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P.

0. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.

Please send me the following:
Roy Allison's "High Fidelity Systems
A User's Guide" at $1

-

Edgar Villchur's "Reproduction of
Sound" at $2
in bills, money order,
I enclose $
or check only. (All prices postpaid. )

NAME
ADDRESS

Fig. 7. Dual 1009 Automatic Turntable.
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PURCHASING
A HI -FI
SYSTEM?
TRADE -INS OK -TIME PAYMENTS
Up to 2 yea s to pay!
Jim Lansing'
Altec Lansing

Send Us

Your List Of
Components
For A
Package
Quotation
AIREX

WON'T

BE

UNDERSOLD
All merchandise

is

brand new, factory
fresh & guaranteed.
Visit oar N.Y. Showroom
Free cabinet brochure

AIREX
RADIO
CORPORATION

85-AM Cortlandt

E

True
High

le ctrovo ice

Jensen

Hartley'
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Speaker
System
the 4 -way horn - loaded
type. Gives clean, true sound
of

reproduction unobtainable by
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goes in cycle -onto the lead -in grooves or
back to the arm rest. Of course this same
plastic cam is the heart of the record changing mechanism, essentially the same
unique system employed on the Dual 1006
Custom. Basically it consists of a hollow
spindle with two sets of fingers that can
be retracted or extended at the proper
moment in the cycle. The upper fingers are
normally retracted but extend out to lift
all but the bottom record of the stack up
during the change cycle. When the other
records are up, the bottom fingers, normally
out supporting the stack, are retracted to
allow the bottom record to fall to the turntable. Then, of course, the bottom fingers
extend again to support the stack which is
lowered when the upper fingers retract.
Simple and foolproof.

r

The Arm and Turntable
The arm is a lightweight, modern unit
which features a counterweight which is

isolated from the arm by damping material, canted pivots, plastic plug -in cartridge
mount, and a built -in stylus -force adjustment.
The counterweight, besides being isolated, has both a gross and fine adjustment for the balancing procedure; gross
adjustment is accomplished by sliding the
counterweight back and forth on its shaft
(a thumb screw is used to hold it in place),
and fine adjustment is achieved by rotating
the weight on the fine -threaded screw on
which it is mounted.
The vertical pivot consists of a hardened
steel pointed shaft supported by ball bearings. Horizontal motion is supported by a
pair of ball bearing units. Stylus force is
set by means of a coil spring around the
vertical pivot point.
The turntable itself is a seven pound
casting whose shaft is rather unusual in
that it is hollow and contains a bronze
bearing sleeve inside it. In other words,
the turntable has the bearing well while
the shaft itself is mounted on the deck.
For vertical thrust, the end of the turntable "well" rides on top of a ball bearing
unit which is mounted at the base of the
"shaft" on deck. Sounds rather complicated
but it really isn't, its just hard to describe.
The turntable is balanced by a rather
unusual system. About a dozen holes are
drilled on the underside of the outer rim
of the turntable and selected ones are filled
with molten metal to balance the table.
This procedure is just the reverse of the
usual one wherein holes are drilled as necessary at selected points. We have no idea
which procedure is better although we
would imagine that the usual procedure is
easier.

Performance
We have noted in the past that a turntable -arm combination must meet certain
basic requirements. First of all it must turn
the record at exactly the right speed.
Secondly it must not introduce a signal
of its own in the form of arm resonances,
wow, flutter, and rumble. Third it should
follow the record groove with a minimum
of distortion.
Insofar as speed accuracy is concerned,
the Dual 1009 has no problems since one
can easily adjust the speed. We found
we were able to achieve exact speed,
and maintain it. In our opinion the ability
to vary speed is a real asset, especially if
one is playing a mixed bag of European
and American records. It seems that there
are some slight variations in pitch which
can be compensated for by a variation of
6 per cent in speed.
Rumble level in the 1009 is significantly
better than the 1006, measuring in at 39

that
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by NAB standards. Flutter and wow measured in at 0.2 per cent, again an improvement over its excellent predecessor. Arm
reasonance was below 10 cps.
One of the claims made by the Dual
people is that the /1009 will track well with
a stylus force of 72 gram. This may be true
but unfortunately we were unable to verify
it since we do not possess a cartridge which
operates well at that force. In fact we
suspect that one would be hard put to find
a production cartridge that will. We don't
mean to imply that there are no cartridges
that can operate at 1/2 gram; but we do
believe that there are none which are at
their best at that force. In any case we
did operate a cartridge at a tracking force
of 1 gram quite well -and that's excellent
performance by any standard. We did note
however that tracking force did have to
be increased to handle the top of the stack
of records-by about IA -% gram. Conversely, we could have used somewhat less
on the first record. The optimum height
level is about 4 -5 records, and from top to
bottom there was a variation of about 1/2
gram. (The variation could be a little less
than noted because of the difficulty of
making accurate and valid measurements,
but we are not very far off.) While speaking of tracking, it should be noted that
the arm makes no compensation for "skating," or as they say in England, "side thrust." It's not a large problem, but nevertheless it is well known and solvable
should be solved in the 1009.
Altogether the Dual 1009 is an extremely
fine automatic turntable, certainly one of
the finest. Its modest price (less than $95)
and many fine features make it well worth
considering if you are looking for a turntable.
L-23

"Drilled, cut, and sanded." Kraft even has
"Pre -sliced Cheese." I shudder to think
of using old fashioned sliced cheese.
9. Original Sound Track Recording. This,
in the same way as "Special," implies that
there must be sound track recordings on
the market that are copies rather than the
original. Since many of the movies are
recorded in as many as six or seven tracks
and that there are music tracks, dialogue
tracks, sound -effect tracks, work prints,
release prints, and so on, which tracks are
we getting at home t Certainly not the
ones made on the set.
ROBERT F. MCDONALD
11 Vista Via
Lafayette Calif.

The PROFILE on the Heathkit IM -30
Transistor Tester, announced for this issue,
must of necessity be delayed until the

December issue because of lack of space.
It is sincerely hoped that this postponement will not inconvenience anyone, and
especially the Heath Company.

SIR:

I generally enjoy reading Edward Tat nall Canby's columns very much. However,
his comment on Gerard Hoffnung's death
in the Record Revues of the May issue
was not only silly, but in atrocious taste
as well.
I wish Mr. Canby would apologize to
the memory of the man who both inspired
the Hoffnung Music Festival and delighted
many with his engaging and sometimes
brilliantly perceptive cartoons about musical performers and instruments.
BENJAMIN

FOLH:MAN

Brooklyn, New York
Canby Replies
Neither silly nor atrocious, I hope. Perhaps I could have used better phrasing,
but the idea stands: having no personal
acquaintance with Mr. Hoffnung, I know
him strictly through the audible recordings of the Festival; for me (and for most
of us) he exists, or existed, in these terms
alone. The latest recording struck me as
the best -therefore, Mr. Hoffnung's personality is duly enhanced. If it is a post
mortem enhancement, then it is the more
interesting: the man's work lives and grows
on after him.
E. T. C.

ORGAN MUSIC
LETTERS

(from page 44)

(from page 6)

REFERENCES
1. B.
F. Tillson, Musical acoustics.
AUDIO ENGINEERING, June through Decem-

4. Obsolete. Anyone who has followed
audio developments knows that this is a
bunch of hogwash.
5. Breakthrough. I recall one manufacturer's ad, complete with movie star, which
is the breakthrough
says: "
you've been waiting for." How in the world
does the movie star know what I've been
waiting fort How come that a few months
later the same star has a new breakthrough! What happened to the old one
that I'd been waiting fort
6. Monaural. We've all agreed that
"Monophonic" is the correct terminology
for single-channel reproduction. So why
do so many advertisers insist on using the
wrong term t
7. Four Track. I believe that quarter
track is the correct designation. Four track,
to me, means four separate channels recording on four different tracks at the
same time in one direction.
8. Pre -No one ever asks for a "prerecorded disc" in a record shop yet both
blank tape and discs are available. A
speaker cabinet kit that is: "pre- drilled,
pre -cut and pre- sanded" would be no less
convenient if they had stated that it was:
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the most
noise -free
recordings

ber, 1947.
2. Winston Wells, Design of Electronic
Organs. AUDIO ENGINEERING, August and
September, 1947, April and September,
1948.

Richard H. Dorf, Organ for one -finger
AUDIO ENGINEERING, September,

3.

artists.

1953.
4. Richard H. Dorf, The new Minshall
organ. AUDIO, September, 1955.
5. Richard H. Dorf, The Schober electronic organ. AUDIO, December, 1955, January and February, 1956.
6. Richard H. Dorf, The Conn electronic
organ. AUDIO, September and October, 1956.
7. Richard H. Dorf,
AUDIO, July, 1954.

8. D.

The Allen Organ.

Wolkov, Electronic

generators.

AUDIO,

organ tone
February and March,

1962.

9. Alan Douglas, "The Electrical Production of Music." London Pitman.
10. Alan Douglas, "The Electronic Musical Instrument Manual." 3rd Edition,
1957, London: Pitman.
11. Richard H. Dorf, "Electronic Musical Instruments." Mineola, N. Y.: Radio
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be made on the new all- transistorized Norelco
Continental '401' Stereo Tape Recorder, the only
recorder using the newly developed AC107 transistors in its two preamplifiers. The AC107 is the
only transistor specifically designed for magnetic
tape head preamplifiers utilizing specially purified
germanium to achieve the extraordinary low noise
figure of 3 db, measured over the entire audio
band (rather than the usual single frequency). This
noise figure remains stable over large collector emitter voltage swings and despite large variations in source resistance.
Hear the new transistorized Norelco Continental
'401' 4 -track stereo /mono record and playback
4 speeds: 7''/, 3'4, FA and the new 4th speed
of '31e ips which provides 32 hours of recording
on a single 7" reel
fully self- contained with
dynamic stereo microphone, two speakers (one in
the removable cover for stereo separation), dual
preamps and dual recording and playback amplifiers self-contained PA system mixing facilities
can also play through external hi -fi system
multiplay facilities.

Specifications: Frequency response: 60- 16,000 cps
at 71/2 ips. Head gap: 0.00012 ". Signal -to -noise
ratio: better than -48 db. Wow and flutter: less
than 0.14% at 71/2 ips. Recording level indicator:
one -meter type. Program indicator: built -in, 4 -digit
adjustable. Inputs: for stereo microphone (1 two channel); for phono, radio or tuner (2). Foot pedal
facilities (1). Outputs: for external speakers (2),
for external amplifiers (1 two -channel); headphone
(1). Recording standby. Transistor complement:
AC 107 (4), OC75 (6),0074 (2), 0C44 (2), 2N1314
(2), 0079 (1). Line voltage: 117 volts AC at 60
cycles. Power consumption: 65 watts. Dimensions:
181/2" x 15" x 10 ". Weight: 38 lbs. Accessories:
Monitoring headset and dual microphone adapter.
For a pleasant demonstration, visit your favorite hi -fi dealer or camera shop. Write for Brochure

Alt.

North American Philips Company, Inc., High

Fidelity Products Division, 100 East 42nd Street.
New York 17, New York.
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convenient service o AUDIO readers.
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Designing and Building Hi -Fi Furniture
Jeff Markel
Written by a professional
hi -fi furniture designer
who has taught furniture
design at leading col-

Maintaining Hi-Fi Equipment
Joseph Marshall
A valuable reference for
anyone whose living or
hobby is servicing hi-fi
equipment. Outlines the
professional approach for
servicing all types of hi-

r.111

leges, this book is an au-

thentic reference of value
to the hi -fi fan and professional custom builder.
Covers everything from
types of woods to furniture finishing for the
mechanically adept; de
sign principles, styles and

fi components. Covers

trouble- shooting of electronic, mechanical and
..,N

acoustic problems. 224
pages.
No. 58 Paperback $2.90*

.,

-

Order your books leisu ely
by mail
save time and travel,
we pay the postage.

<<

Vol

1Jr

1280 pages
3400 topics
1600 illustrations

"The AUDIO Cyclopedia"
Howard M. Tremaine
Here is one single volume
with the most comprehensive coverage of every
phase of audio. Concise,
accurate explanations of

',

ii

audio engineer,

technician, and serious

The 5th AUDIO

Handbook of
Sound Reproduction
Edgar M. Villchur

No. 123 $19.95*

C. G. McProud, publisher

of Audio and noted authority and pioneer in
the field of high fidelity.

Contains

a

.1

-

t

by

C.

G.

McProud,

publisher of AUDIO. An anthology of the most signifi
cant articles covering: stereo
recording and reproduction;
stereo multiplex; measurements; stereo technology,
construction and theory
which appeared in AUDIO
during 1958 and 1959. The
5th is truly a collectors' item
and a valuable reference for
the professional engineer,
teacher, student, hobbyist and
hi -fi fan. 144 pages.

ti
Kti`°'
y.;

Right up to date, a complete course on sound reproduction. Covers everything from the basic
elements to individual
chapters of each of the
important components of
a high fidelity system.
No. 110 $3.75

wealth of

ideas, how to's, what
to's, and when to's, written so plainly that both
engineer and layman can
appreciate its valuable
context. Covers planning,
problems with decoration,
cabinets and building hifi furniture. A perfect
guide.
No. 115 $2.50*

Anthology

Edited

,..,

-

tí,ß..

.Srd«.u?-

$3.50

No. 125

McProud

0

!,ys"s /a'''

audiophile.

McProud High Fidelity Omnibook
Prepared and edited by

"`

"

{ Üh,,.

a,

lects. More than 7 years
in preparation -the most
authoritative encyclopedic work with a unique
quick reference system for
instant answers to any
question. A vital complete reference book for

arrangements for the

-

^,

all audio and hi-fi sub-

decor minded. 224 pages.
No. 79 Paperback $2.90*

.f

.

"the best of AUDIO"
edited by

Tape Recorders and Tape Recording'
Harold D. Weiler

C. O.

of High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and
learn the techniques required for professional
results with home recorders. Covers room

.

acoustics, microphone

techniques, sound effects,
editing and splicing, etc.
Invaluable to recording
enthusiasts.
Paper Cover

C
AUDIOGUIDE
Uu

-

$2.95

'

MS
%l
armsrr
w;vrrw

--No. 127

$1

editors of AUDIO, the

original

-

A complete book on home
recording by the author

No. 112

By the

AUDIOGUIDE

A new compendium of
AUDIO knowledge. Here
Is a
collection of the
best of AUDIO
The
AUDIO Clinic by Joseph
Giovanelli
.
.
noted
audio engineer and the
original high fidelity answer -man
EQUIPMENT
PROFILES edited by C. G.
McProud . . . Editor of
AUDIO. Here is a wealth
of hi -fi and audio information. Answers to the
most important issues in
high fidelity and a valuable reference.
No. 124 Volume $2.00*

.00

magazine

about

high fidelity. A 1962 -1963
product review of stereo high
fidelity components. Valuable
reference for the hi
high fi
ity enthusiast and hobbyistdel-.
Part I contains a thorough
discussion of the Problems of
a Stereo Installation, Part 11
is a
complete treatise on
Selecting a Tape Recorder.
Indispensable to the prospective buyer of stereo components and tape recorders.
Includes a section on where
to buy various stereo hi -fi
components and accessories.
156 pages.

1

MONTHLY SPECIAL! SAVE $5.25
45% with this collection of AUDIO Books.
Handbook of Sound Reproduction ($3.75) "best of AUDIO" ($2.00)
Save over

McProud High Fidelity Omnibook ($2.501

Tape Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.951

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL FOUR BOOKS $11.20
Your cost ONLY $5.95 POSTPAID
This offer expires November 30, 1963. Good only on direct order to Publisher

CIRCLE 05300

AUDIO Bookshelf
P. O. Box

full remittance of
58

124

I

- RADIO MAGAZINES,
have circled below.

I

INC.

*Ali

U.S.A. and CANADIAN
orders shipped postpaid.

D.

-

hi -fi story
answers all questions about
tuners, changers, amplifiers,
tape recorders, speakers,
record players, etc. Lots of
ideas for custom installations. Tells how to achieve
concert hall reception in
your home. 216 pages.
The complete

$3.30
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in "plain talk" for
the man who has, or wishes
to buy, a tope recorder. It
answers the myriad auesLions raised by tape recording enthusiasts. Its chapters
cover every phase of opera
Lion and maintenance -from
adding a tape recorder to
the hi-fi system, to a thorough dissertation on microphones. Lots of practical
information on how to buy.
176 pages.
-
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Getting The Most Out Of Your Tape Recorder
Herman Burstein
9m+9hroMau of

NAME

CITY

3rd Edition

Weiler

Written

am enclosing the

(No C.O.D. or billing.)

$

Harold

No. 142

629, Mineola, New York 11502

Please send me the books

High Fidelity Simplified

STATE

AUDIO

I

No. 251

$4.25
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Magazines, Inc.
12. Robert L. Eby, "Electronic Organs."
Wheaton, In.: Van Kampen Press.
13. Louis Vierne, "Twenty -Four Pieces
in Free Style." Paris: Durand et Cie.
14. J. S. Bach, "Complete Works, Vol.
II." Ed. C. M. Widor and A. Schweitzer.
New York : G. Schirmer.
15. J. S. Bach, "Orgelbuchlien." Ed.
Riemenschneider, Philadelphia: Ditson.
16. Felix Mendelssohn, "Organ Works."
Ed. Warren. New York: G. Schirmer.
17. J. Bonnet, "Historical Organ Recitals. Vol. 1." New York: G. Schirmer.
18. Cesar Franck, "Three Chorales for
Organ." Ed. Barnes. New York: G. Schirmer.
19. American Guild of Organists, 630
Fifth Avenue, New York 20, New York.
20. Norman C. Pickering, Electronic
simulation of organ sounds. AUDIO, June,

IT'S NEW...
SPHERICAL
MAGNET
STEREO CARTRIDGE

a
MODEL

SX-1

1963.
21. G.

TYPE,

Donald Harrison (Narrator) ;
Record, "The King of Instruments Vol. I."
Available from Aeolian Skinner Organ Co.,
Boston 27, Mass.
22. Edward K. Dunham, "The Small
Church Organ," Organ Institute Quarterly,
Volume 7, Number 4, Organ Institute, Andover, Mass.
23. W. H. Barnes, "The Contemporary
American Organ." Glen Rock, N. J.: J.
Fischer and Bro.

20 20 20.00OCPS.``
t0.Sa11 H 1000CPS.
0.7mí1 RADIUS DIAMOND

RRSPONSEs
OUTPUT BALANCE:

STYLUS:

SS
SONOVOX CO..LTD
Tokiwamotsu -cho. Shibuyo. Tokyo.
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STANKEN COMPANY
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now you can DO
AS THE STUDIOS DO
with the Hollywood
P
H A N T O M
P O S I T I O N E R

.. the marvelous invention that lets you
electronically position any sound source
from LEFT TO RIGHT & BACK AGAIN..
& ANYWHEFE IN BETWEEN just by moving a knok, exactly as the movie and
recording stJdios do... but your sound
effect, musical instrument, vocalist, etc.,
doesn't budge an inch!

It's all done by you

"box"

wih

a

2

x

4

x

6

transistor zed printed circuitry. No type of stereo system can
afford to be without one; priced so that
no stereo recordist can't afford it. Write
for details or the incredible H-122 created
by Oliver Berliner.
inch

&

Always the Unique,
the Unusual from

UltrAudio Products
6571A Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90038
CIRCLE 84
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atic; none is Caruso. I was a Baroque
fiend then -Bach, Purcell, Handel, and the
like. Who offers cash for those?
These poor discs, all in neat green cardboard folders, sit in vertically oriented
piles, mostly in my attic. They suffer, and
will continue to suffer; I'm too busy with
piles of verticaly stacked new LP's to get
around to giving my 78's first aid. I just
hope they'll survive ; I straighten them out

and line them up now and then, usually
finding one or two old discs "pouring" down
hill from having got one edge displaced out
into space. Too bad. Can't be helped. Occasionally, one of these comes in mighty
handy in my broadcasts on current LP recordings. Fine comparison. I riffle through
the piles until I find the one I want; or
give up hunting. Best I can do.
Those singles are all electric and range
from 1927 or so through 1947, the bulk, of
course, solidly pre -war. (But I enjoy having some of the post -war London Deccas
around, for hi -fi history.) They aren't the
type for the auction people; just a heavy
sentimental association for me, personally.
And maybe for a batch of other collectors,
unorganized and auctionless, from here to
anywhere and back. We all have our favorites-how many of us have the same ones?
That's what makes for a collector's item.
And so we come to the ubiquitous LP.
Fourteen years already. I don't have Columbia's Number One, which should be ML
4000, but as indicated in our Anniversary
issue last May, I do have a nicely representative cross section of those fourteen
years, including four of the first paper folder Columbia LP's (more were begged,
borrowed and stolen), starting with ML
4002. More important, I have around many
of the thousands and thousands of LP's
now out of print. I particularly enjoy having on hand the outputs of dozens of small
companies which blossomed in the early LP
days, flourished awhile and then sadly sank
into oblivion. Also the major offerings of
longer -lived and more prolific has -beens

it still provides superb performance
The new Sono -Flex® needle incorporated
in the Velocitone Mark III and other
Sonotone cartridges brings new pleasure
to music lovers. Not only does it over-

come the problem of broken needle
shanks, but it increases music listening
pleasure by providing higher compliance, wider and flatter frequency response, lower distortion, less needle
and record wear.
Make sure the next cartridge you buy
is the Sonotone Velocitone Mark Ill with
Sono -Flex needle. And, if you're one of
14 million phonograph owners with a
phonograph equipped with a Sonotone
cartridge, replace your current needle
with a Sono -Flex. You'll notice a marked
improvement in performance.
Available at all leading hi -fi dealers.

NEW SONOTONE
SONO -FLEX® NEEDLE
SONOTONE CORPORATION, ELMSFORD, N. Y.

CIRCLE 77
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SEE
YOUR
COSTS
SHRINK
WITH KEY
DISCOUNTS

Prove it for yourself! Rush us your
list of stereo hi -fi components for an

immediate price-busting quotation.
Enjoy these advantages:
LOWEST PRICES
SPEEDY DELIVERY
FACTORY WARRANTY
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
a
real eye-opener, send for our
valuable money-saving audio discount
catalog A -17, featuring the latest in
stereo equipment.

For

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
120 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.
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like Urania (in several corporate existences), Haydn Society (the same), Concert
Hall Society; also the early products of the
survivors that have now been reorganized
with attendant cut-outs on vast numbers of
earlier releases, such as Westminster.
Also the original (non -RIAA) versions
of many a dise from Westminster and Vox
now reissued, RIAA -cut and much improved in quality (especially the surfaces)
at bargain low prices. I enjoy, I repeat,
owning the inferior originals that cost
more! It's interesting to have them. They're
worth a lot to me. Probably not a red cent
to anyone else. You see, I really am a born
collector. But not an auction -type collector.
Did I mention the Urania LP that I
listed among my ten -year samples from
1952 last May? Outfit in England wrote me
asking please for a tape copy; the local
record club wanted a chance to hear this
priceless out -of-print performance, two
works by Richard Strauss. I haven't had a
chance to make a tape yet, but the story is
worth repeating. The older LP records are
now beginning to get themselves out of the
ten -cent junk era and into the mere beginnings of a budding collector's field. What
a field day we'll have when the LP really
arrives, at the collectors' auctions! Look
bow much more you get, per copy! And
look at the fi. Terrific.
In forty years, if they aren't melted
down and vaporized by "the bomb," the
old LP's are going to make the biggest
collector's boom in record history. By that
time most of the 78's will be broken, anyway. People will be selling priceless taped
copies. If there's any tape.
Of course, there are still those 78 albums. They still sell at ten cents, or get
given away as junk. A generation of fine
music, mind you, and there isn't an album
that can't be put on tape for a compact
long -play performance if you don't like the
weight and the fragility. My suggestion to
the auction men is this : Keep on mulling
through those old operatic singles-they'll
do for awhile longer. But, quick, start right
now buying up 78 albums; or beg them, or
let people pay you to cart them away.
Then, quick -like, get yourself a mailing list
of tape recorder owner;. You'll have to buy
it most likely. Mailing lists are collector's
items, too, remember. It's worth the money,
just the same. Do it now.
Once we dispose of the 78 album problem, we'll move ahead and onwards to the
Day of the Priceless LP. Will I be in the
clover then! Alas, though, I'm a nutty collector. The more a record is worth, the more
I feel I just have to have it for myself.
I've already decided to leave my entire
collection to the wealthiest university I can
locate.
.7£

ask your dealer

for a
demonstration
IN HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS

IONOVAC DIVISION
DUKANE CORPORATION
DEPT. A -113
ST. CHARLES, ILL.

/

Where can hear a demonstration?
Please send me available information
I

MORE CLASSIFIED
HI -FI RECORDS made from your tape.
Any quantity, lowest prices in U. S. Write for
prices. Ewing-Hutchison Sound Productions,
Box 185, Union, Ohio, Dept. A.
WRITE FOR QUOTATION on any hi -fi
components and tape recorders. Lowest prices,
fast delivery, factory sealed cartons. Olde
Chelsea, Inc., 150 -A Ninth Ave., New York 11,
New York.

SELL Ampex half-track, low impedance
transformer, $300 ; Ampex 910, quarter, half track, $250, both like new. Dr. C. F. Tuma,
P. 0. Box 151, Brecksville, Ohio 44141.
STEREO TAPE CLUB : All major labels,
latest releases. Fast service, worldwide membership, no minimum purchase. STC, Box 652,
Santa Barbara, California.
:

NAME
FIRM

(if dealer)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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Rates:

CLASSIfIED

100 per word per Insertion
advertisements; 250 per word for

for noncommercial
commercial adverdiscounts will be
allowed.
by remittance In
full, and must reach the New York agite by the
rut of the month preceding the date of lame.
tisements.

Rates are net, and no
Copy must be accompanied

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKER SERVICE
168 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.
CH 3 -4812

ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then
write us before you purchase any hi -fi. You'll
be glad you did. Unusual savings. Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
CLoverdale 8 -4288.

ITEMS- tapes -package quotes.
SALE
Bayla, Box 1311-0, Wantagh, N. Y.
MILITARY DISCOUNT-name brands. Free
recording tape and stereo handbook. Include
rank, serial number. Electronics International,
Inc.. Box 3066, Charlottesville, Virginia.
WRITE FOR lowest quotations. components, recorders. No catalogs. HI- FIDELITY
SUPPLY, 2817-BC Third, New York 55, N. Y.
HI -FI COMPONENTS, tape recorders at
guaranteed "We Will Not Be Undersold"
prices. All brands in stock. 15 -day money -back
guarantee. 2 -year warranty. Write your requirements for quotation. No catalog. Hi -Fidelity Center, 1797 -V 1st Ave., New York 28,
N. Y.

STEREO TAPES

:

50% off. Send for free

literature. P. 0. Box 3603, Witchita, Kansas.
MAY WE GIVE YOU our quote on your
HI -FI requirements? You'll be pleasantly surprised that what you had in mind won't cost
as much as you thought. We carry all brands
in stock. Components are new and fully guaranteed. Ask to be put on our mailing list for
special bargains. Crown Electronics Corp., 64
Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y. (212)
WO 4 -0790.

HARPSICHORD. Same as owned by Philadelphia Orchestra and RCA Victor. In kit
form for home workshop assembly, $150.
Clavichord kit, $100. Free brochure. Write:
Zuckermann Harpsichords. Dept. R, 115
Christopher St., New York 14, N. Y.
Marantz components : Model 7
SALE
stereo console, $185; two Model 2 amplifiers,
$135, each, $250, both ; Thorens TD -124 turntable, $75. All in top condition. John Haner,
683 Locust, Galesburg, Ill.
SELL : Custom teakwood stereo, $2,500. Ron
Pickenheim, 210 Hunter St., Tamaqua, Pa.
RENNWALD FULL -RANGE
ELECTROSTATIC
Perforated electrode 45" by 5%", $5.68 ; Set
of 8 spacers (one speaker), $1.35; Special
membrane for speaker, $1.95 per yard ; Complete speaker element ready to connect (less
enclosure), $37.85. Write for improved constructional data and hints. Rolf Rennwald,
Anlage 11, Heidelberg, Germany.
KNIGHT KP -70 STEREO RECORD-PLAYBACK KIT. New, un- built, in the box. Cost
$90, will sell for $50. C. Badner, 7545 S.
Phillips, Chicago 49, III.
TO SELL : 4 Marantz electronic crossovers.
$45 each. 2 Marantz audio consolettes. $75
each. All equipment in excellent condition. No
cabinets. Richard D. Nelson, 7409 Fremont
Avenue South, Minneapolis 23, Minnesota,
Telephone 866-8908.
FOR SALE : Harman -Kardon Citation A
preamplifier, serial number 5310163, factory
wired, never used, $200, prepaid. Audiophile
Records, Inc., Saukville, Wisc.

FOR SALE : Ampex 350 -2P with remote
control ; Presto C800 -1 tape recorder, plug -in
heads, cue /edit, etc. ; 4- channel stereo mike
mixer ; microphones ; Neumann U -47. Sony
C -37A, Electro -Voice 655C with transistor
equalizer. Shure 330, Reslo RBMT ; Beyer
DT -48 stereo headphones ; Van Eps suction
system ; Capps hot stylus system ; Audio
Baton filter ; Pilot SP -210 stereo amplifier ;
Pilotrol professional preamplifier ; ADC jack
panel ; Muset TV tuner ; Meissner TRF tuner.
All equipment new. H. C. Zimm, 5904 London
Road, Duluth 4, Minnesota. -
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Pilot Moves to $2,000,000 Plant. Pilot
Radio Corporation recently completed a
shift of its operations to a modern $2,000,000 plant in Yonkers. The 165,000- squarefoot building triples the firm's manufacturing capacity in support of a major expansion program. Pilot has achieved a 65
per cent increase in sales volume in the
past nine months compared to the same
period last year, according to Roland J.
Kalb, vice president and general manager.
The company's new facility will allow for
expansion and the use of modern production techniques unavailable to the growing
company in its five -story Long Island City
plant, which it had occupied for the past
30 years. The new plant is located on a
landscaped site east of the Bronx River
Parkway where New York City, Mount
Vernon, and Yonkers converge.

h°pPlest
hobby'

ELECTRONIC ORGAN KITS
for hone, school, Church, clubs.

The Origvurl Buildd:- Yourrelf' Olga
.rourur like a glorious pipe organ

71

SAVE
up to
Anyone Can Do It! Here's What You Get

,I

\r:

Manuals 6 couplers, Tone Generator, Tone Changers, Pedal Keyboards. Consoles

...

Mail coupon below, and receive
absolutely FREE .. .
complete inlorm.dion on Artisan's new 1963 Organ- Building Kit! Illustrated instructions lead you through every step
of this happy hobby, as you assemble -at -home a magnificent custom Artisan electronic organ
the best in tone
and styling! No technical skill required, and you save up
to 70% of comparable ready-built organ costs by skipping
dealer profits and factory labor! You can play as you build
and pay as you build. From $1750 to $7500. Write today!

-

IARTISAN ORGANS 2476 "A "N.Lake Aee.,Altadena,Calif.l
I

.pr

1

Lr

Erie and Ionic Merge. Eric Electronics
Corporation of Santa Monica, California
and Ionic Industries, Inc. of the same city
have merged all sales and administrative
activities under the personal direction of
Irving Rossman, it was jointly announced
today by Eric Feigl, president of Eric
Electronics, and Irving Rossman, president
of Ionic. Sales and administrative offices
will be located at 1823 Colorado Avenue,
Santa Monica and all correspondence
should be directed to that address.

1

Ir
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SAVE YOUR
USE OUR EASY -RAY

COPIES OF

-PLAN UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY

Don't Buy Hi -Fi- Components
Tape Recordera or Electronic Equipment until you
get return mail quotation from 'your friend in

For

Trade -Ins-ifghest Allowance -Send us your list.
15 day money -back guarantee.
Full 2 year-warranty -parts & labor.
We are factory franchised all lines. We ship from
stock.
e 18th year of dependable & reliable service throughout the world.
We guarantee "We Will Not Be Undersold."
Call us at (212) EN -9-3700 from any part of USA.
You may deduct 3 minute toll charge if your order
is in excess of $100.00.
BEST BUY HI -FI LIST FREE
Send 104 for stereo tape
catalog -All labels. Save
up to 33 -1/3 %.

1797 -U First Ave.
N. Y. 28, N. Y.
CIRCLE 87

Each

Jesse Jones

Volume Files for every
publication.

f/

11 e-

Kt

NATIONAL LY FAMOUS
TJRERS. WRITE FOR

UST.

Visit Our Warehouse

OVER

gold.

715A 2nd Ave., INr. 38th)
New York 16, New York
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COMPONENTS
VISIT
OUR
STORE
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T O

KITS

CTORY SEALED CARTONS
SEND FOR "QUOTES" ON PACKAGE
DEALS AND SAVE MORE
WRITE FOR MONTHLY SPECIALS

Af2STON tui;ds
CIRCLE 89
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50 Watt Transistor Amplifier
the New FAIRCHILD 688
with Exclusive TRANS / GARD!

-

A

A new standard in transistor power amplifiers,
the new 50 Watt FAIRCHILD 688 transistor
amplifier is indispensable for quality recording,
broadcasting, motion picture, public address and
laboratory use. New FAIRCHILD 668 high voltage,
high frequency transistor design delivers a continuous 50 watts of sine wave power at only
.8% distortion.
New exclusive TRANS'GARD system protects
amplifier even if amplifier input is momentarily
or continuously overloaded as much as 40 db.
(It's blast -proof.) TRANS /GARD also protects
speakers from burnout. Eliminates operation fail Lres due to "fuse blowing" because of spurious
transients. Continuous 50 watts operation is
assured throughout the range from 5 cycles to

50,000 cycles.

TAPES

12' -A East 88 St., New York 28,

AUDIO

O N

126 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANADA

BEST -B Y-COMPARISON PRICES.

Now! An Overload -Proof

CRIPTIVE FOLDER

E.;LECOO10E
SOUND SYSTEMS

FAST SHIPMENTS

MS -13

CIRCLE 79

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Satisfaction guaranteed

and Accessories

MANUFAC
BARGAIN

RECORDERS

MAGAZINE FILE CO.
520 FIFTH AVENUE

CANADA

.
UP TO 36 MOS

by
Ve are FANCHISED

ORDER NOW -send
check or money order

16

High Fidelity Equipment
Complete Lines
Complete Service
Hi -Fi Records
Components

POSSIBLE QUOTATIONS

THE

6 for $13.00

Covered in durable

title embossed in

for $7.00

inc.

COMPONENTS
FACTORY FRESH
RY
F RST DELIVEPAYMENTS

3

leather like Kivar,

YOU MONEY
Special'zes in SAVING
gli

II/ LNIEST

Attractive and
practical for your
home or office

file holds a

full year's copies.

FREE

DIUlllllilllited,

information write Dept.

AUDIO
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BRITISH EQUIPMENT from the United Kingdom
Hi -Fi Mail Order Specialists.
Send us details of your needs)
AMPLIFIERS
MOTORS
TUNERS
SPEAKERS
PICK -UPS
All
goods
carefully packed, insured and shipped
promptly at minimum cost. Send $1 bill for catalogue
(refundable against first purchase)
C. C. GOODWIN (SALES) LTD. (Dept. A)
7, The Bdwy., Wood Green, London, N.22., Eng.

CIRCLE 91

fl

SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency response 5- 50,000
cycles (`1 db) at 50 watts. Distortion .8% at 50
watts. Gain 83 db. Sensitivity .15v for 50 watt

output. Height 3t/2 inches. Length 19 inches.
MODEL 688 with TRANS /GARD $235.00
the pacemaker in profesWrite to Fairchild
sional audio products for complete details.

-

-

FAIRCHILD RECORDING

EQUIP. CORP.

10,40 45th Avenue, Long Island City

1, N. Y.
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tape record

ADVERTISING
INDEX

SOUND
ongpUND
(for less than 81O.00!)
PLUG -IN PROGRAM
SOURCE
HERE

#1

PROGRAM
SOURCE

#2

Acoustech, Inc.
Acoustic Research, Inc.
Airex Radio Corporation
Allan, Richard, Speakers
Altec Lansing Corporation
American Concertone, Inc.
Ampex Corporation
Artisan Organs
Audio Bookshelf
Audio Fidelity Records
Audio Unlimited

6

57

74
66
5
61

14, 15

79
76
59
79

Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp.
Bozak
British Industries Corporation

` Ilk\

)

ADJUST
VOLUME

FOR

#2

FRONT -VIEW,
FLIP -THROUGH SELECTION

29, 45
41
3

Cabinart Acoustical Dev. Corp.

ADJUST
VOLUME

y

.

Carston Studios
Clark, David, Company, Inc.
Classified
Concord Electronics Corporation
Crown International

64
79
80
78
37
72

Dukane Corp., lonovac Division
Dynaco, Inc.

78

Stop stooping, squinting, straining, to find
albums stacked on edge.Quick -See units glide
in and out of cabinet or wall for fast, simple
selection ... you see the full face of your
album without removing it. Ends jacket
bottom wear, too. Installs anywhere in five
minutes. Sturdy welded steel and ball- bearing
construction, brass finish. Nine models for
LP's and tape, hold up to 125 albums ...
available separately or in special cabinet
-

FOR

PROGRAM
SOURCE

PLUG
INTO RECORDER

#1

INPUT

MINI -MIX

by SWITCHCRAFT

Record music direct and dub your void
at the same time
Record from 2 mike
at once. Fade -in one channel while fading
out other. Professional results -yet require
no technical knowledge. Models for mos
recorders, mono or stereo from $7.95. A
your dealer's.
.

..

swNNUa.
/
IMC.++

5557

N

Elston Ave

Chicago 30, III.
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furniture

Eastman Kodak Company, Inc.
FICO Electronic Instr. Co., Inc.
Electro- Voice, Inc.
Electro-Voice Sound Systems
Elpa

38, 39
13

Coy. IV,

Marketing Industries

Fairchild Recording Equipment
Finney Company
Fisher Radio Corporation
Frazier Incorporated

Corp. 16, 79
4

9,

Garrard Sales Corp.
Goodwin, C. C. (Sales) Ltd.
Gotham Audio Corporation

Harman -Kardon
Heath Company
Hi Fidelity Center

9

$5

Monthly

CIRCLE 95

31

33, 55
79

International Electroacoustics, Inc.

67

Kersting Manufacturing Co.
Key Electronics Compara»

80
78

Lafayette Radio

80

IMPORTANT!
Please fill
in this
coupon and

53

43

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
Multicore Sales Corp.
Murray Carson Corporation
ONLY

504 -K S. Date, Alhambra, California

3

79
60

3M Company

,

Dealer inquiries invited
KERSTING MFG. CO.

11

68

Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc.

Mikes and Case
OPTIONAL

1

79
62

71

79
62

North American Philips =o., Inc.

75

Pickering U Company, Inc.
Pioneer

19

mail before

47
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LAFAYETTE PROFESSIONAL
4 -TRACK STEREO RECORD
and PLAYBACK TAPE DECK
Complete with Built -in Transistorized
Record /Playback Preamps
Records Sound -with -Sound
2 Recording Level Meters
Records 4 -Track Stereo
Plays 4 & 2 Track Stereo, 4, 2
and Full Track Mono
With Connecting
Cables and 7" Take -up Reel
& Mono

1;t

,/

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Dept. AK -3, P.O. Box 10,
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791
Rush me FREE Giant 422 Page 1964

rw

Cat. 640
RK -140 tape deck

$

Enclosed.

Shipping Charges Collect

Reeves Soundcraft Corp.

17
10

Roberts Electronics, Inc.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Schober Organ Corporation
Scott, H. H., Inc.
Sennheiser Electronic Corp. IN. Y.)

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories,
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sonotone Corporation
Sonovox Co., Ltd.
Superscope, Inc.
Switchcraft, Inc.

69
49
Coy. II
65
Inc. .. 20

....

25
77

77
7

80

UltrAudio Products
University Loudspeakers

.

63
35

s

77
27

Address

.

City

Zone

State
MAIL TO DEPARTMENT A13

Viking of Minneapolis

Address

State

Zone

CIRCLE
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r
Name

Tandberg of America, Inc.
Topselco

Name

L City

TO GET
YOUR FREE COPY
OF THE DAVID CLARK
STORY ABOUT
PERSONAL LISTENING
BE SURE

YL Acoustic Co., Ltd.

Cov. III

DAVID CLARK Company, Inc.
WORCESTER 2, MASS.

7-1

J
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Every time you capture the
magnificent world of full fidelity sound on tape.
Taped sound retains full fidelity even after hundreds of
yours to enjoy
playbacks
on VIKING tape
always
components, naturally.
A VIKING invests you with
unlimited versatility to record
live programs or off the air
including F.M. multiplex, duplicate, put sound on sound
and edit with perfect ease.

--

Retro -matic 220- ultimate performance with tomorrow's features for
discriminating audiophiles and pro-

fessionals only.
Two -directional playback, quarter
track stereo at two speeds. "Feather-touch" push buttons, remote control, 12 watt amplifier, simultaneous
playback with 20 - 25,000
record
cps frequency responce. Independent channel controls, "luma- touch"
record buttons and illuminated VU
meters. Photo electric run -out sensor, four heads, hysteresis capstan
motor plus two reel drive motors
and digital counter. Superbly styled
with stainless steel face plate this
compact operates vertically or horizontally.

-

-

88 Stereo Compact for connoisseurs of the fine things in high fidelity stereo sound.
Two speed tape recorder with choice
of half or quarter track stereo. Three
new type hyperbolic heads -no more
old fashioned pressure pads. New
design amplifier with excellent 3018,000 cps frequency response, lets
you monitor off the tape with "A -B"

comparison switch. Independent

channel controls and VU meters,
two motors, record indicator light,
counter, automatic tape shut-off.
With its attractive, brushed aluminum face panel, the 88 Compact
fits any installation for vertical or
horizontal operation.

-

Put Command Performance at your finger tips with VIKING
tape components

made by skilled American craftsmen.

Tape recorders, transports, cartridge players -even for your car or boat
at reputable high fidelity dealers most everywhere.

Irking

17 9600

;

-

Your assurance
of Quality in
Tape Components

OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.
Aldrich Avenue Sot, th, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55420

...a complete

new collection of high

The Patrician 800, like its famous predecessors, is devoted to the reproduction
of sound with absolute honesty. It speaks
only when spoken to
with a voice that
is no more spectacular -and no less so-than the music it is asked to duplicate.
As a result, the Patrician 800 is somewhat larger than most other speaker systems even to its extraordinary 30 -inch

...

-

fidelity loudspeaker systems and matching equipment consoles

woofer- simply because a system of this
magnitude is required to reproduce the
deepest musical sounds accurately and
without compromise.
In appearance, the Patrician 800
achieves a new standard of elegance in both
Traditional and Contemporary designs
... for this system was conceived as the
ultimate reflection of your good taste in

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Consumer Products Division, Dept. 1134A, Buchanan, Michigan

fine music and superb home furnishings.
We invite your critical appraisal of the
entire new Patrician loudspeaker collection at your nearby Electro -Voice high
fidelity demonstration center. Or we will
be happy to send a catalog on request.

gketteaSkr.
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

.,

